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Abstract  

Parkinson's disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative condition characterised by a loss 

of dopaminergic nigrostriatal nerve cells. Emerging evidence shows ageing, 

altered mitochondrial function, genetic factors and exposure to environmental 

toxins targeting mitochondria are major risk factors for idiopathic Parkinson’s 

disease.  Dopaminergic neurons have uniquely complex dendritic networks and 

are therefore vulnerable to disruptions in energy homeostasis caused by 

mitochondrial dysfunction. Therefore, identifying drugs that improve 

mitochondrial function could be used to treat or prevent PD. This study focused 

on investigating whether GSK3α/β and CDK inhibitors improved mitochondrial 

function and neuronal health and had the potential to treat PD. Kenpaullone, a 

GSK3α/β and CDK inhibitor, was previously reported to improve the 

mitochondrial network and was shown to protect mitochondria following a PD-

stressor (MPP+). This evidence suggested that studying drugs that target GSK3α/β 

and CDKs may give an insight into the mechanism governing mitochondrial 

quality control pathways and may lead to the discovery of drugs useful in treating 

Parkinson's disease. This study investigated drugs with similar targets to 

kenpaullone, namely AZD5438, AT7519, alsterpaullone and 1-azakenapaullone 

and mitochondrial protective drugs, dexpramipexole and olesoxime, that target 

mitochondria in a similar manner to kenpaullone. The findings showed that 

AZD5438, a potent GSK3α/β and CDK inhibitor, restores mitochondrial 

membrane potential and inhibits Parkin recruitment and fragmentation of the 

mitochondrial network following treatment with CCCP. Furthermore, AZD5438 

was shown to improve mitochondrial networks and prevent the death of neurons 

(derived from human iPSC) following the treatment with the mitochondrial 

complex I inhibitor, rotenone. AZD5438 was also shown to inhibit mitochondrial 

ROS and neuronal apoptosis while it upregulated glycolysis and improved the 

electrophysiological function of neurons. Based on these novel findings, 

AZD5438 is suggested to have potential as a therapeutic drug for 

neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson's disease. 
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Chapter1  Introduction 

Parkinson's disease 

Parkinson's disease (PD) is a heterogeneous neurodegenerative disease affecting 7 

million people worldwide [1]. The main symptoms of PD are classified as motor 

symptoms such as rigidity and slowness and non-motor neuropsychiatric 

symptoms such as depression. A recent study suggested that the neurodegenerative 

process not only affects the dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra but also 

occurs in multiple areas, which is evident in the early and late stages of the disease 

(Figure 1-1) [2]. The cause of the disease is not clear yet, but both genetic (Table  

1-1) and environmental factors are suggested to be involved[3] [4]. Hallmarks of  

PD are the death of dopaminergic neurons in the midbrain area[5] and the 

abnormal accumulation of the protein alpha-synuclein, which forms potentially 

toxic inclusions called Lewy bodies in neurons[6]. Lysosomal and mitochondrial 

dysfunction have been suggested as possible mechanisms that contribute to cell 

death in PD.  
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Figure 1-1 Pathophysiology of a multisystem neurodegenerative process from early to late stage 

of PD. 

 

Loci Gene Protein 

PARK1 SNCA  Alpha-synuclein 

PARK2 PRKN  Parkin 

PARK3 Unknown  Unknown 

PARK5 UCHL1  Ubiquitin C-Terminal Hydrolase L1 

PARK6 PINK1  PTEN-induced putative kinase 1 

PARK7 DJ-1  Protein DJ-1 

PARK8 LRRK2  Leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 

PARK9 ATP13A2  ATPase 13A2 

PARK10 Unknown  Unknown 

PARK11 GIGYF2  GRB10 interacting GYF protein 2 

PARK12 Unknown  Unknown 

PARK13 HTRA2  Serine peptidase 2  

PARK14 PLA2G6  Phospholipase A2 Group VI 

PARK15 FBX07  F-Box protein 7 

PARK17 VPS35  Vacuolar protein sorting 35 

PARK18 EIF4G1  

Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 

gamma, 1 

PARK19 DNAJC6  DNAJ subfamily C member 6 
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PARK20 SYNJ1  Synaptojanin-1 

PARK21 DNAJC13  DNAJ subfamily C member 13 

PARK22 CHCHD2  Coiled coil-helix-coiled coil-helix domain 2 

PARK23 VPS13C  Vacuolar protein sorting 13 homolog C 

- GBA  Glucocerebrosidase 

Table  1-1 Overview of Parkinson's disease (PD)-related genes. Genes related to PD and their 

description are shown. 

 

Relatively recent research has found that mutations in coding genes, including 

PTEN-induced putative kinase 1 (PINK1), Parkin (PRKN), alpha-synuclein 

(SNCA), leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 (LRRK2), ATPase 13A2 (ATP13A2), VPS35 

(PARK17) and PARK7/DJ-1[7] [8] [9] are associated with early onset PD (EOPD). 

A number of these genes have been found to have functions associated with 

mitochondrial quality control, ubiquitin-proteosome system and lysosomal 

degradation pathways[10]. The list of PD-related genes and their function in 

mitochondrial activity is summarised in Table  1-2.  

 

The treatment of PD patients with L-dopa is based on improving dopamine levels 

in the brain. However, extrapyramidal side-effects are associated with tolerance 

and the need for treatment with increasingly high doses. In the past few decades, 

surgery for PD has advanced, and motor symptoms are treated with deep brain 

stimulation [11]. Other therapies currently being developed include gene therapy 

and neural transplantation both of which are based on compensating for the loss 

of dopaminergic neurons/neurotransmission [12].  
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Experiments described in this thesis have focused on investigating mechanisms by 

which the function of mitochondria can be improved. In particular, modulators that 

positively regulate mitochondrial function and cell survival have been investigated 

as potential treatments for PD. 

 

Loci Gene Mitochondrial related function 

PARK1 SNCA  Aggregated protein inhibits complex I  

PARK2 PRKN  Mitophagy signalling  

PARK6 PINK1  

Mitophagy signalling, 

mitochondrial unfolded protein response 

PARK7 DJ-1  

Maintains mitochondrial function against 

oxidative stress 

PARK8 LRRK2  

Regulates endolysosomal for the 

downstream activity of mitophagy 

PARK9 ATP13A2  

Lysosomal transmembrane protein,  

supports mitochondrial function  

PARK14 PLA2G6  Supports mitochondrial function 

PARK17 VPS35  

Endosomal and lysosomal trafficking,  

supports mitochondrial function 

- GBA  Autophagy and lysosomal degradation 

Table  1-2  PD-related genes which affect mitochondrial activity. 
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Mitochondrial function -Oxidative phosphorylation 

Mitochondria play an important role in cell function and survival. They facilitate 

oxidative phosphorylation, control reactive oxygen species (ROS), mediate 

apoptosis and buffer cytosolic calcium. 

 

The protein complexes of the electron transport chain (ETC) located at the inner 

mitochondrial membrane (IMM) generate ATP following electrons transport 

through the ETC and protons transport across the IMM. ETC complexes I, III, and 

IV use the electrons energy when transporting them to pump protons across the 

inner mitochondrial membrane to the mitochondrial intermembrane space to 

produce an electrochemical gradient. Protons return across the electrochemical 

gradient and this provides the energy for complex V to phosphorylate ADP to 

ATP[13]. The above processes are shown in Figure 1-2.   

 

If mitochondria are dysfunctional, the consequences would be: a cessation of ATP 

production; the generation of ROS; the activation of caspase signalling and 

apoptosis. In addition, a disrupted mitochondrial membrane potential, either due 

to ECT dysfunction-associated proton gradient failure or the opening of 

mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP) (by destabilising the mPTP 

proteins) would result in disrupted calcium homeostasis. Depending on the cell 

type, this compromised calcium homeostasis could contribute to different 
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pathological conditions [14]. For neurons, it eventually leads to the loss of function 

and apoptotic cell death. 

 

 

Figure 1-2 Graphic illustration of mitochondrial electron transport chain.  

ECT locates at IMM. Electron and proton transportation in the ECT mediate ATP generation. 
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Mitochondrial biogenesis 

The mitochondrial population is critical to maintaining the cell's energy demands. 

Thus, the generation of new mitochondria and removal of old is crucial to 

supporting a healthy mitochondrial population. Unlike other organelles, 

mitochondria have their DNA that encodes for a number of protein-coding genes. 

However, mitochondrial biogenesis and function depend on genes transcribed 

from mitochondria and cell nuclei[15]. Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor 

γ (PPARγ) coactivator 1α (PGC-1α) is a master regulator of mitochondrial 

biogenesis [16]. PGC-1α and its downstream cofactors, nuclear respiratory factors 

(NRF1, 2), regulate the transcription of all nuclear-encoded mitochondrial 

respiration chain proteins, which are essential for mitochondrial function. 

Decreased PGC-1α expression levels have been associated with a loss of 

dopaminergic neurons in animal models of PD and with PD patients [17] [18]. 

Thus, mitochondrial biogenesis is hypothesised to be reduced in PD neurons, 

consequently leading to damaged mitochondria accumulation and 

neurodegeneration. 
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Mitochondrial dynamics 

Mitochondria are dynamic organelles. Through continuous fusion, fission, and 

biogenesis activities, they keep an appropriate population in the cell fitting its 

metabolic demands[19]. The graphic illustration of the processes is presented in 

Figure 1-3. An accurate balance between fusion and fission is critical in 

maintaining mitochondrial dynamics regarding different cellular functions [20] 

[21]. Mitochondrial fusion is regulated by a mitochondrial transmembrane GTPase, 

Mitofusin (Mfn) [22], whereas mitochondrial fission is mediated by dynamin-

related protein 1 (DRP1)  [23]. DRP1 translocases from the cytosol to the 

mitochondrial outer membrane (MOM), where the activated DRP1 punctuates 

marks to proceed with membrane constriction and fission directed by Fis1[21]. A 

deficiency of active DRP1 causes mitochondria elongation, leads to mitochondrial 

dysfunction, and causes a decrease in cellular ATP generation, eventually leading 

to cell death [24]. Fusion and fission also help eliminate the general stress level in 

the mitochondrial network.  

 
Figure 1-3 Mitochondrial dynamic. 

Figure reproduced from Seo et al. 2010, with permission from Company of Biologists.  
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Mitochondrial turnover 

There are four main processes responsible for mitochondrial turnover. First, the 

mitochondrial ATP-dependent proteases identify misfolded or damaged 

polypeptides and initiate proteolysis, and the ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) 

targets OMM proteins for degradation[25]. In addition, the mitochondrial unfolded 

protein response (UPRmt) activates a retrograde signalling cascade in the nucleus 

to upregulate the expression of mitochondrial genes[26]. Furthermore, the 

mitigation of mitochondrial damage is aided by continual fission and fusion 

processes. When these quality control mechanisms fail, mitophagy pathways are 

activated, eventually clearing the damaged mitochondria[25]. The most prominent 

mechanism of mitochondrial clearance is autophagy. Autophagy helps recycle 

necessary metabolites and also protects cells from toxicity caused by abnormal 

organelles or protein aggregation.  
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Mitophagy 

The key point in the mitochondrial lifecycle is the selective clearance of damaged 

mitochondria by an autophagic process, mitophagy[27]. This process is required 

for maintaining cellular energy homeostasis and mitochondrial function [28].  

 

Parkin-mediated mitophagy is the dominant mitophagy type of neuronal cell [29]. 

PINK1 and PRKN encode PTEN-induced kinase 1 and an E3 ubiquitin ligase 

Parkin, respectively. Mutations in the genes encoding these proteins are associated 

with early-onset forms of PD [30]. PINK1 targets mitochondria via a 

mitochondrial localisation signal in its amino terminal. Under normal conditions, 

it is rapidly transported across the outer mitochondrial membrane through 

translocase of the outer membrane (TOM) to the interspace, where it is cleaved by 

proteases, including matrix processing peptidases and presenilin-associated 

rhomboid-like (PARL). The cleavage products translocate from mitochondria to 

the cytosol and are rapidly degraded by the proteasome. Under stress conditions, 

depolarisation of the mitochondrial membrane reduces the cleavage of PINK1; 

thus, PINK1 starts to accumulate on the outer membrane and is activated through 

autophosphorylation. Phosphorylated ubiquitin-substrates interact with OPTN or 

NDP52 to recruit Parkin, which is then activated by PINK1 for polyubiquitination. 

Polyubiquitinated substrates are then recognised by microtubule-associated 

protein 1 light chain 3 beta (LC3) adapters, which form the connection of the 
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damaged mitochondria to an autophagosome. 

 

In addition to PINK1/PRKN-mediated mitophagy described above, other types of 

receptors that mediate mitophagy have been discovered recently. In mammalian 

cells, the FUN14 domain containing 1 (FUNDC1) is an outer mitochondrial 

membrane protein, and it was discovered to mediate hypoxia-induced mitophagy 

[31]. FUNDC1 contains a conserved LC3-interacting region (LIR), which binds 

to LC3, mediating clearance. PGC-1α and NRF1 regulate FUNDC1 to promote 

mitophagy [32]. Moreover, BCL2 interacting protein 3 (BNIP3) and NIX are 

hypoxia-inducible genes that play an essential role in hypoxia-induced 

macrophage and mitophagy [33]. In yeast, the mitophagy protein Atg32 (Atg32) 

was reported to mediate mitophagy[34]. 
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Mitochondrial ROS and apoptosis 

Mitochondria are major generators of reactive oxygen species (ROS), and they 

produce ROS primarily by monoelectron reduction of oxygen at the ETC. ROS 

can be harmful, resulting in oxidative damage to cellular lipids, proteins, or DNA, 

and can contribute to apoptosis. Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 

(NAD+)/reduced NAD+ (NADH) and NADP+/reduced NADP+ (NADPH) redox 

couples are involved in reducing ROS levels and thus protects cells from damage 

and apoptotic cell death. Oxidative stress to mitochondrial components, such as 

mitochondrial DNA, may result from an imbalance between ROS production and 

the effectiveness of the antioxidant defence systems. Very high levels of ROS may 

lead to intrinsic mitochondria-mediated apoptosis. During the initiation of intrinsic 

apoptosis, mitochondrial ROS pushes mitochondrial apoptogenic factors like 

cytochrome c to be released into the cytosol. Apoptosome is formed when 

cytochrome c binds to cytosolic protein Apaf-1. Caspase-9 is activated following 

the apoptosome formation and activates downstream caspases and BID (a BH3 

domain-containing proapoptotic Bcl2 family member) to trigger the mitochondria 

to release more apoptotic factors. Caspase-3, the major executor of apoptotic death, 

is produced following the cleavage of pro-caspase by Caspase-9, effectively 

leading the cells to apoptosis. [35] [36, 37] [38] [39] [40] The process of 

mitochondrial ROS-mediated apoptosis is shown in Figure 1-4. 
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Figure 1-4 Graphic illustration of mitochondrial ROS-mediated apoptosis 
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Mitochondria in neurons 

Neuronal activity is highly energy-dependent, and the brain consumes at least 20 

per cent of the body's energy generation, most of which is used for synaptic 

transmission[41] [42]. In addition, neurons possess a complex and large 

mitochondrial network that produces energy primarily by oxidative 

phosphorylation [43] [44]. Neurons are the most complicated structure of all cells 

in the human body,  and their axons and dendritic projections need efficient 

transport and healthy maintenance of mitochondrial networks[45]. In addition, 

mature neurons are differentiated and non-dividing cells. Therefore, they must 

sustain function throughout life, which requires careful regulation of a healthy 

mitochondrial population via biogenesis, fission/fusion dynamic, and clearance 

system [46]. 

 

Recent studies have offered vital insights into mitochondria's function and spatial 

positioning in neurons. In hippocampal neurons, dendritic mitochondria rapidly 

apply fission and congregate in the region of dendritic spines and synapses in 

response to neuronal activity, showing that mitochondria dynamically respond to 

neuronal activity[47]. Moreover, the presence of mitochondria at synapses is 

responsible for their critical physiological roles in providing energy for synaptic 

vesicle release and recycling and buffering calcium during synaptic transmission 

[48]. 
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Research evidence suggests that mitochondria play a crucial role in age-related 

neurodegenerative disorder[49]. It is believed that alongside aging, the efficiency 

of mitochondrial quality control decreases, leading to the accumulation of 

damaged mitochondria which reduces ATP genesis, releases pro-apoptotic factors 

and increases ROS level, resulting in axon degeneration of neurons and neuronal 

apoptosis, and eventually, neurodegenerative diseases[50] [51] [52] [53, 54]. This 

mitochondrial related neuron death is illustrated in Figure 1-5. 

 

 

Figure 1-5 Neuron cell death related to damaged mitochondria.  
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Targeting Mitochondria to treat neurodegenerative 

diseases  

Mitochondrial dysfunction is a hallmark of ageing and is widely observed in 

numerous neurodegenerative diseases[55]. Dysfunctional mitophagy is closely 

associated with Parkinson's disease (PD). Reduced mitochondrial membrane 

potential and dysfunctional respiration are also linked to Huntington's disease (HD) 

[56]. Mitochondrial dysfunction is also linked to beta-amyloid induced 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathology [57]. Therefore, further systematic studies of 

mitochondrial quality control may not only improve the understanding of the 

mechanisms of neurodegenerative diseases but also point out therapeutic strategies 

for them. 

 

It may be possible to facilitate fission, fusion and mitophagy by increasing the 

expression of autophagic proteins, regulating the activity of  mitophagy-related 

receptors and the action pathways [58]. However, just targeting one of these 

processes alone would clearly be detrimental to the cell. Hence, therapies targeted 

at mitochondria should stimulate the removal of unhealthy mitochondria while 

promoting the production of new or even increased numbers of mitochondria.  

 

The central hypothesis in this thesis is that neurodegenerative pathologies may be 

delayed, prevented, or restored by improving mitochondrial quality control 
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through genetic modification and/or via the targeting of quality control processes 

(Figure 1-6). For example, improved mitophagy with increased healthy 

mitochondrial population could improve energy metabolism and inhibit apoptosis 

in the aged brain and thus delay or prevent the cellular damage associated with 

neurodegenerative diseases.  

 

 

Figure 1-6 An example of how targeting mitochondrial quality control pathways may prevent 

mitochondrial dysfunction mediated ageing and neurodegeneration. 
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Challenges in neurodegenerative research  

One of the main challenges in human neurodegenerative diseases research has 

been accessing human diseased tissue or other samples for study. Even if tissue is 

available, terminally differentiated cells like neurons can neither be maintained 

nor expended in the lab, which affects the reproducibility and scalability of a 

strictly designed experiment. Accessible tissues, such as neonatal umbilical cord 

samples, do not contain the genes and molecular pathways involved in diseases. 

Therefore, alternative approaches, such as transgenic animals and immortalised 

cell lines, with overexpression or knockdown of specific disease transgenes have 

been used. These methods have shown advantages through pre-clinical efficacy 

and safety as they point out the relationship between the gene, protein, and disease 

phenotype. However, such methods have not translated well and have often led to 

high-cost failed clinical trials in humans [59]. 

 

The reprogramming of human cells to iPSCs reported in 2007 offered an 

alternative tool for studying physiologically relevant human cell types and proteins 

without altering heterologous genes. Somatic cells from patients with the genes of 

interest can be reprogrammed into iPSC. Neurons can be differentiated into 2D 

and 3D cultures from patient iPSCs to investigate cellular microenvironments 

further, the so-called 'brain in a dish' [60]. The workflow of iPSC from patient to 

in vitro experiment is shown in Figure 1-7.  
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Figure 1-7 The workflow of the iPSC study.  

Somatic cells are collected from the patient with the gene of interest and reprogrammed into iPSCs. 

IPSCs are then differentiated into the objective types of neurons, which could be cultured in 2D or 

3D. 2D culture has the advantage of monolayer for imaging assay. 3D culture has the advantage of 

investigating cell-cell interaction. 
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Previous screen  

Previous research by the group in the regenerative medicine laboratory at the 

University of Bristol [34] used an in vitro phenotypic model based on measuring 

parkin recruitment following mitochondrial membrane depolarisation to carry out 

a high-throughput screen of 7500 genes. Genes of interest were chosen from the 

druggable gene library focusing on disease-relevant targets. The primary screen 

was evaluated by principal components analysis (PCA) and a parameter-agnostic 

machine-learning approach. The screen processes are shown in Figure 1-8. The 

genes identified fell into three broad classes, those that regulate: (i) protein 

degradation pathways; (ii) free radical levels, DNA repair; (iii) transcription. The 

results identified that a group of genes targeting ubiquitin-proteasome pathways 

(such as UBE2N) significantly altered Parkin recruitment activity (Figure 1-9). In 

chapter 6, the follow-up investigation of the effects of genetic modification of 

UBE2N on Parkin recruitment and the potential of protection for PD was 

performed. 

 

Additional to the siRNA screen, a small pharmacological compound library 

containing modulators of neurodegenerative pathways was also screened (Table  

1-3). After the compounds screen, kenpaullone was identified as a potential 

negative modulator of mitophagy, and Cu-ATSM was identified as the potential 

positive modulator. Kenpaullone is GSK3-beta and CDKs inhibitor, and plenty of 
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evidence suggests it is neuron protective by decreasing oxidative stress. Cu-ATSM 

is identified as a copper delivery compound, and copper deficiency is known to 

relate to mitochondrial morphology.   

 

Figure 1-8 Screening of the druggable genome library.  

(A) Screen process workflow. (B) Plate map. (C) Overlay of Hoechst and e-GFP PRKN with 

siPINK and NTC. (D) Images captured by Incell Analyser, and the segmentation. (E) PCA analysis 

pipeline. (F) PCA score showing >3 and <-3. Figure taken from Scott et al. 

 

 
Figure 1-9 Combined siRNA knockdown of UBE enzymes identified in Scott et al modulates 

PRKN recruitment.  
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Compound Description 

GSK2606414 Potent and selective PERK inhibitor 

N-Acetylcysteine 

amide Cell permeable antioxidant 

cu-ASTM (Sigma) Antioxidant, acts on peroxynitrite 

Rapamycin mTOR inhibitor, immunosuppresant 

trans-ISRIB Integrated stress response (ISR) inhibitor 

Resveratrol Cyclooxygenase inhibitor 

AR-A 014418 Selective GSK-3 inhibitor 

Sodium 4-

Phenylbutyrate HDAC inhibitor; ER stress blocker 

Dimethylfumarate Nrf2 pathway activator; neuroprotective 

TRC 051384 Inducer of heat shock protein Hsp70 

Edaravone Anti-ischaemic and antioxidant 

BIX BiP (Hsp70-5) ER chaperone inducer 

DMSO Vehicle 

Z-VAD-FMK Cell-permeable, irreversible caspase inhibitor 

SP600125 Selective JNK inhibitor 

Kenpaullone GSK-3 inhibitor. Also inhibits CDKs 

Olesoxime Binds VDAC 

Azoramide Unfolder protein response (UPR) modulator 

Riluzole Glutamate release inhibitor/GABA uptake inhibitor 

Dantrolene Ca2+ release inhibitor 

LOE 908 

hydrochloride 

Broad spectrum cation channel blocker; 

neuroprotective 

SKF 85536 

Potent and selective D1-like dopamine receptor 

antagonist 

B2 Promotes inclusion formation in HD and PD 

Memantine NMDA antagonist; acts at ion channel site  

PD-150606 Calpain inhibitor 

Table  1-3 Full list of the selected pharmacological compounds screened by Scott et al.   
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Neuronal development and kinase activities 

Neurons differentiate, migrate, grow neurites, and eventually build connections 

within their network. The neurites’ development and degradation are crucially 

responsible for neuronal function. Neurodegenerative diseases such as spinal cord 

injury, stroke, multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease are 

often identified with losing functional neuronal networks. Thus, treatment could 

be mediated by therapies targeting neuronal network protection and regeneration. 

Apart from the cellular metabolism that mediates ATP generation  for neuronal 

development, multiple kinases and phosphatases also influence neuronal 

morphology and function by regulating the signalling pathways that directly and 

indirectly regulate energy metabolism and control neurite formation [61]. Some 

individual kinases and phosphatases affect neurite development. For instance, the 

non-receptor tyrosine kinase Src is essential for cell adhesion-dependent neurite 

outgrowth, and the phosphatase Calcineurin is necessary for transiently 

blocking the expansion of spinal neurons.  

 

Besides the individual kinases and phosphatases, signalling pathways dependent 

on kinases activities, including the mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs), 

cytoskeletal, growth factor signalling and calcium-dependent pathways, have been 

found to affect neuronal function and energy metabolism [62] [63] [64] [65] [66]. 

Recent studies showed that glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK3) and Cyclin-
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dependent kinases (CDKs) regulate mitochondrial function and neuronal 

development, function, and death[67, 68]. 

GSK-β and its involvement in neurodegenerative diseases 

GSK3 was first identified as the kinase phosphorylating glycogen synthase in a 

skeletal muscle [69] and has since been shown to be critical in multiple signalling 

pathways [70]. GSK3 activity is a key developmental component in inflammation 

and tumorigenesis, as either active or inhibited GSK3 is suggested to regulate cell 

fate via the Wnt-mediated pathway [71]. Research also showed that GSK3β plays 

an important role in neuronal apoptosis and contributes to certain pathogenesis of 

neurodegenerative diseases such as AD and PD. ([72]. 

 

1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) is widely used to 

selectively damage dopaminergic neurons in substantia nigra to model PD[73]. 

Research showed that the GSK-3β-dependent pathway mediates the MPTP-

induced apoptosis of dopaminergic neurons, while inhibition of GSK-3β reduces 

the damage induced by MPTP, indicating the association of GSK-3β with PD. 

MPTP is also a complex I inhibitor of the mitochondrial respiratory chain. 

Inhibition of complex I by MPTP via GSK-3β increases the production of reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) and contributes to cellular oxidative stress and, eventually, 

neuron cell death, [74] suggesting mitochondrial dysfunction involving GSK-3β 

is involved in the pathogenesis of PD. 
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Evidence suggests that commonly used drugs regulate mitochondrial activity and 

cell apoptosis via an action on GSK-3β (Table  1-4)[75]. This evidence suggests a 

strong link between the therapeutic potential of GSK-3β with mitochondrial 

dysfunction-related disease pathogenesis.   

 

Accumulating evidence points out that GSK-3β interacts with mitochondrial 

proteins, such as components of the respiratory chain and subunits of mPTP. 

Inactivation of GSK-3β has been shown to promote biogenesis and dynamics of 

mitochondria, reduce mitochondrial membrane permeability and inhibit 

mitochondria-mediated apoptosis. Through altering the opening of the mPTP, 

GSK-3β participates in the mitochondrial apoptosis pathway mediated by the 

disruption of the mitochondrial membrane and the release of pro-apoptosis 

factors[76] [77]. Inhibition of GSK-3β also suppresses pathogenic pathways in PD 

and supports neuron survival [78]. GSK-3β inhibition was shown to decrease α-

synuclein protein levels and promote cell survival in a cellular model of PD, 

suggesting that inactivation of GSK-3β may promote dopaminergic neuron 

survival by reducing the toxicity of abnormal α-synuclein aggregation[79].  
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Compounds upregulation downregulation 

Curcumin 

mitochondrial 

functions, 

Akt/GSK-3β signalling 

oxidative stress, 

cell apoptosis 

Resveratrol Akt/GSK3β signalling 

mitochondrial 

dysfunctions 

Asiatic acid 

mitochondrial 

functions, 

Akt/GSK-3β signalling I/R injury 

Triptolide 

desensitisation of 

mPTP 

mitochondrial 

apoptosis, 

CyP-D 

phosphorylation 

Formononetin 

Akt/GSK-3β signaling, 

phosphor-Ser9-GSK-

3β-ANT 

CyP-D-ANT, mPTP 

opening, 

ROS generation 

Hesperidin 

activities of 

mitochondrial complex GSK3β activity 

liquiritin 

ERK and Akt-GSK-3β 

signaling↑ 

mitochondrial 

apoptosis 

Sulfuretin  

apoptotic cascade, 

GSK-3β signaling, 

NF-κB signaling 

Baicalein 

phosphorylation of Akt-

Thr308 and GSK-3β-

Ser9 cytochrome c release 

Table  1-4 Summary of natural compounds and their regulation on mitochondrial activity through 

GSK-3β 
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CDKs and their involvement in neurodegenerative 

diseases 

CDKs are serine/threonine kinases acting on the cyclins and are responsible for 

promoting transitions through the cell cycle[80]. The effects of CDK inhibitors on 

the cell cycle and their anti-cancer potential have been widely studied [32]. In 

addition to the well-known cell cycle regulation by CDK1 and CDK2, CDKs also 

regulate apoptosis, transcription, differentiation in the nervous system. 

 

CDK1, CDK4 and CDK6 play key roles in neuronal cell death, and CDK5 and 

CDK11 also participate in apoptosis. CDK7, CDK8, CDK9 and CDK11 are well 

known for their transcription mediating roles. CDK5 has multiple functions in the 

neuronal network, affecting neurite growth and glutamate receptor and dopamine 

signalling pathways(Table 1-5) [81] [82] [83] [84]. 

 

Recent studies reported mitochondria are the primary cellular organelle targeted 

by CDKs during cell cycle regulation [85] [86]. Cyclin B1/CDK1 has been shown 

to regulate mitochondrial fission and mitotic mitochondrial fragmentation via 

phosphorylating and activating DRP1 [87].In addition, CDK1 is also involved in 

regulating mitochondrial bioenergetics [88] and mitochondria-associated 

apoptosis [89]. CDK1 bind to cyclin B1 and relocates to mitochondria during G2 

to M phase. It then phosphorylates and activates multiple subunits of the 
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mitochondrial respiration chain to drive ATP production. This CDK1 mediates 

ATP output from mitochondria, enters nuclei and further drives the G2 to M phase 

transition, which is energy sensitive[90]. Moreover, CDK1-cyclin B1 binding unit 

activates p53, MnSOD, and SIRT3 to eliminate mitochondrial ROS and prevent 

the further ROS induced apoptosis of the cell [91]. In addition, CDK1 has been 

reported to mediate the maintenance of the DNA-damage repair system following 

radiotherapy [92] [93]. DNA damage enhances the translocation of cyclin 

CDK1/cyclin B1 to mitochondria. It then causes phosphorylation and activation 

of OXPHOS, leading to enhanced ATP output. This ATP serves as emergency 

energy to repair DNA damage and promotes cell survival. A graphic illustration of 

the above processes is presented in Figure 1-10. 

 

CDK inhibitors have protective roles in non-proliferating neurons facing chemical 

stressors. CDK1 has been reported to phosphorylate β-amyloid, and inhibitors of 

CDK1 have been reported to reduce β-amyloid-induced cytotoxicity by preventing 

β-amyloid phosphorylation[94]. CDK5 is widely expressed in the neural system 

and phosphorylates many substrates[81]. CDK5 phosphorylates dopamine- and 

cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein 32 kDa (DARPP-32) on Thr75, inhibiting 

cAMP-dependent kinase, thus affecting the DARPP-32-dependent activities of 

neurons[95]. CDK5 dysregulation was observed in several neurodegenerative 

disorders (AD [83], ALS [96]), suggesting that CDK5 regulators might have 

clinical potential. A study showed that Cdk5-dependent disruption of microtubules 
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could prevent the aggregation formation in the pathophysiology of poly(Q) 

disorders[97], and another study suggested that CDK5 phosphorylation of 

huntingtin (htt) mediates its cleavage and protects cells from mutant htt toxcixity 

[98]. CDKs and GSK-3 activity within neuronal cells was analysed [99], and it 

was suggested that using dual pharmacological inhibitors of CDKs and GSK-3 

could prevent cell death. Thus, the study on CDKs and GSK-3 inhibitors might be 

a promising strategy for clinical drug development for mitochondria-associated 

neuronal degenerative diseases, especially PD. 

 

CDK cyclin functions 

CDK1 

cyclin B;  

RINGO 

prophase to metaphase transition, 

regulation of topoisomerase 2 

CDK2 

cyclin A;  

cyclin E 

G1/S transition, S phase and G2 phase, 

centrosome duplication, 

regulation of Sp1-mediated transcription 

CDK3 cyclin E  G1/S transition 

CDK4 cyclin D 

G1 phase, 

Excitotoxin-induced neuron death 

CDK5 

p35,p25;  

p39,p29 

Apoptosis, 

neurite growth, neuronal migration, 

dopamine and glutamate signalling, 

Phototransduction, 

neurotransmitter release 

CDK6 cyclin D 

G1 phase, 

neuron death 

CDK7 cyclin H 

CDK1, CDK2 activation, 

basal transcription (TFIIH) 
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CDK8 cyclin C CDK7-cyclin H regulation 

CDK9 

cyclin K;  

cyclin T 

signal transduction, 

RNA transcription (P-TEFb), 

HIV-Tat-dependent transcription 

CDK11 cyclin L 

RNA transcription, 

apoptosis, 

dopamine and glutamate signalling 

Table 1-5 Summary of CDKs/cyclins and their functions in the cell. 

 

 

Figure 1-10 CDK1 mediates mitochondrial ATP production and uses the ATP for G2 to M phase 

transition and DNA damage repair.  
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Focused compound test 

The precious findings suggest drugs acting in a similar manner to kenpaullone 

would have potential as a therapy for Parkinson’s. This study therefore identified 

compounds that acted in a similar manner to kenpaullone and were being used in 

preclinical/clinical studies. Those new compounds were analogues of kenpaullone, 

inhibitors of CDKS/GSK3 and compounds known to act on the mitochondrial 

transition pore. 

 

Dexpramipexole (KNS-760704) and TR019622 (olesoxime) are compounds 

known to target the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP) and have 

been investigated as potential treatments for ASL in clinical trials [100]. AT7519 

and AZD5438 were identified following a screen of CDK2 inhibitors the purpose 

of which was to identify protective agents against cisplatin cytotoxicity[101]. 

AT7519 and AZD5438 have similar inhibitory targets (GSK3/CDKs) as 

kenpaullone and its derivatives alsterpaullone and 1-azakenapaullone. The 

paullones are highly effective at protecting podocytes by preventing apoptosis 

following activation of GSK3 and p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase 

pathways[102]. 
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Summary and overall aims 

The removal of mitochondrial from the cell can occur by mitophagy and this 

important quality control pathway is dependent on signalling via Parkin and 

PINK1. In response to mitochondrial membrane depolarisation parkin is recruited 

to mitochondria in a PINK1 dependent manner and this initiates the processes 

governing mitophagy and mitochondria quality control. My research group 

previously used a high-content assay of parkin recruitment to identify siRNAs and 

small molecules that modulate mitochondrial function. A screen of 7500 siRNAs 

identified genes that positively and negatively regulated parkin recruitment and a 

screen of a neuroactive compound library identified Kenpaullone (an inhibitor of 

GSK3α/β and CDKs) as the most significant non-toxic hit/modulator of parkin 

recruitment. Kenpaullone was also found to augment the mitochondrial network 

and reverse the CCCP-induced perinuclear clustering and fragmentation of 

mitochondria, maintaining a healthy network throughout the cytoplasm. 

Additionally, kenpaullone was shown to reverse the loss of mitochondrial 

membrane potential (Ψm) caused by treatment of cells with the complex I inhibitor 

MPP+. These observations suggest that drugs that target GSK3α/β and CDKs 

and/or mediate an effect on mitochondrial quality control pathways may have 

potential as therapies for Parkinson’s disease.  

 

The overall aim of the experiments described in this thesis was to identify 
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compounds that could be used to treat Parkinson’s disease. To achieve this drugs 

that act in a similar manner to kenpaullone were identified and their efficacy in 

screens of mitochondrial function was assessed. The drug with the most promising 

actions was then assessed further, and its neuroprotective effects and mechanism 

of action were assessed in cell lines, rodent primary neurons and human neurons 

derived from induced pluripotent stem cells.    
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Chapter2  Material and Methods 

Evaluation of potential genes by former screen and 

literature 

Firstly, genes of interest were picked as the results got from the 3 steps previous 

screen. The first step was to carry out a huge siRNA library screen of 7500 genes. 

The next step was to choose the top hits of 300 genes to a more detailed screen. 

The third step was to pick further 58 genes based on a statistic combination of 

primary and secondary results to investigate. Thus, the genes of interest in this 

project were obtained. 

Separately, based on the primary screen, effect values (SSMD.new) were 

considered to evaluate the genes. It is suggested that the gene that may greatly 

impact the PINK1/PRKN pathway should be located close to PINK1 in the effect 

value list as they may have similar downstream effects in the mitophagy pathway 

as PINK1 does. In contrast, those locate the opposite direction to PINK1 may have 

the opposite effect, which is also interesting to investigate. An additional literature 

search was carried out to evaluate those genes' function, based on the criteria that 

the genes have general links to mitochondrial function or neurodegeneration. 

 

Human cell lines and culture 

Human neuroglioma H4 cell line and human neuroblastoma SYSH-5Y cells are 
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used to test chosen genes' function. Both cell lines were stably expressing PRKN 

with eGFP tag and were previously made by lab members. They were made by 

cloning eGFP-PRKN into a lentiviral backbone which was then made into viral to 

transduce target cells. A further sorting process was then applied to get the cells 

consistent expressing eGFP-PRKN. Both cell lines were maintained in the 

incubator with 5% CO2 at 37 oC. eGFP-PRKN H4 cells were maintained in 

DMEM (Sigma) supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% L-Glutamine (Sigma) and 1% 

Penicillin Streptomycin (Sigma). eGFP-PRKN SYSH-5Y cells were maintained 

in DMEMF_12 (Sigma) supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% L-Glutamine (Sigma) 

and 1% Penicillin Streptomycin (Sigma). The passages of both cell lines were 

conducted twice a week to keep them in a good population. The cells were 

disposed of when they became high passage with ageing-related morphology. The 

passage was done by firstly disassociating the cells with 0.5% trypsin-EDTA and 

splitting with a ratio of 1:8. The cell counting was carried out usually when passage 

and seed of the cells through a standard haemocytometer under a microscope.  

   

E18 rat primary neuronal culture 

Plates/coverslips were prepared with coating by 0.1 mg/mL Poly-D-Lysin 

(Gibco™, A3890401) at first. The mother rat was killed by an inhalation 

anaesthetic (isoflurane) overdose and sterilised with 70% Ethanol. The foetuses 

were taken, and their brains were dissected to collect cortex region tissue fast on 
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ice-cold HBSS in dishes. Trituration of the tissue was performed using 1X 

Trypsin-EDTA (Sigma, T417) at 37 oC for 30 mins, then pipetting it to the cell 

suspension. The desired density of cells was then determined and seeded, and the 

cells were growing in plates. Media was changed every four days until day 14 or 

when the cells were in the desired confluence without apparent stress conditions. 

Experimental treatments were started then.  

    Stock 

Concentration 

Final 

concentration 

Volume 

to add 

for 

50mL 

Neurobasal Gibco 

21103-

049 

- - 49 mL 

B27 Gibco 

17504-

044 

50x 1x 1 mL 

Pen / Strep Sigma 

P-4458 

5 mg/mL 25 mg/mL 250 mL 

L-

Glutamine 

Sigma 

G7513 

200 mM 500 mM 125 mL 

Table 2-1 Media composition for feeding primary cortical neuronal culture. 

 

Human iPSC culture  

The normal SNCA2 (NAS2) human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC) line 

was a gift from Dr Tilo Kunath, the Centre for Regenerative Medicine, University 

of Edinburgh. Following the guideline from the recently published protocols by 

Stathkos [103], the NAS2 lines were maintained and passaged as required to keep 

their morphology and population to meet the requirement before the differentiation 
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attempt. Researchers suggested that the quality of iPSC used could affect the 

successful differentiation rate, so it is important that the cell has been monitored 

carefully before the next step can be started [103]. There are two main factors to 

be considered the most critical objects to monitoring the iPSC culture. One is cell 

morphology, and the other is cell proliferation [104]. For the cell morphology, it is 

important to check under a microscope for these characteristics, including a high 

ratio of nucleus/cytoplasm, scant cytoplasm, prominent nucleoli, and compact 

colonies with smooth edges [105]. For the other factor, cell proliferation, it is 

suggested to keep a close monitor and allow space for their fast-dividing activity, 

which supports pluripotency [106]. According to the research on cell cycles in 

hESCs, it is highly suggested that a change of pace in proliferation is associated 

with spontaneous differentiation, which damages stem cell renewability [107]. 

 

Given the reasons explained above, the hiPSCs were carefully grown as below. To 

grow, cells were seeded onto Vitronectin-coated plates containing complete 

Essential 8 (E8) feeder-free media at a density of 5 × 104 cells/cm2 and incubated 

in a humidified cell cultural incubator 37°C with 5% CO2. Premade complete E8 

media was pre-warmed in room temperature 2h before being carefully changed 

with the one feeding the cells daily, with about ten percent of media left in the well 

between taking out the old and adding the new one.  

Passage of cells was needed when either the cells population reached about 75% 

confluency or when cells were seeded on to plate for 4-5 days or a small amount 
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of spontaneous differentiation had been spotted. For dissociation, 0.5 mM EDTA 

solution was applied for 3-5 minutes at 37°C while the cells' morphology was 

under carefully evaluated to decide when to stop.  

 

Differentiation of hiPSCs into midbrain dopaminergic 

neurons  

NAS2 hiPSCs derived midbrain dopaminergic neural culture were differentiated 

and maintained mainly following Stathakos' protocol as it optimised the culture 

for monolayer imaging study [103].  

Healthy and functioning NAS2 hiPSCs were used for mDAN differentiation by 

first exchanging complete E8 media with neuron differentiation media 1 (NDM1). 

NDM1 contained N2B27 supplemented with neural fate-inducing factors (100 nM 

LDN193189 and 10 μM SB431542) and patterning factors (400 ng/mL SHH C24II 

and 1.0 μM CHIR99021). On day 9, media was completely exchanged with 

N2B27 without any other factors. At day 11, media was replaced by neuron 

differentiation media 2 (NDM2), which was N2B27 supplemented with 

neurotrophic factors (20 ng/mL BDNF, 20 ng/mL GDNF) and 0.2 mM ascorbic 

acid. After day 16, cells were passaged and plated onto Polyornithine/Laminin 

coated coverslips or plates as required. Cells were maintained and maturated with 

neuron feeding media (NFM), incubator-stored at 20% O2, 5% CO2, 37 °C. NFM 

contained NDM2 plus 500 μM db-cAMP and 10 μM DAPT. Frequently later 
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passages were avoided to keep healthy culture growing. Throughout the process, 

from day 1 to day 16, cells were passaged four times, on day 3, day 7, day 12 and 

day 16 in a 1:2-3 ratio according to the confluency by dissociating with Accutase 

to ensure single-cell suspensions. A summary of the whole process is shown in 

Figure 2-1. After each passage, 10 μM ROCK inhibitor (Y-27632) was used in the 

media to enhance the survival of cells, while every media exchanged contained no 

further Y-27632. N2B27, NDM1, NDM2 and NFM composition are shown in 

Table  2-2. 

Me

diu

m 

Composition 

N2

B2

7 

48% 

DM

EM/

F-12 

48% 

Neuro

basal 

1% 

Glutam

ax 

1% 

NEA

A 

1% 

PenSt

rep 

0.5% 

N2 

1% 

B27 

5 

μg/mL

Insulin 

75 μM  

β-mercaptoethanol 

ND

M1 

N2B

27 

100 

nM 

LDN1

93189 

10 μM  

SB431

542 

400 

ng/m

LSH

H 

C24II 

1.0 

μM 

CHIR

99021 

ND

M2 

N2B

27 

20 

ng/mL 

BDNF 

10 

ng/mL  

GDNF 

0.2mM 

Ascorbic Acid 

NF

M 

ND

M2 

500 

μM  

db-

cAMP 

10 μM  

DAPT 

Table  2-2 The list of media in use for mDANs differentiation and their composition 
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Figure 2-1 Differentiating hiPSCs into mDANs and their fate follows this simple media change 

schedule. 

Neutralisation begins at day 0 using NDM1. Media is exchanged to N2B27 only on day9. At day11, 

NDM2 is used to replace old media to maintain neural progenitor. From day 16 on, NFM is used 

to keep neurons growing and reach maturation. Stars indicate the critical passage days, which are 

days 3, 7,12 and 16. 

 

Compound test 

The compound (Table  2-3) was purchased and dissolved in DMSO as stock. The 

working concentration of 0.1μM-50μM was then diluted in corresponding media 

before operating the treatment. The desired pre-treatment duration was optimised, 

and then the following assay was performed as designed. The same value DMSO 

that compound contained was used as vehicle control across the experiments; 

when there were muti doses, the value DMSO control used was same as the highest 

dose of compound contained. 

 

Compound Name Cas No. Product No. 

AT7519 902135-91-5 A5719-APE 

TRO 19622 

(Olesoxime) 22033-87-0 

Bio-Techne-

2906 

AZD5438 5438 602306-29-6 

Bio-Techne-

3968 
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Dexpramipexole 104632-27-1 

Sigma-

SML0392 

1-Azakenpaullone 676596-65-9 Sigma-A3734 

Alsterpaullone 237430-03-4 Sigma-A4847 

Kenpaullone 142273-20-9 Sigma-K3888 

Cu-ASTM 68341-09-3 

Sigma-

SML0769 

Table  2-3 Compound list 

 

siRNA transfection 

siRNA transfection was carried out in 96-well plates for imaging assay and 12-

well plates for expression tests. Transfection was performed after cells were 

seeded for 24h. Lipofectamine RNAiMAX reagent (Fisher) and siRNAs were 

diluted in Opti-MED media (Fisher) separately, mixed together with a 1:1 ratio, 

and 5 mins incubation at room temperature waited. The siRNA-lipid complex was 

added to cells and left overnight before replacing it with normal cell cultural media. 

The visualisation or extraction was then performed 48 hours after transfection.  

  96-well 12-well 

Final siRNA  

per well 

1 pmol 10 pmol 

Final 

Lipofectamine 

RNAiMAX  

per well 

0.3 μL 3 μL 

Table  2-4 Final siRNA and RNAiMAX concentration and value, respectively, per well for 96-well 

plate and 12 well plate. 
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Parkin recruitment assay 

Cells were seeded into 96-well black bottom tissue culture plates (Corning, 3904) 

at an optimised density with 100ul media. After 24h of settling down, the treatment 

(compound, siRNA) can be loaded for the desired duration. Optimised duration 

and dose of CCCP treatment were then used before the cells were taken to be fixed 

with 4% PFA for 10min at 37 °C and stained with 0.05mg/ml Hoechst at RT for 

30 min. The plates were then covered with 100 μl PBS per well and protected from 

light with foil warped and stored at 4 °C or taken to be imaged immediately. 

DMSO was used as vehicle control. Cell type-specific optimised Parkin 

recruitment protocol was used to analyse the desired parameters. 

 

Mitochondrial network assay 

MitoTracker™ Red CMXRos (Invitrogen™, M7512) was used for mitochondrial 

visualisation following the user guide supplied by Invitrogen. Briefly, 1:10000 

dilution for a working concentration of 100nM in cultural media from premade 

1mM stock was applied on live cells for 30 mins at 37°C in an incubator before 

washing off. For CCCP used assays, a mitotracker was applied before CCCP 

treatment. Live cells can then be incubated with Hoechst and taken images directly 

or be fixed with 4% PFA and then stained with Hoechst. Cells can be stored at 4 °C 

with warped by foil or taken to be imaged. Cell type-specific optimised 
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mitochondrial network protocol was used to analyse the desired parameters. Total 

mitochondrial area per cell and mitochondrial elongation factor were chosen to be 

presented as they best reflect the information on the mitochondrial network, the 

population content, and morphology. Notably, data collected from mitochondrial 

segmentation in neuron studies were based on total mitochondrial data in the fields 

detected rather than it within single cell body in cell lines studies 

 

Mitochondrial membrane potential assays 

Tetramethylrhodamine (TMRM) (Invitrogen™, I34361) with 1:1000 dilution was 

used in live cells after designed experiment processes for 30min at 37°C before 

being imaged. Approximate fluorescence excitation and emission: 548/574 nm. 

 

JC-1 Dye (Invitrogen™, T3168) was made into 5mg/ml stock solutions in DMSO 

and used 1:1000 dilution in cell culture media. 15min incubation time was required. 

Approximate fluorescence excitation and emission for J-aggregate alone:535/ 590 

nm 

 

Mitochondrial ROS assay  

MitoSOX™ Red reagent (Invitrogen™, M36008) was used to detect superoxide 

in mitochondria of live cells following a manual supplied by Invitrogen. Briefly, 
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after the designed experiment performed, 1:1000 dilution for 5μM working 

solution in PBS from premade 5mM stock was used in live cells for 15min at 37°C 

in an incubator, before taking to image lively.  

 

Immunofluorescence staining 

Conventional immunostaining was used to observe the cells' specific gene 

expression level alterations, followed by the experimental treatment. Generally, 

plated cells at the desired stage or after treatment were fixed and permeabilised 

with ice-cold methanol in a freezer for 20 mins and simultaneously blocked with 

10% normal goat serum (NGS) and 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 1 hour 

at room temperature (RT). After blocking, cells were covered with the primary 

antibodies diluted in 10% NGS with 1% BSA PBS solution at 4°C overnight. The 

cells were washed three times with PBS at RT, and then the matched secondary 

antibodies diluted in 10% NGS and 1% BSA PBS solution were applied for 1 hour 

at RT, covered to avoid light exposure. After secondary antibodies incubation, 

samples were washed carefully and gently with PBS three times. Each time, 

samples were immersed within PBS for 10mins, avoiding direct light. After all the 

above procedures, Hoechst was used to stain nuclei with a dilution of 1:200 for 

30mins and then replaced by PBS. For coverslips, they were mounted onto a 

microscope slide (mowiol mount optional), and stored at 4°C until taken to be 

imaged. For plates, they were covered with PBS and store4°C until taken to be 
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imaged. 

Quantification analysis methods were chosen depending on where the samples 

were attached to 1) INCell Workstation software was applied for the samples from 

the 96-well plate used for INCell imaging. 2) Fiji, ImageJ, was applied when the 

samples were on coverslips and imaged by Leitz DMRD fluorescent microscope 

and the Leica Application Suite 3.3.1. 

 

High content imaging and analysis 

The images of 96-well plates were captured using the INCell Analyzer 2200 with 

high speed and autofocus fluorescent imaging advantages. The 10X objective lens 

was used for ROS assay or cell population test in neurons, 20X objective lens was 

used for Parkin recruitment assay while the 40X was used to image mitochondrial 

network or protein staining change in neurons. 4 randomly positioned fields 

(avoided edges) of view were used for 20X and 10X, while 2 for 40X objective 

lens. The analysis was conducted within the corresponding software named INCell 

Analyzer workstation. Protocols of the software were edited and optimised 

separately for segmenting Parkin puncta, mitochondria and other objectives in 

different types of cells following the images taken by the set channel settings 

(Table  2-5). Notably, data collected and presented in neuron studies using INCell 

Analyzer reflect the data collected in fields detected rather than in single cell, 

showing as (total) neuronal population and (total) neurites length. The data 
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acquired by the Analyser was then taken for combination and arrangement using 

excel and prism to calculate the mean and SEM and output the statistically 

analysed final data by bar graphs. 

 

 

Objective Fluorophore 

Channel 

name 

Excitation 

filter 

Emission 

filter 

Nuclei Blue DAPI 390/18 432.5/48 

eGFP-Cell, Parkin, 

Neuron Green FITC1 475/28 511.5/23 

Cellular components  

(Mitochondria, 

Protein, ROS) Red Cy3 542/27 597/45 

Table  2-5 List of main channels used for INCell imaging. 

Seahorse experiment  

Oxygen consumption rate (OCR) and extracellular acidification rate (ECAR) in 

live cells were measured using a Seahorse XFp analyser (Agilent). The machine 

works by conducting measurements of OCR and ECAR by isolating an extremely 

small volume of the medium above of cells with its sensor. Briefly, the sensor 

probes residing 200 um above the cell monolayer detect the rapid and measurable 

changes to the concentrations of dissolved oxygen and free protons resulting from 

the activities of cellular oxygen consumption and proton excretion. Cells were 

seeded into Seahorse XFp microplates at an optimised density (40% of which in 

the 96-well plate). 24 hours later, cells were washed and kept with prepared 
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Seahorse XF Cell Energy Phenotype Assay Media with a final well volume of 180 

µL and incubated without CO2 for 1 hour at 37℃. FCCP titration assay was 

performed following Agilent's FCCP Titration protocol to determine the optimised 

chemical concentration for Mito Stress Test use.  

 

The performance of mitochondria affected by the compound tested in live cells 

was carried out using the Seahorse XFp Cell Mito Stress Test kit (Agilent). Cells 

were washed and kept with prepared assay media and incubated without CO2 for 

45 mins at 37℃. The standard Cell Mito Stress Test protocol (Figure 2-2) was 

performed without further modification to allow OCR and ECAR detection and 

calculation after chemical injection. Data were normalised to protein level or cell 

count. The formula calculated key metabolic parameters from OCR and ECAR 

data are shown in Figure 2-3.  
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Figure 2-2 Process of mitochondria stress test 

 

Figure 2-3 Parameters and formula for seahorse experiment 

 

MTT Cell Viability Assay 

Cell viability was measured by MTT assay. MTT powder was purchased from 

Sigma(M2128). Before experiments, MTT solution was premade to the stock 

centration of 5mg/mL in PBS, filtered and kept at -20°C before use. In each 

experiment, 10 μl media was taken out of the wells to test in a 96-well plate and 

replaced by 10 μl MTT stock solution to reach a working concentration of 

0.5mg/mL. Plates were then incubated for 2 hours at 37°C in an incubator before 

all the liquid was carefully removed and replaced by 100μl freshly made solvent 

(Isopropanol: ethanol: DMSO: = 2:4:1). 10 mins of gentle rocking at RT were 
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required to dissolve the MTT formazan, after which the absorbance value was read 

at OD=570 nm by the plate reader immediately. The actual value was corrected by 

deducting the value of wells without cells as the background.  

 

DNA extraction and purification from cells 

DNA was extracted from cells and purified using a Wizard Genomic DNA 

Purification Kit (Promega), following the standard protocol for Tissue Culture 

Cells. A combination of wells was performed when a high concentration of DNA 

was needed. Measurement of DNA concentration was done by a nano-drop 

spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher Scientific). Samples were used immediately or 

stored at -20°C until use. 

 

RNA extraction and cDNA generation 

RNA was extracted from the cell after the protein lysates were carefully prepared. 

ReliaPrep RNA cell miniprep kit (Promega) was used following the manufacturer's 

instructions. RNA concentration was measured by nano-drop, used immediately 

or stored at -80°C 

The cDNA was generated with the GoScript Reverse Transcription System kit 

(Promega) using random or Oligo(dT) primers for reverse transcription. cDNA 

was used immediately or stored at -20°C. 
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Quantitative PCR (qPCR) 

A qPCR was carried out using a StepOnePlusTM Real-Time PCR system (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) using modified 2-hour PCR protocols according to each primer's 

requirement. A mastermix was made with Power SYBR Green (ThermoFisher 

Scientific) following the standard recipe and the required pairs of primers were 

added into the plate for the qPCR process. Primers used for qPCR are listed below. 

 

 

Target Forward primer sequence Reverse primer sequence 

UBE2E1 

TCCGTGTATGAGGGTGG

TGTA 

CGAAATGTAACCTTTG

GAGGCTT 

UBE2J2 

GGACTTCACGAAAAGA

CAACTGG 

TCCTCCACGACTTCAG

GAAATAA 

UBE2L6 

TGGACGAGAACGGACA

GATTT 

GGCTCCCTGATATTCGG

TCTATT 

UBE2N 

CCAGAAGAATACCCAAT

GGCAG 

GCTGGGGACCACTTAT

CTTTCA 

UBR5 

ACCATGACGTCCATCCA

TTT 

ATTTGGTCCCACCACAC

ACT 

GBP2 

AAAGCAGTGCAGCCAA

ACTC 

CACCAGCTGCCCTTTA

GTGT 

HECDT2 

GCTGTTAGCCCGAAGAA

AGA 

CAGTTTTGGGCTGGATA

GGA 

RNA-

Leu(UU

R) 

CAC CCA AGA ACA GGG 

TTT GT 

TGG CCA TGG GTA TGT 

TGT TA 

B2-

microglo

bulin 

TGCTGTCTCCATGTTTG

ATGTATC T 

TCTCTGCTCCCACCTCT

AAGT 

Table 2-6 Genes and primers sequence for detection in qPCR. 
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Protein extraction, purification, and quantification 

Cell lysis buffer (typically RIPA buffer) was added to lyse the cells on ice, and 

then protein supernatant was taken out into tubes after centrifuging. The protein 

concentration was calculated by standard BSA assay following protocol using 

Pierce BCA protein assay kit (Thermo Scientific) and the protein could be used 

immediately or stored at -80°C. 

 

Western blotting 

20μg of protein per sample was added 1:1 to 2x SDS sample buffer and heat-

denatured at 95oC for 5 minutes. Samples were loaded onto a pre-cast linear 

gradient gel (Bio-rad 161-1123EDU), and electrophoresis at 100V for 20 min and 

150V for the rest of the time required was carried out in a running buffer. Proteins 

were then transferred onto a PVDF membrane (Bio-rad 1704156EDU) using a 

Trans-Blot Turbo transfer system (Bio-Rad). After transfer, membranes were 

blocked in 5% milk powder in PBS (w/v) for 1 hour at RT and then probed with 

primary antibody diluted in 1% milk powder in PBS overnight at 4°C. After 

thoroughly washed with PBS-T, the proteins were incubated with the species-

paired secondary antibody (peroxidase-linked anti-rabbit IgG (NA934, GE 

Healthcare) or anti-mouse IgG (NA931, GE Healthcare)) diluted in 1% skimmed 
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milk powder for 1 hour at RT. After washed with PBS-T, enhanced 

chemiluminescence (ECL) reagent was used to visualise the antibody-bound 

protein and G:Box F3 (Syngene) was used to image the light signal for the protein 

bands. 

 

Gene cloning 

pcDNA3.0--HA-UbcH13 was purchased from Addgene (plasmid # 12461). 

Miniprep kit (Promega) was used to extract and purify DNA, and sequencing was 

conducted through Source Bioscience. PCR primers with extra restriction 

digestion sites were designed to allow the insert to be cloned into pRRL backbone. 

PCR amplification reaction was done using KAPA HiFi Taq Polymerase. The 

sample then ran in 1% agarose gel, and the right band was cut and purified using 

a gel purification kit. The DNA eluted was taken to restriction digestion with 

enzyme SalI and XbaI. The same digestion was carried out for the 

pRRL.CMV.EGPF.WPRE plasmid in the meantime. Gel running and purification 

steps were performed before the qualified insert and backbone were taken to 

dephosphorylation and ligation using the rAPid dephosphorylation kit (Roche). 

Different ligation reactions were set up with molar ratios, for instance, 1:1, 3:1 and 

5:1 of the insert to the backbone. The DH5α cells were used as competent cells, 

put on ice, gently mixed with 5ul ligation product, left on ice for 5 minutes before 

30 seconds of heat shock and put back on the ice for 2 minutes. Then 200 μl LB 
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was added, and the cells were put into an incubator for 1 hour. The product was 

then spread at proper volume (20uL or 200uL) onto LB ampicillin plates, and the 

plates were incubated at 37°C overnight. 8 colonies in every plate were picked into 

LB ampicillin and incubated with shaking overnight. The miniprep and restriction 

digestion check were conducted the next day, and positive ones were sent for 

sequencing. Once the sequencing was confirmed, a maxiprep using GeneJET 

Plasmid Maxiprep Kit (Thermo Scientific™, K0491) was carried out to harvest a 

higher concentration of cloned DNA. 

 

HEK293T cell culture and lentiviral production 

HEK293T cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% 

Glutamax and 1% Non-Essential Amino Acids (NEAA) (Gibco) in a standard 5% 

CO2 incubator at 37°C. 

On day 1, cells in low passages (< p25) were seeded onto 15cm2 dishes for 

lentiviral production. On day 2, co-transfection of lentiviral backbone plasmid 

DNA, Gag/Pol plasmid DNA, Rev plasmid DNA and VSVG were mixed and 

added with 2M CaCl2 and H2O as listed in Table  2-7. HEPES-buffered saline 

(HBS) was added in dropwise and mixed whilst bubbling. The mixture was added 

to HEK293T cells when was shown cloudy in RT for 30mins and incubated 

overnight at a standard incubator. On day 3, the media was changed in the morning, 

and the first harvest was done in the afternoon. On day 4, media was further 
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collected, centrifuged, sterilise-filtered and centrifuged overnight at 4°C. On day 

5, the viral pellet was carefully washed with cold PBS and ultracentrifuged at 

20,000rpm for 90 mins at 4oC (Beckman ultracentrifuge, SW40 rotor). The 

supernatant was carefully poured off, and the pellet was covered with 100μl TSSM 

buffer for 2h on ice. Last, 192μL (2000 fold concentrate of harvested media) total 

value was made up, the virus was aliquot and stored at -80oC. 

The titre of the GFP expressing lentivirus was measured using flow cytometry cell 

sorting using the equation: 

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠/ 𝑚𝑙 = (𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ∗ %𝐺𝐹𝑃 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)/ 𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜n 

The titre of the non-GFP expressing lentivirus was measured by a Taqman 

(ThermoFisher) qPCR-based approach following protocol. 

Mixture Recipe 

Media DMEM containing: 

FBS 10%, Pen/Strep (50U/50ug / mL), L-Glutamine 

(2mM), 1X MEM-Non essential amino acids (Sigma 

M7145) 

TSSM 

buffer 

20mM Tromethamine, 100mM NaCl, 10mg/mL sucrose, 

10mg/mL mannito 

2xHBS 

buffer 

50 mM Hepes, 280 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM Na
2
HPO

4
 

1x 

DNA 

10μg vector DNA, 10μg pMDLg-pRRe, 2μg pRSV-Rev, 

3.4μg pMD2-VSVG, 140μl CaCl
2
 

Table  2-7 Recipe for media, buffer and DNA mixture in use for lentiviral production 
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Flow cytometry for cell viability and apoptosis 

Cells after treatment was harvest using Trypsin/EDTA, washed and centrifuged. 

Zombie NIR™ (Biolegend) (pre-dissolved in DMSO, 1vial into 100μL) was using 

in dilution of 1:500 in PBS to resuspend the cells and incubated for 15mins at 37°C. 

Followed by 4% PFA fixation and Hoechst staining and resuspended in 100μL in 

PBS for flow cytometry experiment using Flow Cytometer (Novocyte). 

Experiment stop condition was set at 20000 single cell detected or 80μL of sample 

was used. The results were further analysed from the compatible software 

NovoExpress. Traditional gating strategy based on forward and side scatter 

properties of the samples in the control (FSC and SSC) was applied to determin 

the cell population in each group for investigated. The square gate, 'Live', was set 

based on the low red intensity of the Zombie NIR™ dye staining (APC-Cy7-H) to 

reflect the rest population from dead cells. The quadrant gate was set to sort 

apoptotic cells based on extremely high intensity of the Hoescht staining(Pacific 

Blue-H). All the gates were set in the control and applied unchanged on the other 

groups. 

 

Electrophysiology 

Preparation of recording solution 

1L of HEPES-buffered saline (HBS) was made containing 119 mM NaCl, 5 mM 
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KCl, 25 mM HEPES, 33 mM glucose, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, 1 μM glycine, 

100 μM picrotoxin, pH 7.4 adjusted with NaOH pellets. 

 

Preparation for microelectrodes and inner solution 

Transparent glass microelectrodes were pulled by a micropipette puller P1000 

(Sutter Instrument, Novato, California, USA) from the lab's protocol with 

resistances ranging from 6 to 8 MΩ after filling with a complete inner solution 

containing: 135 mM K-gluconate, 10 mM HEPES, 0.5 mM EGTA, 2 mM Mg-

ATP, 0.3 mM Na-GTP, 8 mM NaCl, pH 7.2 adjusted with KOH, osmolarity 285 

mOsm. 

 

Electrophysiology recording  

Conventional whole-cell patch-clamp recording was performed in Whitcomb's 

Electrophysiology Laboratory. In brief, hiPSC derived midbrain neurons at day 

58-65 after differentiating were patched, and their membrane potentials change 

was recorded in response to the certain input as designed. Coverslips with neurons 

were treated with an experimental compound for 24h before being transferred into 

a recording chamber submerged in HBS, flowing at 2 ml/min. One coverslip was 

in recording solution for up to 30mins for the electrophysiology experiment to 

maintain the quality of the data collected. Cells' size, morphology, and patching 
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availability were evaluated by experience to reach a high success rate for the 

experiment. In addition to the stability, access resistance, capacitance and 

membrane resistance were continuously monitored during the recording. Between 

each experiment, the chamber was thoroughly washed with HBS.  

 

Recordings were made using an Axon Axopatch 200 B Microelectrode Amplifier 

(Axon Instruments, Molecular Devices, California, USA). Resting membrane 

potentials were recorded once the cells entered whole-cell mode successfully with 

current adjusted to 0 A. The cells were then held at -60mV to maintain the 

depolarisation status before triggering their electrophysiological activity by 

current puls. Evoked action potentials were recorded in response to sequential 

stepwise current injections ranging from −50 pA to +400 pA (20pA per step), 

single voltage trace at 100pa was chosen to represent the result. Passive membrane 

properties were recorded and calculated as below. Membrane input resistance (Rm) 

was derived by dividing the steady-state membrane voltage by the injected current 

amplitude (-10pA). The time constant of the membrane voltage (Taum) was 

obtained by fitting a single exponential during the first 10 ms time window of the 

current injection. The membrane capacitance (Cm) was calculated using the 

formula Cm = Taum/Rm with these variables obtained. 

 

Action potential and passive membrane properties were monitored and reanalysed 

using the WinLTP and Clampfit 10.7 (Molecular Devices, USA) software. Trace 
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graphs were redrawn by exporting trace data into GraphPad Prism 8. 

 

Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was carried out on experiments with a minimum of 3 biological 

replicates (n=3). All statistical analyses were performed and presented using 

GraphPad Prism software. The student's t-test (unpaired, two-tailed) was used to 

compare the two groups. The one-way ANOVA with the appropriate post-hoc tests 

was used for multiple groups with a single variable. The two-way ANOVA with 

the suitable post-hoc tests was used for multiple groups with two variables. In all 

cases, p-values of <0.05 were considered statistically significant. P-value 

significance levels when displayed in figures are denoted as follows: ns not 

significant, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 and ****<0.0001. Further statistical 

details will be described for the relevant data where it is presented. 

 

Experimental replicates and data normalisation 

Biological replicates in cell-based assays were defined as individual plates of cells, 

which could be different passages of the same cells, prepared at different times 

following the same experimental protocol. In each biological replicate, a minimum 

of three technical replicates were set in plate-based assays as different wells of the 

same experimental condition.  
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For electrophysiology, one recording on a different cell contributes to one 

biological replicate.  

Data normalisation to the control was conducted in most cases throughout this 

thesis to reach a standardised presentation to illustrate the effects of treatment 

compared to the control (except the control value presented with the figures are 

not 1 or 100). Notably, in the parkin recruitment experiments, data were 

normalized to the positive control (CCCP) to reflect the effectiveness of treatments 

in reducing parkin puncta formation.   

Figures 

Figures in this thesis work contain components created using Biorender. 

 

Antibodies 

Antibodies species Source 

Anti-TH Rabbit Millipore, AB152 

Alexa Fluor® 488 anti-

TUJ1 Mouse Biolegend,A488-435L 

Anti-Cleaved-caspase3 Rabbit Abcam,ab186734 

Anti-PGC1 α Rabbit Invitrogen 

Anti-TOMM20 Rabbit Abcam,ab186734 

Anti-α synuclein Mouse 

BDBioscience; 

610787 

Anti- α tublin Mouse Sigma,T5168 

Anti-β actin Mouse Abcam,ab8226 
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Alexa Fluor® 594  Goat anti-rabbit Abcam,ab150080 

Peroxidase-linked IgG 

Donkey anti-

mouse 

GE Healthcare, 

NA931 

Peroxidase-linked IgG 

Donkey anti-

rabbit 

GE Healthcare, 

NA934 

Table  2-8 Antibodies list. 

Solution concentration 

All the concentration presented in this thesis with % indicates the volume ratio of 

solute to its solvent unless otherwise stated.  
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Chapter3 Evaluating kenpaullone as a 

regulator of Parkin recruitment and its effect 

on mitochondrial activities 

Introduction 

Cells respond to changes in their metabolic needs by directing mitochondrial 

processes such as biogenesis, fusion, fission, and mitophagy. Together these 

mitochondrial quality control processes maintain the appropriate number of 

mitochondria in the cell, enabling it to cope with varying metabolic demands[19]. 

A key point in this lifecycle is the selective clearance of damaged mitochondria by 

an autophagic process termed mitophagy [27]. PINK1 and PRKN encode PTEN-

induced kinase one and an E3 ubiquitin ligase Parkin, respectively. These two 

proteins are critical initiators of the mitochondrial quality control pathway, which 

clears damaged mitochondria [30].  

 

Previous research by the lab members in the regenerative medicine laboratory at 

the University of Bristol (Uney's group) established an in vitro phenotypic model 

that measures Parkin recruitment to mitochondria following their destabilisation 

[108]. EGFP-PRKN was stably overexpressed in H4 cells, and CCCP was used to 

trigger Parkin translocation to mitochondria to establish this assay. The formation 

and number of EGFP-staining Parkin puncta in response to the altered expression 
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of genes or due to pharmacological manipulation was then monitored using the 

INCell Analyser 2200. This Parkin recruitment assay was first developed using H4 

neuroglioma cells as they are easily grown, efficiently transfected, and firmly 

attached to plates with a microscopy-friendly flat morphology. These 

characteristics are needed for high content and high throughput assays. Dr Helen 

Scott used this phenotypic assay to screen a (7500) siRNA druggable library, and 

Dr Nicola Buckner used it to screen a small pharmacological library of neuroactive 

drugs. 

 

Following the drug screen, kenpaullone was identified as the potentially negative 

modulator of mitophagy, and Cu-ATSM was identified as a potentially positive 

modulator. There is evidence that both compounds have neuroprotective properties. 

Kenpaullone is a potent GSK3-α/β and multi CDKs inhibitor, and evidence 

suggests it may mediate neuroprotection by decreasing oxidative stress [109] [110] 

[111] [112]. Cu-ATSM is a copper delivery compound that improves motor neuron 

survival in the central nervous system[113]. The profiles of these compounds 

suggest they may have potential as treatments for Parkinson's disease, and this 

study, therefore, carried out experiments to verify these results and investigate the 

effect of these drugs in a second cell line, the SH-SY5Y cell line. The SH-SY5Y 

cell line is derived from the SK-N-SH neuroblastoma line; they can be easily 

expanded and express human-specific proteins and protein isoforms like H4 cells. 

Importantly, SHSY-5Y cells express dopaminergic neuronal markers, TH, 
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dopamine transporter (DAT) and dopamine receptor subtypes 2 and 3 (D2R and 

D3R) [1], making them an excellent line for PD-related studies. Thus, the Parkin 

recruitment assay was established and optimised in SH-SY5Y cells to validate the 

previous findings. 

 

The primary aim of the experiments described in this chapter was to validate the 

previous findings implicating kenpaullone and Cu-ASTM as regulators of Parkin 

recruitment. To achieve this aim, Parkin recruitment assays were carried out in H4 

and SH-SY5Y cells. After the drugs' effect on Parkin recruitment was confirmed, 

the action on mitochondrial morphology and function was also investigated.  
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Results 

Optimisation of the Parkin recruitment assay  

In the previously established assay, an H4 cell line stably expressing eGFP- Parkin 

was produced by Dr Helen Scott. CCCP, which disrupts the mitochondrial 

membrane potential, was used to induce Parkin recruitment to mitochondria. The 

INCell Analyser 2200 was used to measure Parkin recruitment (and other indices 

of mitochondrial function), and only cells having three or more Parkin puncta were 

recorded [108]. The first experiments carried out in this study aimed to optimise 

the assay. The 'Corning' 96-well plate was used to replace the 'Greiner' plate as 

they had a higher clarity of resolution, and the INCell Analyser, therefore, obtained 

higher resolution images and yielded better results. Based on this improvement, a 

modified protocol was set up, and it allowed a greater number of smaller Parkin 

puncta to be visualised and captured by the INCell. The protocol entailed 

calculating the total area of the Parkin puncta per cell instead of the previously 

used '% of cells with >3 Parkin puncta', and it had the advantage of higher accuracy 

and lower variation than the previous method. 

 

Figure 3-1 A shows representative images obtained using the optimised assay of 

Parkin recruitment. It shows that the treatment of cells with CCCP induced the 

recruitment of Parkin puncta to mitochondria. Figure 3-1 B shows high 

magnification images (x40 objective lens) used for segmentation for analysis by 
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the INCell Analyser applied to the optimised protocol. The analysis allows cell 

count and total Parkin puncta area per cell to be calculated simultaneously. 

Treatment with CCCP mediated a significant increase in the total area of Parkin 

puncta per cell but did not change the cell count (indicating no cell death has 

occurred) (Figure 3-1 C).  

 
Figure 3-1 Parkin recruitment assay optimisation. 

A) Images taken with the INCell 2200 show Parkin puncta formation following 10μM CCCP 

treatment for 2.5h. Only GFP channel images are shown. B) 4X zoomed-in images show details of 

the Parkin puncta induced by CCCP and its segmentation. C) The results were analysed using the 

optimised protocol from INCell Workstation, showing that treatment with CCCP significantly 

increased the Parkin puncta total area per cell but did not affect cell count. Statistical analysis was 

conducted by unpaired t-test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, and significance is displayed 

as**** p<0.0001.   
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Cu-ASTM potentially regulates Parkin recruitment in H4 

cells 

The pilot drug screen conducted by Dr Nicola Buckner suggested Cu-ASTM was 

a positive regulator of Parkin recruitment, but this result may have been influenced 

by Cu-ASTM toxicity at the selected dose of 10μM. This study, therefore, 

evaluated the effects of Cu-ASTM at a lower dose range using the optimised 

Parkin recruitment assay. 

 

H4 cells were incubated with Cu-ATSM at doses of 1, 5 and 10μM for 24h before 

2.5h 10μM CCCP was applied to trigger Parkin recruitment. Cells were then fixed 

and stained with Hoechst. Images were taken and analysed using the INCell 2200 

workstation program. 

 

The results shown in Figure 3-2 confirmed that at a dose of 10μM but not lower 

doses, there was significant cell loss compared to the no compound control. There 

was a trend toward Cu-ASTM mediating an increase in Parkin puncta total area 

per cell (and a decrease in cell counts) though this did not reach significance. 

Parkin puncta formation following treatment with 10μM Cu-ASTM alone(but not 

with lower doses) can be observed in Figure 3-2 A. However, the unhealthy cell 

morphology with rough edges and collapsed cell bodies were also observed when 

cells were treated with 10μM Cu-ASTM.  
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Figure 3-2 The effects of Cu-ASTM on cell viability and Parkin recruitment in eGFP-Parkin H4 

cells.  

A) Images taken by INCell 2200 show the cells' morphology in DMSO groups (vehicle control to 

CCCP) with Cu-ASTM of 0, 1, 5 and 10μM. Only GFP channel images were shown. B) Images 

show the cells' morphology and Parkin puncta formation in CCCP groups with compound doses of 

0, 1, 5 and 10μM. Cell amount was less with 10μM Cu-ASTM compared to no compound control 

in both A and B. C) Bar graph shows analysis results of cell viability by cell count. 10μM 

compound significantly decreased the cell count in both DMSO and CCCP groups. D) Bar graph 

shows Parkin recruitment activity analysis results by Parkin puncta area per cell. There was no 

evident change with CCCP groups, while an increasing trend appeared in DMSO groups with the 

compound dose increased. Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with 

Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, and significance is 

displayed as **** p<0.0001. 
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Kenpaullone is a negative regulator of Parkin recruitment 

in H4 cells 

The drug screen conducted by Dr Nicola Buckner suggested that kenpaullone was 

a negative regulator of Parkin recruitment as it decreased Parkin puncta formation 

significantly following the CCCP challenge. Kenpaullone is GSK3(αand β) and 

multi CDKs inhibitor. Evidence suggests that kenpaullone may mediate cell 

protection by lowering oxidative stress [114], and it was identified as a promising 

candidate therapeutic for ALS [111]. However, no previous studies have linked 

kenpaullone to modulating mitochondrial activity. Hence, this study investigated 

the link between kenpaullone, mitochondria and cell protection. In this study, the 

dose-response of kenpaullone in eGFP-Parkin H4 cells was studied, and its effect 

on Parkin recruitment was assessed following the compound treatment protocol 

and Parkin recruitment assay for H4 cells. 

 

The results in Figure 3-3 show that kenpaullone significantly reduced the cell 

viability and Parkin recruitment of H4 cells at a high dose (10μm). However, at a 

lower dose of 5μM that did not affect cell viability, there was a significant 

reduction in Parkin recruitment. In addition, no dramatic cell morphology change 

was observed between cells treated with kenpaullone (even at the dose of 10μm) 

and vehicle control, indicating kenpaullone was not toxic. 
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Figure 3-3 The effects of kenpaullone on cell viability and Parkin recruitment in eGFP-Parkin H4 

cells.  

A) Images taken by the INCell 2200 show the cells' morphology in DMSO groups (vehicle control 

to CCCP) and with kenpaullone  0, 1, 5 and 10μM. Only GFP channel images were shown. B) 

Images show the cells' morphology and Parkin puncta formation in CCCP groups with compound 

doses of 0, 1, 5 and 10μM. Parkin puncta formation was inhibited by 5μM kenpaullone compared 

to no compound control. C) Bar graph shows analysis results of cell viability by cell count. 5μM 

kenpaullone did not alter the cell count in the DMSO or CCCP groups. D) Bar graph shows the 

results of Parkin recruitment activity by Parkin puncta area per cell. In CCCP groups, 5μM 

(p=0.0005) and 10μM (p=0.0004) kenpaullone significantly decreased the Parkin puncta area per 

cell compared to 0 compound control. Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test 

with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, and significance 

is displayed as ***p<0.001.  
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Parkin recruitment assay established in SH-SY5Y cells 

SHSY-5Y cells stably expressing eGFP-Parkin were also used to conduct parkin 

recruitment assays and confirm that the results were not specific to the H4 

neuroglioma cell line. SHSY-5Y cells stably expressing eGFP-Parkin were created 

by Dr Fella Hammachi. The establishment and optimisation of the Parkin 

recruitment assay in SHSY-5Y cells were performed in this study. Unlike H4 cells, 

SH-SY5Y cells are semi-adherent [115], and this may result in them being more 

easily washed off during the compound treatment and assay processes where 

media changing and washing between steps are required. This cell loss can 

potentially interfere with the interpretation of the tested compound's effect on cell 

viability. Thus, Poly-D-Lysine (PDL) pre-coated plates were used to enhance the 

attachment of SHSY-5Y cells to the plate. 

 

EGFP-Parkin SHSY-5Y cells were treated with CCCP at doses of 10μM and 15μM 

for 2h, 4h and 6h, respectively. DMSO was used as vehicle control for CCCP. 

Figure 3-4 showed that both 10μM and 15μM CCCP triggered significant Parkin 

recruitment activity in SHSY-5Y cells from 4h treatment onwards and compared 

to the DMSO control. The 4h incubation with 15μM CCCP treatment was chosen 

as the default setting as this mediated maximal Parkin recruitment in SHSY-5Y 

cells and was highly reproducible.    
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Figure 3-4 Parkin recruitment in SH-SY5Y cell. 

A) The merged images from INCell 2200 show the Parkin recruitment condition of SH-SY5Y cells 

with eGFP labelled Parkin (green) and Hoechst-stained nuclei (blue). Cells were treated with 10μM 

(not shown in images) and 15μM CCCP(DMSO) for 2h, 4h and 6h. 4h CCCP (15μM) induced 

Parkin puncta formation in SH-SY5Y cells compared to DMSO, and 6h CCCP increased the Parkin 

puncta observed. B) Bar graph shows the analysis results of the Parkin puncta total area per cell 

after each treatment. 10μM and 15μM of CCCP significantly increased the Parkin puncta area per 

cell when treated for 4h and 6h. Significant differences were marked between no CCCP and CCCP 

within each treatment duration. Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with 

Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance is 

displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, **** p<0.0001. 
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Cu-ASTM potentially alters Parkin recruitment in SH-

SY5Y cells 

The effects of Cu-ASTM on cell viability and Parkin recruitment activity were 

also evaluated in SHSY-5Y cells. Following the same compound treatment 

protocol for H4 cells, SHSY-5Y cells were incubated with Cu-ATSM at doses of 

1, 5 and 10μM for 24h. 15μM CCCP treatment for 4h was applied to trigger Parkin 

recruitment in SH-SY5Y cells. Cells were then fixed and stained as previously; 

then, images were taken and analysed using the INCell 2200 workstation program 

following the segmentation protocol for SH-SY5Y cells. 

 

The results in Figure 3-5 show that treatment with Cu-ASTM did not affect the 

cell viability of SH-SY5Y cells. There was a trend towards Cu-ASTM (at the 

10uM dose) mediating an increase in Parkin puncta total area per cell without the 

presence of CCCP, though this did not reach significance. In addition, no dramatic 

cell morphology change was observed between cells treated with Cu-ASTM and 

vehicle control, indicating the compound, when applied to SHSY-5Y cells, was 

not toxic. 
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Figure 3-5 The effects of Cu-ASTM on cell viability and Parkin recruitment in eGFP-Parkin SHSY-

5Y cells 

A) Images taken by INCell 2200 show the cells' morphology in DMSO groups with Cu-ASTM of 

0, 1, 5 and 10μM. B) Images show the cells' morphology and Parkin puncta formation in CCCP 

groups with compound doses of 0, 1, 5 and 10μM. Compared to the compound treatment groups 

with no compound groups, no noticeable change was found. C) Bar graph shows analysis results 

of cell viability by cell count—no significant change across the groups. D) Bar graph shows Parkin 

recruitment activity analysis results by Parkin puncta area per cell. There was no evident change 

with CCCP groups, while an increasing trend appeared in DMSO groups with the compound dose 

increased. Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple 

comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM. No significance was marked. 
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Kenpaullone is a negative regulator of Parkin recruitment 

in SH-SY5Y cells 

The effects of kenpaullone on cell viability and Parkin recruitment activity were 

investigated in SHSY-5Y cells to validate the previous finding that kenpaullone 

negatively regulated Parkin recruitment in H4 cells. 

 

Experiments were conducted following the compound treatment and Parkin 

recruitment assay protocols for SH-SY5Y cells. The results in Figure 3-6 show 

that kenpaullone significantly reduced Parkin puncta total area per cell from the 

treatment dose of 1μM, and there was no alteration in cell viability. However, the 

cell count decreased significantly when SHSY-5Y cells were treated with the 

higher doses of kenpaullone (5μM, 10μM).  
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Figure 3-6 The effects of kenpaullone on cell viability and Parkin recruitment in eGFP-Parkin 

SHSY-5Y cells.  

A) Images taken by the INCell 2200 show the cells' morphology in DMSO groups with 

kenpaullone of 0, 1, 5 and 10μM. B) Images show the cells' morphology and Parkin puncta 

formation in CCCP groups with compound doses of 0, 1, 5 and 10μM. Parkin puncta and cell 

counts were decreased following treatment with 10μM kenpaullone,. C) Bar graphs show cell count 

was reduced with 5μM (p=0.0252), and 10μM (p= 0.0060) compounds significantly decreased the 

cell count in both DMSO and CCCP groups. D) Bar graph shows Parkin recruitment activity 

analysis results by Parkin puncta area per cell. In CCCP groups, 1μM(p=0.0094), 5μM (p=0.0008) 

and 10μM (p=0.0046) kenpaullone significantly decreased the Parkin puncta area per cell 

compared to 0 compound control. Statistical analysis was conducted by two-way ANOVA test with 

Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance is 

displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, **** p<0.0001. 
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The cell viability loss is usually due to cell death from toxicity, detachment of cells 

and reduced cell proliferation. Evidence suggests kenpaullone is potentially cell-

protective, and the attachment of cells in the experiment was enhanced with PDL 

coating; thus, there was a high possibility that kenpaullone might affect cells 

proliferation as it inhibits cell cycle regulators CDK1/2.  

 

It is known that when the cells maximal occupy the available substrate, they enter 

the stationary phase, where the proliferation is significantly reduced (also known 

as contact inhibition) [116]. In addition, cells seeded at high density produce 

trophic factors that support cell survival and better reflect normal physiological 

conditions. Therefore, the cells were seeded at a high density to reduce cell 

proliferation (of the rapidly dividing cancer) cells before compound treatment so 

that the effect of kenpaullone on cells dividing was weakened. In this way, the 

effect of kenpaullone on Parkin recruitment can be evaluated while minimising 

interference from its inhibitory action on cell proliferation. Following the 

compound treatment and Parkin recruitment assay protocols, experiments were 

performed on SH-SY5Y cells with high cell density.  

 

Results in Figure 3-7 show that all doses of kenpaullone significantly decreased 

the total Parkin puncta area, and there was no change in cell viability detected. 

This result further confirms that kenpaullone had a strong negatively regulative 

effect on Parkin recruitment, which did not depend on its acting on inhibiting the 
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cells' proliferation. 
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Figure 3-7 The effects of kenpaullone on cell viability and Parkin recruitment in eGFP-Parkin 

SHSY-5Y cells with high cell density.  

A) Images taken by INCell 2200 show the cells' morphology and Parkin puncta formation in CCCP 

groups with kenpaullone of 0, 1, 5 and 10μM. Cells were seeded by 15000 per well in 96-well 

plates. No cell population change was observed, but Parkin puncta were observed to be decreasing 

along with the dose of kenpaullone increased. B) Bar graph shows analysis results of cell viability 

by cell count. No significant difference was marked. C) Bar graph shows Parkin recruitment 

activity analysis results by Parkin puncta area per cell. In CCCP groups, 1μM(p=0.0004), 5μM 

(p=0.0002) and 10μM (p=0.0006) kenpaullone significantly decreased the Parkin puncta area per 

cell compared to 0 compound control. Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test 

with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=4; data is displayed as mean ± SEM; significance is 

displayed as ***p<0.001. 
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Mitochondrial network assay optimisation 

To analyse and quantitate changes in mitochondrial form, automated image 

analysis assays were performed using the INCell system. MitoTracker Red was 

used to visualise mitochondria as its take-up is dependent on an intact 

mitochondrial membrane potential being present (live mitochondria), and it 

remains in mitochondria after fixation. CCCP was used to disrupt the 

mitochondrial membrane potential before loading MitoTracker so that a change of 

MitoTracker staining would indicate the effect of candidates tested against CCCP 

challenge on the mitochondrial network.  

 

Mitochondria stained with MitoTracker Red were imaged using the INCell 

Analyser 2200 at 40X magnification in high-definition quality; the results showed 

CCCP dramatically disrupted the mitochondrial network (Figure 3-8 A). The 

analysis protocol of INCell Workstation was optimised to better segment the 

staining areas. Visual inspection by comparing the high-rez image and 

segmentation confirmed that the software could detect mitochondria of different 

sizes and shapes to reflect the observation (Figure 3-8 B). To determine whether 

the analysis protocol effectively worked for the assay, CCCP-induced changes to 

the mitochondrial network were compared to control. The analysis showed that 

CCCP treatment significantly reduced total mitochondrial area per cell and 

increased mitochondrial elongation (Figure 3-8 c). As MitoTracker only enters 
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live mitochondria, the mitochondrial total area per cell values obtained represent 

mitochondria with healthy membrane potentials. The mitochondrial elongation 

indicated the average shape of mitochondria in one cell; a more elongation value 

stood for a more circular mitochondrial shape, indicating more fragmented 

mitochondria are present in cells. Thus, the analysis protocol successfully detected 

CCCP-induced mitochondrial network damage and less healthy mitochondria and 

more damaged mitochondria showing fragmented shapes.    
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Figure 3-8 Parkin recruitment assay optimisation. 

A) Images taken by INCell 2200 show mitochondrial network change with 10μM CCCP treatment 

for 2.5h. Only CY3 channel images were shown. B) 4X zoomed-in images show details of the 

mitochondrial network and the segmentation of each mitochondrion. C) Analysis results by the 

optimised protocol from INCell Workstation show CCCP significantly decreased the mitochondrial 

area per cell and increased the mitochondrial elongation value. Statistical analysis was carried out 

by unpaired t-test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, and significance is displayed as * p<0.05.   
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Kenpaullone protects the mitochondrial network against 

CCCP  

EGFP-Parkin H4 cells were pre-treated with 0 (vehicle control), 5μM, and 10μM 

kenpaullone for 24 hours, then challenged with 10μM CCCP or DMSO (vehicle 

control) for 2.5 hours and stained with MitoTracker Red. Images were taken and 

analysed by INCell Analyzer and INCell Workstation after the cells were fixed and 

stained with Hoechst.  

 

The results shown in Figure 3-9 A show CCCP induced Parkin puncta formation, 

triggered damage to the mitochondrial network and reduced the mitochondrial 

population as characterised by a decrease in mitochondrial total area per cell and 

the fragmentation of mitochondria. This damage to the mitochondrial network was 

prevented by pre-treatment with kenpaullone for 24h. In the presence of CCCP, 

kenpaullone treatment significantly increased the total mitochondrial area per cell 

in H4 cells and significantly decreased the mitochondrial elongation compared to 

the vehicle control without kenpaullone treatment (Figure 3-9 B and C). Similarly, 

kenpaullone prevented Parkin puncta formation and mitochondrial network 

damage following treatment with CCCP in SHSY-5Y cells (Figure 3-10 A). The 

results in Figure 3-10 B show mitochondrial total area is increased when cells are 

pre-treated with kenpaullone compared to no kenpaullone with CCCP present. 
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Figure 3-9 Kenpaullone protects the mitochondria network from CCCP challenge. 

A) The merged images from INCell 2200 show Mitotracker-stained mitochondrial network (red) 

in H4 cells with eGFP-labeled Parkin (green) and Hoechst-stained nuclei (blue). 10μM CCCP 

treatment for 2.5h induced the Parkin puncta formation and caused the mitochondrial network to 

shrink. Pre-treatment with kenpaullone prevented this change, and healthier mitochondrial are 

observed. B) CCCP significantly (p=0.002) decreased the mitochondrial area per cell compared to 

no CCCP. 5μM (p=0.0041) and 10μM (p<0.0001) kenpaullone significantly increased the 

mitochondrial area per cell compared to no kenpaullone with the presence of CCCP. C) CCCP 

significantly (p=0.0096) increased the mitochondrial elongation, and it was significantly 

(p=0.0338) decreased by 10μM kenpaullone treatment. Statistical analysis was carried out by one-

way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, 

significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, **** p<0.0001. 
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Figure 3-10 Kenpaullone protects the mitochondria network in SHSY-5Y cellsfrom CCCP 

challenge  

A) The merged representative images taken with the INCell 2200 show the Mitotracker-stained 

mitochondrial network (red) condition in SH-SY5Y cells with eGFP-labeled Parkin (green) and 

Hoechst-stained nuclei (blue). 15μM CCCP treatment for 4h induced  Parkin puncta formation and 

collapsed the mitochondrial network. Pre-treatment with kenpaullone prevented these changes,. B) 

CCCP significantly (p=0.0023) decreased the mitochondrial area per cell compared to no CCCP. 

10μM kenpaullone significantly (p<0.0191) increased the mitochondrial area per cell compared to 

no kenpaullone with CCCP presence. Statistical analysis was carried out by one-way ANOVA test 

with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance is 

displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01. 
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Mitochondrial respiration assay optimisation in H4 and 

SYSH5Y cells 

Mitochondrial respiration activity is one of the most critical activities directly 

linked to cells' healthy condition. The Seahorse Bioanalyzer XFp (Agilent) was 

used to investigate the effect of the candidate compound on mitochondrial 

respiration activity in live cells. The Mito Stress Test protocol was used, and this 

involves the sequential injection of drugs that disrupt the specific electron 

transport chain (ETC) complexes. This allows oxygen consumption rate (OCR) 

and extracellular acidification rate (ECAR) to be recorded under conditions that 

alter mitochondrial respiration. Mitochondrial respiration and glycolytic activity 

were analysed based on changes in the OCR and ECAR values at different 

experiment stages and are fully described in the method chapter. This study was 

coordinated with Dr Nicola Buckner, and practical suggestions were given by Dr 

Virginie Betin. 

 

Before applying the Mito Stress Test, dose optimisation was performed in both H4 

and SH-SY5Y cells as per the manufacturer's instructions. The OCR data 

following sequential chemical injection in the titration experiments in H4 and SH-

SY5Y cells are shown in Figure 3-11 A and C, respectively. The maximal OCR in 

each experiment was plotted against the dose of FCCP. In H4 cells, the maximal 

OCR was observed with 2μM FCCP (Figure 3-11 B). In SHSY-5Y cells, the 
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maximal OCR was observed at 0.5μM FCCP, and increasing the dose did not 

dramatically increase the OCR (Figure 3-11 D). 

 

 

Figure 3-11 Optimisation of conditions for Mitochondrial Stress Test using Agilent Seahorse 

Bioanalyzer 

A) Graph shows the OCR data in the titration experiment along time in H4 cells.  

B) Graph shows the maximal OCR plotted against the FCCP dose in H4 cells. 

C) Graph shows the OCR data in the titration experiment along time in SH-SY5Y cells. 

D) Graph shows the maximal OCR plotted against the FCCP dose in SH-SY5Y cells. 
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Kenpaullone regulates the metabolic activities in live cells 

Both H4 and SH-SY5Y cells were pre-treated with kenpaullone or DMSO vehicle 

control for 24h, and The Mito Stress Test was then performed. Oxygen 

consumption rate was normalised to total protein after each experiment as 

stipulated in the experimental protocol. This normalisation reduces errors due to 

differences in population of cells, and allows the effect kenpaullone on the cells' 

metabolic activities to be more accurately recorded.  

 

The curves of OCR and ECAR from the experiment in H4 cells are shown in  

Figure 3-12 A and B, respectively. Kenpaullone-treated cells showed relatively 

lower OCR and higher ECAR curves than vehicle control at the majority stages of 

the experiment. After the features of cells' metabolism were analysed, kenpaullone 

was pointed out to significantly decrease the ATP production of the mitochondria 

(Figure 3-12 C) and significantly increase the extra glycolysis in H4 cells (Figure 

3-12 D). The curves of OCR and ECAR from the experiment in SH-SY5Y cells 

are shown in Figure 3-13 A and B, respectively. Kenpaullone-treated cells showed 

relatively higher OCR and ECAR curves than DMSO control in the experiment. 

Moreover, unlike the results in H4 cells, no significant change in mitochondrial 

respiration activity was recorded in SH-SY5Y cells (Figure 3-13 C). Nevertheless, 

same with the results in H4 cells, kenpaullone significantly increased the extra 

glycolysis in SH-SY5Y cells (Figure 3-13 D).    
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Figure 3-12 The effect of kenpaullone on mitochondrial respiration 

EGFP-Parkin H4 cells were treated with 5μM kenpaullone/DMSO for 24h before undergoing Mito 

Stress Test experiments. A) Graph shows the OCR data in the Mito Stress Test experiment with 

time. B) Graph shows the ECAR data in the Mito Stress Test experiment with time. C) Graphs 

show the selected mitochondrial respiration measurements from OCR data: basal respiration, 

maximal respiration, and ATP production. Kenpaullone treatment significantly decreased ATP 

production (p=0.0139) compared to the vehicle control in H4 cells. D) Graphs show the selected 

measurements of glycolysis from ECAR data; they are basal glycolysis, maximal glycolysis, and 

extra glycolysis. Kenpaullone treatment significantly increased the extra glycolysis (p=0.0265) 

compared to the vehicle control in H4 cells. Statistical analysis was carried out by unpaired t-test. 

N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, and significance is displayed as * p<0.05. 
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Figure 3-13 The effect of kenpaullone treatment on mitochondrial respiration in SH-SY5Y cells. 

EGFP-Parkin SH-SY5Y cells were treated with 5μM kenpaullone/DMSO for 24h before 

undergoing Mito Stress Test experiments. A) Graph shows the OCR data in the Mito Stress Test 

experiment along time. B) Graph shows the ECAR data in the Mito Stress Test experiment along 

time. C) Graphs show the selected mitochondrial respiration measurements from OCR data: basal 

respiration, maximal respiration, and ATP production. No significant difference between the 

kenpaullone and DMSO groups in these measurements. D) Graphs show the selected 

measurements of glycolysis from ECAR data; they are basal glycolysis, maximal glycolysis, and 

extra glycolysis. Kenpaullone treatment significantly increased the extra glycolysis (p=0.0054) 

compared to the vehicle control in H4 cells. Statistical analysis was carried out by unpaired t-test. 

N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, and significance is displayed as ** p<0.01. 
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Summary and discussion 

Summary of the results 

Mitochondrial dysfunction contributes to the death of neurons in human 

neurodegenerative diseases, especially in PD. Thus, drugs that positively regulate 

mitochondrial activity may have therapeutic potential for PD. The experiments 

described in this chapter aimed to evaluate Cu-ATSM and kenpaullone as potential 

mitochondrial modulators in H4 and SHSY-5Y cell lines. The phenotypic assay of 

Parkin recruitment confirmed kenpaullone as the negative regulator of Parkin 

recruitment (downregulation of Parkin puncta total area against CCCP-induced 

rise) in the two human neurological cell lines. A follow-up mitochondrial network 

study identified the protective effect of kenpaullone against morphological 

damage to mitochondria (decreased mitochondrial total area) induced by CCCP. 

Moreover, kenpaullone altered mitochondrial respiratory activity (down-

regulation of ATP in H4 cells) and cell metabolic activity (up-regulation of extra 

glycolysis in both H4 and SH-SY5Y cells). This study identified that kenpaullone 

acts as a negative modulator for Parkin-recruitment and protects cells from 

mitochondrial stress-induced damage. 

Evaluating Parkin recruitment assays in H4 and SH-

SY5Y cells, limitations and concerns 

In this study, the Parkin recruitment assay was established in the undifferentiated 
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SH-SY5Y cells for the following reasons. Firstly, the morphology and specific 

neuronal enzyme activities have been well-evaluated in the undifferentiated SH-

SY5Y cell line, making it a standard cell line for PD research [117] [118]. Secondly, 

they are efficient (both time and cost) and are morphologically suitable for high-

content imaging studies. The Parkin recruitment established in SH-SY5Y cells 

also allows the evaluation of previous findings from H4 cells, adding more 

evidence to the current understanding from a view relatively closer to 

dopaminergic neurons through comparison and contrast analysis.  

 

There was a difference in the average treatment time that the CCCP was required 

for Parkin puncta formation between H4 cells (2h) and SYSH5Y cells (4.5h). As 

EGFP- Parkin was stably overexpressed at approximately the same level in each 

cell line, it is likely that the differing availability of cofactors in the cell lines 

results in altered Parkin signalling dynamics. For example, the various expression 

level of regulators of PINK1 such as Foxo3a[119], nuclear factor κB(NFκB) [120], 

p53 [121] and ATF3 [121] could differentially affect the availability of PINK1 

signalling that recruits Parkin. Similarly, regulators that bind Parkin could affect 

Parkin recruitment efficiency.  

 

Unexpected signals were seen from nuclear in images of H4-EGFP-PRKN cells 

where only EGFP channel was visualized, though this does not affect this study. It 

could be due to that nuclear-targeted Parkin was detected. Parkin, a cytosolic 
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ubiquitin E3 enzyme, has been reported to recruit to the nucleus and mediate gene 

transcription [122]. It is possible to investigate the change of nuclear parkin 

intensity to reach other research purposes, however, the segmentation protocol in 

this study was optimized to selectively identify the cytoplasmic parkin puncta, 

specifically focusing on the parkin-mitochondrial activities. 

 

After optimising the assay, the results showed that Parkin recruitment in SH-SY5Y 

were similar to those obtained in H4 cells. As SHSY-5Y cells have some 

dopaminergic neuronal features, it also suggests that inhibitors of GSK3 and 

CDKs may have promise as treatments for PD.  

 

Notably, Parkin recruitment suggests that stress to mitochondria has instigated 

changes to the quality control pathways but does not show an obligate link with 

mitophagy. To study how CCCP and our drugs of interest regulate mitophagy, the 

removal of damaged mitochondria would need to be measured. For example, some 

research groups investigate the mitochondrial localisation to autophagosomes and 

lysosomal degradation to determine the complete process of mitophagy [123] 

[124]. Moreover, The alteration effects from candidates detected by these assays 

might rely on the overexpression of Parkin. Therefore, further validation studies 

of the modulators detected by these assays using non-PINK1/Parkin modified cells, 

especially neuronal cells, and in vivo approaches are encouraged. 
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Evaluating the effects of Cu-ATSM on cell viability and 

Parkin recruitment  

The results from Parkin recruitment assays in both H4 and SH-SY5Y cells suggest 

that Cu-ATSM potentially upregulates Parkin recruitment. Cu-ATSM was 

developed as an agent for hypoxia-sensitive positron emission tomography [125], 

but recent reports highlighted the neuroprotective properties of this compound, 

both in a PD study (MPTP toxicity) [126] and in an ALS study [125]. MPTP is a 

neurotoxin whose derivative MPP+ is toxic to dopaminergic neurons [73] by 

causing oxidative and nitrosative stress [127]. Furthermore, when delivered in 

vivo, it causes PD-like symptoms and is used to model PD. There are a number of 

mechanisms by which altered mitochondrial quality control could protect against 

oxidative and nitrosative stress. The consequences of the stress could be 

minimised by clearing the damaged mitochondria via mitophagy [128]. This 

suggests that the protective effect from Cu-ATSM against MPTP [126] might rely 

on the upregulation of mitophagy. Paradoxically, the supposed positive alteration 

in Parkin recruitment required for Parkin-mediated mitophagy by Cu-ATSM 

treatment was not observed in cells challenged by CCCP. This suggests that Cu-

ATSM does not affect CCCP-induced mitophagy. Moreover, the trend of increased 

Parkin puncta total area in SYSH-5Y without the presence of CCCP further 

implies that Cu-ATSM upregulates the Parkin recruitment independent of 

mitochondrial membrane depolarisation. 
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Moreover, MPTP toxicity is suggested to be specifically mediated by nitrated α-

synuclein oligomers aggregation as either inhibition of α-synuclein or nitric oxide 

synthase is resistant to MPTP-induced damage [129] [130]. Plentiful nitrated α-

synuclein was presented in the Lewy bodies [131], a hallmark of PD. Then it is 

suggested that Cu-ATSM protects against MPTP toxicity by inhibiting the nitrated 

α-synuclein oligomers aggregation. This assumption is evidenced by inhibition of 

the actions of ONOO− by Cu-ATSM prevented reaction of ONOO- with α-

synuclein, thereby reducing the nitrated α-synuclein formation [126]. Therefore, it 

is suggested that Cu-ATSM may protect against PD via its anti-stress action. 

 

Parkin puncta were observed following high doses of Cu-ATSM treatment without 

CCCP, though this did not reach significance. These Parkin puncta may be stress-

induced as high doses of Cu-ATSM treatment triggered significant viability loss 

and observed apoptotic morphology (collapsed nuclei) of the cells. Interestingly, 

Cu-ATSM was shown to upregulate Cu retention more in the tissue of human PD 

subjects, which was suggested to be driven by the impairment of the mitochondrial 

electron transport chain (ETC) with more advanced disease pathogenesis [132]. 

More Cu retention might also indicate the more severe disruption of mitochondrial 

membrane function, which might be related to mPTP opening. A recent study 

showed that Cu exposure could cause Parkin-mediated mitophagy in chicken 

livers and that mitophagy might attenuate Cu-induced mitochondrial apoptosis in 
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turn [133]. The above findings suggest that Cu-ATSM could induce Parkin-

mediated mitophagy with high available doses and apoptosis in PD-stressed cells 

containing advanced mitochondrial damage, which is consistent with the results 

that a high dose of Cu-ATSM triggered both Parkin recruitment and cell loss of 

H4 cells in this study. Together, it is suggested that the dose of this compound is 

crucial to determine whether inducing mitophagy or apoptosis, protecting or 

eliminating the stressed cells.  

 

This study suggests that Cu-ATSM potentially alter Parkin recruitment in a 

positive direction to protect the cells. Besides altering the Parkin recruitment, 

under its effective dose, the anti-stress and anti-apoptosis effects of Cu-ATSM 

against α-synuclein oligomers aggregation could make it a potential candidate for 

PD treatment.  

Evaluating the effects of kenpaullone on Parkin 

recruitment and the mitochondrial network 

Based on the results of Parkin recruitment in H4 and SH-SY5Y cells, kenpaullone 

was suggested to be the modulator that negatively regulates Parkin puncta 

formation. The Parkin puncta formation in eGFP-Parkin cells is mainly due to the 

disrupted mitochondrial membrane potential by CCCP, which stops PINK1 

translocation from the outer membrane into the inner side of mitochondria and 

starts to recruit Parkin [134]. As PINK1 recruits Parkin in a positive feedback 
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manner, more and more Parkin gathers outside the mitochondria, and eventually, 

they are shown as clusters with eGFP labels in those eGFP-Parkin cell lines. The 

reduction of the Parkin puncta induced by CCCP shown with kenpaullone pre-

treatment suggests effects upon the step-by-step processes: the first one is the 

disruption of mitochondrial membrane potential by CCCP, and the second one is 

PINK1/Parkin signalling for Parkin recruitment.  

 

The image-based mitochondrial network investigation added credible evidence to 

support the assumption that kenpaullone prevents the disruption of the 

mitochondrial membrane potential. Mitochondria with a depolarised membrane 

potential do not take up MitoTracker dye uptake, showing less fluorescent intensity, 

and therefore would not be detected. The proton ionophore CCCP is an oxidative 

phosphorylation uncoupler that opens the permeability transition pore (PTP) on 

the mitochondrial membrane(mPTP), allowing proton flux to disrupt the 

functional-maintained chemical gradient resulting in the mitochondrial membrane 

potential loss [111]. Kenpaullone may work by stabilising the mPTP against 

CCCP-induced change (no evidence of proton binding or releasing effect from 

kenpaullone). The mPTP is suggested to be important not only for affecting 

mitochondrial function(ATP genesis[135]) but also for altering cell survival(Ca2+ 

and ROS-induced apoptosis [136] [137]). Moreover, the formation of mPTP has 

been reported to be closely associated with various neurodegenerative diseases, 

including Alzheimer's disease(AD) [138], PD [139] and Huntington's disease(HD) 
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[140]; and drugs that inhibit mPTP formation are being sought [141] [142]. 

Theoretically, inhibiting the formation of the mPTP for Ca2+ would prevent Ca2+ 

overload and prevent apoptosis, while inhibiting mPTP formation for H+ could 

encourage ATP production. Thus, inhibition of mPTP opening for H+ and Ca2+ 

would potentially benefit the treatment for PD. Research showed that when 

blocking mPTP by Cyclosporin A (CsA), both autoxidises induced Ca2+-related 

stress [143] and CCCP [144] induced damage were prevented.  

 

Kenpaullone could act by stabilising the mPTP, maintaining ATP generation, and 

preventing the Ca2+ homeostasis disruption induced oxidative stress and 

apoptosis. These proposed protective effects might contribute to the previous 

finding that kenpaullone protects against oxidative stress [110].  

 

Kenpaullone prevented the CCCP-induced mitochondrial fragmentation. This 

observation could be due to kenpaullone inhibiting the fission-dependent 

fragmentation of mitochondria induced by CCCP [145]. Given the evidence that 

enhanced mitochondrial fragmentation was accompanied by increased 

mitochondrial ROS production [146], kenpaullone might be beneficial in reducing 

the mitochondria ROS level, avoiding apoptosis of the cells. Additionally, 

evidence shows that abolished PINK1/Parkin mitophagy results from fission 

inhibition [146], while PINK1/Parkin signalling promotes mitochondrial fission 

[147]. Taking this evidence together with the results of Parkin recruitment, they 
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suggest that kenpaullone might inhibit PINK1/Parkin signalling through the 

mitochondrial fission-preventing manor.    

 

Evaluating the effects of kenpaullone on cellular 

metabolism 

Mitochondrial respiration is one of the most critical activities directly linked to 

cells' health. To investigate the effects of kenpaullone on mitochondrial respiration, 

Mito Stress Tests were performed using the Seahorse Bioanalyzer XFp system, the 

gold-standard assay for quantifying mitochondrial oxygen consumption[148]. The 

oxygen consumption rate (OCR) results, which represents mitochondrial 

respiration, differed slightly in H4 cells compared to SH-SY5Y cells. In H4 cells, 

the lower position of the general OCR curve suggested the downregulation of 

mitochondrial reparation by kenpaullone treatment compared to the vehicle 

control. The ATP production-related mitochondrial respiration was significantly 

downregulated by kenpaullone treatment, suggesting kenpaullone reduces 

mitochondrial ATP generation of H4 cells. 

 

In contrast, the general OCR curve and ATP-related OCR remained unchanged in 

SH-SY5Y cells following kenpaullone treatment compared to the vehicle control, 

suggesting kenpaullone did not alter mitochondrial respiration in SH-SY5Y cells. 

This inconsistency might be because these two cancer cell lines have different 
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metabolic activities. This assumption could be supported by comparing the 

extracellular acidification rate (ECAR) and OCR at the basal level between the 

two cell lines, where the OCR are relatively close, but SH-SY5Y had obvious 

higher ECAR compared to H4. The SH-SY5Y cells with higher ECAR might 

suggest they require more energy given the similar basal OCR compared to H4.  

 

No enhancement of mitochondrial respiration by kenpaullone was recorded, 

suggesting other mechanisms may mediate its protective effects. Kenpaullone may 

act by preventing stress-induced respiratory failure and thus protect mitochondrial 

function. Additionally, the changes in mitochondrial respiration due to 

kenpaullone may not be evident for the following reasons. First, it is well accepted 

that mitochondria energy production responds to the energy demand of the cells 

[149]. Given the unchanged energy demand by cells at the basal level, 

mitochondrial activity in cells treated with kenpaullone might not need to change, 

shown as the unaltered basal OCR. Second, the maximal mitochondrial respiration 

was supposed to be induced by acute FCCP injection, delivering protons to drive 

maximal OCR. However, the FCCP mediated pH change (ECAR) may be rapidly 

attenuated in kenpaullone treated cells, resulting in the real 'maximal OCR' being 

undetected; thus, an inaccurate 'maximal OCR' was detected. Third, the ATP-

related OCR drop observed in H4 treated with kenpaullone might reflect its 

protective profile. Oligomycin was injected to block ATP synthase, reflecting the 

OCR for ATP production. It is possible that the dropped ATP-OCR recorded with 
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kenpaullone was due to protected mitochondria not being fully inhibited by 

oligomycin. However, these effects were not seen in SHSY-5Y cells as they are 

more sensitive to oligomycin, as a study showed the blocking effect of oligomycin 

was stronger on SH-SY5Y than on other cancer cells (H1299, A549, Calu-3, 

SkBr3, MCF7) [150].   

 

The extracellular acidification rate (ECAR) from the experiments showed that 

kenpaullone helped upregulate glycolysis. Intact mitochondria cycle protons, drive 

electron transport and facilitate ATP generation. This occurs at the intermembrane 

space and in the mitochondrial matrix, and overall, there is no significant change 

in extrusion of protons into the cytosol or medium. However, the extrusion of 

protons into the medium by rapid glycolysis causes an increase in ECAR. Thus, 

the ECAR indicated the level of rapid glycolytic activity. The ECAR curves in 

both H4 and SHSY-5Y cells show the same trend, suggesting: (i) kenpaullone does 

not affect the cells' basal glycolytic rate, which helps maintain the stable cellular 

metabolism when there is no extra demand for energy; (ii) oligomycin might not 

entirely block the mitochondrial oxygen consumption when the mitochondria are 

protected by kenpaullone, which fails to drive the maximal glycolysis. Thus, the 

real maximal glycolysis from kenpaullone-treated cells might be higher than it was 

detected in the experiment; (iii)when mitochondrial respiration was further 

blocked by the other mitochondrial ETC inhibitors, rotenone (complexes I) and 

antimycin (complexes III), there were significant increases in ECAR, indicating 
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extra glycolysis happened in kenpaullone treated cells. The extra glycolysis that 

occurs after 'maximum glycolysis' has been induced might further suggest that 

mitochondrial respiration was not entirely blocked by oligomycin. Furthermore, 

the extra glycolysis mediated by kenpaullone might serve the energy demand by 

cells, thus protecting the cells against mitochondrial stress-induced energy 

disruption and mitochondrial dysfunction induced apoptosis. 

 

Moreover, kenpaullone might help cells resist intracellular acidification through 

the upregulation of aerobic glycolysis. The intracellular pH is stably maintained 

by balanced cellular metabolism and general ion exchange with the extracellular 

environment within a health range [151]. Rapid intracellular acidification causes 

a series of disruptions to cellular activities, including those of mitochondria and 

lysosomes, which are crucial for cell health[152] [153] [154]. For mitochondria, 

Intracellular acidification induces mPTP opening, which helps mediate 

mitochondrial ROS-dependent cell death[155]. Thus, a well-maintained 

intracellular pH is essential for cell health.  

 

Generally, rapid glycolysis is linked to decreasing the cellular pH by producing 

protons following the equation: 

Glucose + 2xADP + 2xPi + 2xNAD+ =>2xPyruvate + 2xATP + 2xNADH + 2H+ 

+ 2xH2O [156]. 

However, cancer cells like to employ a relatively slow aerobic glycolysis for their 
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proliferation and survival in the long term. With the oxygen present, aerobic 

glycolysis further consumes eight net protons, as NADH is further oxidated in 

mitochondrial (independent of ETC) following the equation: 

2xNADH + 8xH+ + O2 + 6xADP + 6xPi => 2xNAD+ + 8H2O + 6xATP [157] 

Thus, the final net equation of the aerobic glycolysis is: 

Glucose + 8xADP + 8xPi + 6xH+ + O2 => 2xPyruvate + 8xATP + 10xH2O  

The upregulation of glycolysis by kenpaullone might lead to the upregulation of 

aerobic glycolysis in H4 and SH-SY5Y cells, reducing the concentration of 

protons in the cytosol, thus protecting against intracellular acidification related 

stress. Furthermore, researchers from UCL recently raised the point that it is the 

intracellular pH drop but not the mitochondrial membrane depolarisation inducing 

the PINK1/Parkin-mediated mitophagy [158]. Their conclusion adds a critical link 

to the findings in this study. Specifically, that the pH protecting effect mediated by 

the upregulation of aerobic glycolysis (by kenpaullone) prevents Parkin 

recruitment.  

 

The interplay of glycolysis and mitochondrial respiration is complicated and 

crucial for cell survival[159]. This study proposes that when cells face severe 

mitochondrial stress, the extra upregulated glycolysis by kenpaullone may work 

to produce the excess energy for the emergent demand of cells to help overcome 

the situation and avoid mitochondria-related stress, as well as against cellular 

acidification related damage.  
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Pharmacological mechanisms underlying the effects of 

kenpaullone on mitochondrial activity and cellular 

metabolism 

Kenpaullone is a potent inhibitor of GSK-3β and CDK1/cyclin B, with IC50s of 

23 nM and 0.4 μM. It also inhibits CDK2/cyclin A, CDK2/cyclin E, and 

CDK5/p25 with IC50s of 0.68 μM, 7.5 μM, 0.85 μM, respectively [160]. GSK-3β 

and CDKs have been shown to regulate mitochondrial activities, and their 

disruption or overactivity may also cause neurodegenerative diseases. Thus, the 

inhibition of the effective targets could be the mechanism underlying the 

protective effects of kenpaullone reported[109] [110] [111] [112].  

 

GSK-3β  

GSK-3β might be the target that mediates the effect of kenpaullone from the mPTP 

point of view. A report suggests that the inhibition of GSK-3β might mediate the 

activation of the Wnt signalling pathway and thus prevent mPTP opening [161]. 

Moreover, GSK-3β inhibition reduces the binding of two key mPTP components, 

ANT and cyclophilin D (CyP-D), preventing the opening of mPTP [162]. 

Furthermore, GSK-3β inhibition also delays the opening of mPTP through 

dephosphorylation of voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC), another mPTP 
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component, in response to oxidative stress [163]. All the evidence supports the 

positive roles of GSK3 inhibition in preventing the mPTP opening. Thus, 

kenpaullone might work to stabilise the mPTP by inhibiting GSK3, reducing the 

depolarisation of the mitochondrial membrane potential, further preventing Parkin 

recruitment, and protecting the cell's health. 

 

GSK-3β could be the target mediating the effect of kenpaullone from the cellular 

metabolic point of view. GSK3 is suggested to negatively regulate glucose 

metabolism[164]. GSK3 downregulated by mTOCR1 was shown to inhibit the 

expression of glycolytic genes[165]. Activation of GSK3 inhibits glucose 

transport by downregulating GLUT1 expression [166] while silencing GSK3 

increases glucose uptake by increasing the expression of hexokinase 2 (HK2) 

[167]. Both GLUT1 and HK2 [168] are crucial for glucose metabolism by 

glycolysis. Thus, the inactivation of GSK3 might lead to the upregulation of 

glycolysis by upregulating GLUT1 and HK2, given the adequate supply of glucose. 

This assumption is consistent with the effects of kenpaullone showing the 

potentially upregulated glycolysis. Besides, GLUT1 is responsible for glucose 

transport across the blood-brain barrier [169]. This advantage further suggests that 

the inactivation of GSK3 by kenpaullone could promote glucose uptake by the 

brain, where extra energy supplement could be provided. Moreover, GSK-3 beta 

is predominantly in the cytosol in most cells but is partially localised to 

mitochondria in SHSY-5Y cells, and this form of GSK-3 beta has greater activities 
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than the cytosolic form [170]. This reason might contribute to the observed more 

significant difference in glycolysis between kenpaullone-treated cells and control 

in SH-SY5Y cells than in H4 cells.  

 

Furthermore, from the mitochondria-endoplasmic reticulum (ER)- contact 

(MERC) point of view, GSK-3 inhibition by kenpaullone could protect the cells 

under stress. MERC is crucial for mitochondrial fission, mitophagy and other 

activities requiring contact between mitochondria and ER. Mitochondrial fission 

is driven by dynamin-related protein 1 (DRP1), whose localisation to the 

mitochondrial outer membrane (OMM) before activation is accurately regulated 

by MERC [171]. It is known that DRP1-dependent fission is required for 

PINK1/Parkin-mediated mitophagy [172] [173]. It is also known that PINK1 and 

Parkin accumulate at the MERC sites to promote mitophagy [174]. It is, therefore, 

rational to suggest that disruption of MERC could lead to severely dysregulated 

signalling for mitophagy[175] [176]. Activation of GSK-3 beta disrupts the 

interaction of VAPB and PTPIP51, the MERC proteins [177], facilitating MERC 

destabilisation [178] and thus disrupting mitochondrial fission and mitophagy. In 

this way, inhibition of GSK-3 beta by kenpaullone would help maintain the MERC, 

facilitating fission or mitophagy when there is a requirement by the cells. This 

action does not go against the observation that kenpaullone-treated cells were 

resistant to mitochondrial fragmentation and mitophagy initiation following the 

CCCP challenge, as the mitochondrial network was maintained in healthy 
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conditions even facing stress.  

CDK1 and CDK2 

From the perspective of mitochondrial activity, CDK1 inhibition may contribute 

to parts of kenpaullone's effects shown in this study. Cyclin B1/CDK1 has been 

shown to regulate the cell cycle-regulated mitochondrial fission via 

phosphorylating and activating DRP1 [87]. Thus, the potential fission (shown by 

mitochondrial fragmentation) resistant effect from kenpaullone might be 

contributed by CDK1 inhibition. Moreover, CDK1 could chase ATP production 

from mitochondria to facilitate G2 /M transition[90] and DNA repair[93]. Thus, 

the mitochondrial ATP-OCR drop from kenpaullone-treated H4 cells observed, if 

true, could be the result of CDK1 inhibition. However, no ATP drop being apparent 

in SHSY-5Y cells makes this unlikely, but this could be due to the combined results 

of ATP upregulation from other pathways in SH-SY5Y cells. 

 

However, from the perspective of glycolysis, CDK1 and CDK2 are unlikely to 

mediate the effects of kenpaullone shown in this study. Aerobic glycolysis is 

extensively required for cancer cell proliferation; CDK1 and CDK2 are the 

primary cell cycle regulators with paired cyclins to mediate cell proliferation. 

Therefore, CDK1 and CDK2 might be associated with the regulation of glycolysis. 

Indeed, during the cell cycle progression, CDK1/cyclin B and CDK2/cyclin E are 

required to activate a series of glycolytic enzymes to drive different cell cycle 
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phases, especially in the G1 phase as the 'energy boost' required for G1/S transition 

[179]. For example, the activation of CDK2 is associated with HK2 upregulation 

in cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) and promotes the aerobic glycolysis for 

G1/S transition [180]. Moreover, the positive association of CDK1 and glycolysis 

has also been reported to mediate the protective role of the 6-phosphofructo-2-

kinase/fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase (PFKFB3) in neurons [181]. From these points 

of view, the positive CDK1/CDK2-glycolysis relationship might counter the 

observed upregulation of glycolysis by kenpaullone's CDK1/2 inhibitory effect. 

This contradiction points out that the glycolysis up-regulatory effect from 

inhibition of other targets by kenpaullone is more potent than the down-regulatory 

effect from inhibition of CDK1/2.  

 

In addition, from the perspective of MERC, CDK1 might not be an effective target 

mediating kenpaullone’s actions seen. Oxidative-stress-induced CDK1/Cyclin B1 

activation impairs MERC [182], which could lead to impaired fission and 

dysfunctional mitophagy, leading to damaged mitochondrial network. Thus, 

improvement in the mitochondrial network mediated by kenpaullone is unlikely 

to be due to the inhibition of CDK1.  

 

CDK5 

CDK5 might mediate the effects of kenpaullone observed in this study from many 
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aspects. The first and direct link is that CDK5 phosphorylates and activates Parkin 

for ubiquitylation [183]. Thus, downregulated phosphorylation of Parkin by 

inhibition of CDK5 affects its ubiquitylation which directly leads to negatively 

regulated Parkin recruitment activity as shown with kenpaullone treatment. 

Furthermore, stress-induced CDK5 activity would enhance autophagy [184]. 

Autophagy was shown to be mediated by CDK5 phosphorylation of  endophilin 

B1 [185]. Endophilin B1 is required for outer mitochondrial membrane 

maintenance [186] and mediating the link between the damaged mitochondria and 

phagophores during Parkin-mediated mitophagy [187]. This positive association 

of CDK5 and Parkin-mediated mitophagy might suggest that CDK5 inhibition by 

kenpaullone would lead to negatively regulated Parkin recruitment. Moreover, 

phosphorylation of DRP1 by p25-activated CDK5 could lead to excessive fission 

in the MPTP-induced PD model [188], dopaminergic toxicity study [189] and 

many others [190] [191] [192]. Thus, inhibition of CDK5/p25 by kenpaullone 

could reduce DRP1 activation, thus preventing DRP1- dependent fission, 

consistent with the observation.  

 

To sum up, it is suggested that the protective actions of kenpaullone described in 

this study may be due to it differentially inhibiting GSK3 and CDKs.  
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Summary 

This study suggests that kenpaullone might primarily prevent CCCP-induced 

mitochondrial membrane depolarisation by inhibiting the opening of the mPTP. It 

also suggests that kenpaullone might inhibit PINK1/Parkin signalling through the 

mitochondrial fission-preventing manner. This study highlights the potential that 

kenpaullone could be cell protective against mitochondria-related oxidative stress, 

thus serving as a promising candidate for PD treatment. Effects of kenpaullone 

observed in this study suggest that the drug compound has the potential for 

mitochondrial protection by mPTP stabilising and fission prevention and cellular 

acidification prevention by upregulation of glycolytic activities. Given the 

potentially cell-protective effects identified and analysed, there is a strong 

possibility that kenpaullone could serve as a promising therapeutic candidate for 

PD treatment by preventing mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress-related 

neuronal cell death in the disease pathogenesis. More studies on its protective 

effects in the PD models and the underlying mechanisms need further investigation 

to reach a more comprehensive conclusion.       
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Chapter4  Assessing the mechanism of action 

and therapeutic potential of selected 

GSK3α/β and CDK inhibitors that target 

mitochondrial function 

Introduction 

Kenpaullone, a GSK3α/β and CDK inhibitor, was shown to act as a mitochondrial 

modulator inhibiting Parkin recruitment following CCCP-induced mitochondrial 

depolarisation and enhancing the mitochondrial network (detailed in chapter 3). 

These observations suggest that studying drugs that target GSK3α/β and CDKs 

may give an insight into the mechanism governing mitochondrial quality control 

pathways and may lead to the discovery of drugs useful in treating Parkinson's 

disease. Compounds that acted similarly to kenpaullone, had better 

pharmacodynamic properties and were being used in preclinical/clinical studies 

were therefore identified and studied further. 

 

Drugs that act as GSK3α/β and CDK inhibitors include AZD5438, AT7519, 

alsterpaullone and 1-azakenapaullone. AZD5438 and AT7519 were identified in a 

kinase screen and found to inhibit CDK pathways with stronger potency than 

kenpaullone, and additional research on cochlear explants showed they both 

protected against cisplatin-induced ototoxicity[101]. AZD5438 also has a 
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favourable pharmacologic profile, including more favourable drug absorption, 

distribution, and penetrance properties [193] [194]. A study of paullone 

compounds showed that kenpaullone, alsterpaullone and 1-azakenapaullone 

protected podocytes primarily suppressing GSK3β and inhibiting apoptosis [114]. 

 

In a small-molecule screen to identify drugs for the treatment of ALS, kenpaullone 

and TRO19622 were found to protect human motor neurons (MNs) from trophic 

support withdrawal[111]. TRO19622 was shown to target the mitochondrial 

permeability transition pore (mPTP), an action that kenpaullone is also thought to 

mediate[100]. Dexpramipexole, is the enantiomer of TRO19622 and was found to 

mediate positive effects on brain mitochondrial conductance and bioenergetic 

efficiency and was therefore also studied [195, 196]. An overview of compounds 

and descriptions are shown in Figure 4-1. 

 

Figure 4-1 Overview of compounds chosen to study in two categories and their description. 

CDKs/GSK inhibitors shown in green and potential neuroprotective compounds shown in blue. 
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Aims 

Experiments described in this chapter were conducted to investigate the function 

and therapeutic potential of alsterpaullone, 1-azakenapaullone, AZD5438, AT7519, 

dexpramipexole (KNS-760704) and olesoxime (TR019622). To achieve this, 

assays to measure, parkin recruitment, mitochondrial morphology and DNA 

content and neuroprotection assays were conducted. The pathway by which the 

compounds mediate their effects were also investigated by selectively inhibiting 

either the GSK3 β or CDK pathways.  
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Results 

Primary validation: investigating the actions of the 

selected GSK3α/β and CDK inhibitors on Parkin 

recruitment and the mitochondrial network 

Selected GSK/CDKs inhibitors have the similar effects on Parkin 

recruitment following the CCCP challenge as kenpaullone 

Dose-response curves for the compounds were carried out, and cell viability and 

Parkin recruitment activity were measured in eGFP-Parkin H4 cells. The dose 

range used was based on findings from previous experiments and those reported 

in the literature. Kenpaullone was used at the dose of 5μM and acted as a positive 

control to ensure the assay was working properly and provide a reference point. 

 

AT7518, AZD5438 and alsterpaullone were shown to reduce the cells count at 

doses above 1μM (Figure 4-2 to Figure 4-7), while the alsterpaullone, 1-

azakenapaullone, TRO19622 and Dexpramipexole did not affect the cell viability 

within the given dose. The reduction in cell number was most likely associated 

with the CDK-mediated inhibition of cell division rather than cell death via 

toxicity, as cell/nuclei morphology was not altered, and there was no cell 

detachment. A lower dose range was later used to keep the cell number above 75% 

of the control group, as shown in (Figure 4-8 B). 
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The Parkin recruitment activity triggered by CCCP was inhibited by AZD5438, 

AT7519, alsterpaullone and 1-azakenapaullone, but not TRO19622 or 

Dexpramipexole. AZD5438 showed the most potent effect on the change of Parkin 

total area per cell.  

 

 

Figure 4-2 AT7519 inhibits CCCP-induced Parkin recruitment 

Bar graphs show compound actions on cell count(top) and Parkin total area per cell(bottom) from 

INCell; representative images captured by INCell following the CCCP challenge after cells were 

pre-treated with compound for 24h are shown. Cell counts started to decrease significantly from 

1μM AT7519 treatment, and at that dose, a significant drop in Parkin total area started to appear. 

The greyscale images show single-channel images for visualising eGFP-Parkin change at the 

treatment dose image. The compound reduced the Parkin puncta total area induced by CCCP. 

Statistical analysis was carried out by a two-way ANOVA test. N=3 plates, data is displayed as 

mean ± SEM. The significance is displayed for the lowest dose groups. * p<0.05.***p<0.001. 
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Figure 4-3 AZD5438 inhibits CCCP-induced Parkin recruitment 

Bar graphs show compound actions on cell count(top) and Parkin total area per cell(bottom) from 

INCell; representative images captured by INCell following the CCCP challenge after cells were 

pre-treated with compound for 24h are shown. Cell counts started to decrease significantly from 

1μM AZD5438 treatment, and at that dose, a significant drop of Parkin total area started to appear. 

The greyscale images show single-channel images for visualising eGFP-Parkin change at the 

treatment dose image. The compound reduced the Parkin puncta total area induced by CCCP. 

Statistical analysis was carried out by a two-way ANOVA test. N=3 plates, data is displayed as 

mean ± SEM. The significance is only displayed for the lowest dose groups. * p<0.05.***p<0.001. 

 

 

Figure 4-4 TRO19622 does not regulate CCCP-induced Parkin recruitment 
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Bar graphs show compound actions on cell count(top) and Parkin total area per cell(bottom) from 

INCell; representative images captured by INCell following the CCCP challenge after cells were 

pre-treated with compound for 24h are shown. There was no change both regarding cell count and 

Parkin total area. The greyscale images show single-channel images for visualising eGFP-Parkin 

change at the treatment dose image. There were no clear differences when treated with TRO19622, 

no significance based on the two-way ANOVA test. N=3 plates. 

 

 

Figure 4-5 Dexpramipexole does not regulate CCCP-induced Parkin recruitment 

Bar graphs show compound actions on cell count(top) and Parkin total area per cell(bottom) from 

INCell; representative images captured by INCell following the CCCP challenge after cells were 

pre-treated with compound for 24h are shown. There was no change both regarding cell count and 

Parkin total area. The greyscale images show single-channel images for visualising eGFP-Parkin 

change at the treatment dose image. There were no clear differences when treated with 

dexpramipexole, no significance based on the two-way ANOVA test. N=3 plates. 
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Figure 4-6 1-azakenpaullone inhibits CCCP-induced Parkin recruitment 

Bar graphs show compound actions on cell count(top) and Parkin total area per cell(bottom) from 

INCell; representative images captured by INCell following the CCCP challenge after cells were 

pre-treated with compound for 24h are shown. No change in cell counts was recorded in the given 

dose range while the Parkin total area started to decrease significantly from 5μM 1-azakenpaullone 

treatment. The greyscale images show single-channel images for visualising eGFP-Parkin change 

compared to CCCP, which was given a 10μM compound treatment. Scale bar=50μm. The 

compound slightly reduced the Parkin puncta total area induced by CCCP. Statistical analysis was 

carried out by a two-way ANOVA test. N=3 plates, data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance 

is displayed. ** p<0.01. 
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Figure 4-7 Alsterpaullone inhibits CCCP-induced Parkin recruitment 

Bar graphs show compound actions on cell count(top) and Parkin total area per cell(bottom) from 

INCell; representative images captured by INCell following the CCCP challenge after cells were 

pre-treated with compound for 24h are shown. Cell counts started to decrease significantly from 

0.5μM alsterpaullone treatment and 0.25μM dose, and a significant drop in Parkin total area started 

to appear. The greyscale images show single-channel images for visualising eGFP-Parkin change 

compared to CCCP given 0.25μM compound treatment. Scale bar=50μm. The compound slightly 

reduced the Parkin puncta total area induced by CCCP. Statistical analysis was carried out by a 

two-way ANOVA test. N=3 plates, data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance is displayed. * 

p<0.05. ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 
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Selected GSK/CDKs inhibitors have similar effects on the 

mitochondrial network following the CCCP challenge as 

kenpaullone 

The action of alsterpaullone, 1-azakenapaullone, AZD5438, AT7519, 

dexpramipexole (KNS-760704) and olesoxime (TR019622 on the mitochondrial 

network and morphology were assessed by INCell imaging and analysis (as 

described previously in chapter 3).  

 

The results (Figure 4-8) show: 1) CCCP triggered the formation of giant 

mitochondrial clusters close to the nuclei. This caused the mitochondrial network 

to shrink. Moreover, mitochondria damage was associated with them becoming 

rounded in shape rather than their normal elongated form. 2）AZD5438, AT7519 

and alsterpaullone significantly increased the total mitochondrial area compared 

to controls, and they prevented the CCCP-induced mitochondria network 

degradation. 3) AZD5438, AT7519 and 1-azakenpaullone inhibited the change in 

the mitochondrial shape associated with CCCP induced damage. 4) Treatment with 

dexpramipexole (KNS-760704) and olesoxime (TR019622. azakenapaullone did 

not inhibit CCCP-mediated changes to the mitochondrial network.  
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Figure 4-8 Mitochondrial network following pre-treatment with selected GSK/CDKs inhibitors in 

eGFP-Parkin H4 cells 
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Images were captured and analysed with INCell 2200, statistical analysis was performed using 

GraphPad Prism. A) Images showing mitochondria in the cells after 2h CCCP were applied 

following 24h compound pre-treatment, presented as DMSO (negative control without CCCP), 

control (positive control with CCCP only) and compound (with CCCP). After group one 

compounds pre-treatment, the mitochondrial network of cells looks more like the no-CCCP control 

with evenly distributed mitochondrial network and few or no clusters shown, while group two 

compounds have less spread mitochondrial network following CCCP treatment. Scale bar=50μm. 

B) It shows all cells count above 75% of control with compound treatment at the given doses, the 

dashed line indicates the value of 0.75. C) DMSO was used as the baseline value for the 

normalisation. AZD5438, AT7519 and alsterpaullone significantly increased the total 

mitochondrial area compared to non-drug control. D) AZD5438, AT7519 and 1-azakenpaullone 

had a significant effect on decreasing the mitochondrial elongation compared to non-drug control 

following CCCP treatment. Statistical analysis was carried out by one-way ANOVA test with 

Sidak's multiple comparisons test to control. n=3, data is displayed as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, ** 

p<0.01, **** p<0.0001.  
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AZD5438 prevents mitochondrial membrane potential loss 

induced by CCCP 

To investigate effects on mitochondrial membrane potential TMRM was used. 

TMRM is a widely used cell-permeant dye absorbed by active mitochondria, while 

its accumulation ceases and signal decreases as mitochondria lose membrane 

potential. Unlike the analysis used to measure Mitotracker, the analysis of TMRM 

was based on intensity rather than the area of staining, as its intensity with 

depolarised mitochondria was below the threshold for the established INCell 

segmentation protocol and the TMRM intensity was assessed in the whole 

cytoplasm area (green channel). The results using the TMRM dye are shown in 

Figure 4-9 and support the previous finding that alsterpaullone, 1-

azakenapaullone, AZD5438, AT7519 maintain mitochondrial membrane potential 

following CCCP disruption.  
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Figure 4-9 Images and analysis results of compounds investigated for mitochondrial membrane 

potential change using TMRM dye.  

A) Representative images from INCell 2200 show 24h AZD5438 pre-treatment prevented the 

staining loss following 2h CCCP treatment. Scale bar=50μm. B) Bar graph shows the significant 

(p=0.0240) loss in TMRM level were significantly prevented by pre-treatment of AZD5438(p= 

0.0276), 1-azakenpaullone(p=0.0415) and kenpaullone (p= 0.0229). The data shown have been 

normalised to DMSO control. Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with 

Sidak's multiple comparisons test. n=3 plates, data is displayed as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05. Asterisks 

denote comparisons between negative (DMSO) and positive (CCCP) control, hashes denote 

comparisons between positive control and experimental group (CCCP).  
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AZD5438 prevents the mitochondrial DNA loss induced by CCCP 

Mitochondrial activity has a direct effect on the distribution and maintenance of 

their mtDNA [197]. For example, mitochondrial biogenesis may increase the 

relative mtDNA content while mitochondrial degradation activity will decrease 

mtDNA levels. To access mtDNA content, a real-time PCR-based mtDNA assay 

was applied to examine the relative mtDNA change compared to nuclear DNA, as 

described in the methods chapter [198]. 

 

Initially, all the GSK/CDK inhibitors were investigated, and the results are shown 

in Figure 4-10 A. Although no significant effect of drugs was observed, the results 

showed a trend towards a reduction in mtDNA following 2h CCCP and AZD5438 

mediated a trend towards an increase in mtDNA content. AZD5438 was chosen 

for a more focused study to eliminate the interference from technical issues, such 

as DNA conditions affected by a relatively long extraction procedure associated 

with the testing of multi-samples. Following 6h CCCP treatment there was a 

significant decrease in mtDNA content ( Figure 4-10 B) associated with the 

mitochondrial degradation. The data in Figure 4-10 B also that pre-treatment with 

AZD5438 alone mediated a significant increase in the relative mtDNA content. 
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Figure 4-10 Relative mtDNA content following pre-treatments of GSK3/CDKs inhibitors 

A) The graph shows relative mtDNA content change when pre-treated with compounds for 24h 

and followed by 2h CCCP treatment. The trend shows 2h CCCP triggered the mtDNA content 

reduction; AZD5438 increased the mtDNA content but was insignificant. B) The graph shows 

relative mtDNA content change when pre-treated with 0.5μM AZD5438 for 24h and then 

maintained for 6h, maintained for 4h then another 2h CCCP and treated with CCCP for 6h before 

harvest, respectively. It shows AZD5438 treatment increased the relative mtDNA content 

significantly (p= 0.0115) after the treatment of 30h(24+6h); 6h CCCP reduced the relative mtDNA 

content significantly (p= 0.0127); and which was shown to be significantly (p= 0.0287) prevented 

by AZD5438. Statistical analysis was carried out by a two-way ANOVA test with Sidak's multiple 

comparisons test. n=3(both A and B), data are displayed as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05. Asterisks denote 

comparisons between no compound control and AZD5438 treatment, hashes denote comparisons 

between no CCCP control and CCCP treatment.  

A 
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Investigating the protective actions of AZD5438 against 

the mitochondrial toxin rotenone 

AZD5438 protects the cell viability in the cellular PD model 

The primary validation study of compounds showed that AZD5438 had the most 

potent effects on regulating Parkin recruitment and mitochondrial network. It also 

revealed that AZD5438 increased mtDNA levels. To evaluate the neuroprotective 

actions of AZD5438 and the other selected compounds, cells were treated with 

rotenone, a mitochondrial complex I inhibitor.  

 

Treatment with rotenone reduced the viability of human eGFP-Parkin H4 cells by 

around 40% at a dose of 500nM, and 500nM AZD5438 inhibited this effect(Figure 

4-11 B). Moreover, GSK3/CDKs inhibitors, apart from 1-azakenpaullone had 

positive effects compared to the control following rotenone treatment. As 

treatment with 500nm AZD5438 slightly reduced the cell number (shown in the 

previous section), experiments were repeated using a 250nm dose of AZD5438. 

Additionally, the number of technical repeats was increased from 3 to 6 in each 

independent experiment to reduce errors further. Results of the MTT assays 

(Figure 4-11 A) show that the darker and more numerous dot-like staining (MTT 

formazan product) is associated with greater mitochondrial activity. In controls, 

the formation of the MTT formazan product was similar to the present in AZD5438 

treatment. In contrast, significantly decreased levels of MTT formazan product 
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were observed following rotenone treatment, which was significantly inhibited by 

treatment with AZD5438. Results in Figure 4-11 C confirm the observation that 

AZD5438 significantly inhibited the toxic action of rotenone. To further assess the 

neuroprotective effects of AZD5438, a second mitochondrial toxin, 1-methyl-4-

phenylpyridinium (MPP+), also associated with the aetiology of Parkinson's 

disease, was used. The results (Figure 4-11 D) show that AZD5438 significantly 

inhibited the toxic action of MPP+. 
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Figure 4-11 Assessing the protective effects of selected GSK/CDK inhibitory compounds 

following treatments with mitochondrial toxins associated with PD 
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A) Representative images taken under a brightfield microscope show the insoluble dark formazan 

appeared in cells with treatment of control (DMSO), 250nM AZD5438, 500nM Rotenone and 

250nM AZD5438+500nM Rotenone, respectively. It shows less formazan in rotenone than CON, 

while more formazan with AZD5438+rotenone than rotenone alone. In addition, more round-up 

cells in rotenone than in CON, while there are fewer such cells in AZD5438+rotenone than 

rotenone. Scale bar=100μm. Scale bar=100μm. B) Bar graph shows the general performance of 

group one compounds through MTT-Rotenone assay. Rotenone doses were given at 0, 250, 500 

and 1000nM, compounds doses were 500nM AZD5438, 500nM AT7519, 5μM 1-azakenpaullone 

and 250nM Alsterpaullone. It shows significant cell viability loss at rotenone treatment of 500nm 

and 1000nM alone(p<0.0001), both of which were rescued by AZD5438, with significance as 

p=0.0338 and p=0.0469 respectively. The groups' significant differences are also marked between 

control and AZD5438(p=0.0047) with a positive direction, 1-azakenpaullone (p=0.0062) with a 

negative direction. C) Bar graph shows the performance of 250nM AZD5438 through the MTT-

Rotenone assay. It shows significant cell viability loss at rotenone treatment of 250μM (p= 0.0188), 

500μm (p= 0.0002) and 1000μM (p<0.0001), the latter two of which were significantly rescued by 

250nM AZD5438, p= 0.0037 and p= 0.0032, respectively. D) Bar graph shows the performance of 

250nM AZD5438 through the MTT-MPP+ assay. It shows significant cell viability loss at MPP+ 

treatment of 250μM (p=0.0137), 500μm (p=0.0018) and 1000μM (p<0.0001), all were rescued by 

250nM AZD5438 significantly (p= 0.0147, p= 0.0352 and p= 0.0022). Statistical analysis was 

carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Dunnett's multiple comparisons test (B) and Tukey's 

multiple comparisons test (B, C, D) and. N=3 plates, data is displayed as mean ± SEM. * p<0.05, 

** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. Asterisks denote comparisons between no compound 

control and compound treatment, hashes denote comparisons between no stressor control and 

stressor treatment. 
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AZD5438 prevents the mitochondrial network damage associated 

with rotenone, a cellular model of PD 

Mitochondrial network assays were performed with 500nM rotenone as the 

stressor. The images in Figure 4-12 A show that treatment with 500nM rotenone 

for 24hrs induced damage, indicated by the presence of many round cells and 

fewer cells in relatively healthy conditions. The measured mitochondrial network 

was damaged by rotenone; treatment with AZD5438 prevented the damage 

(Figure 4-12 C). As previously reported, AZD5438 alone also increased the total 

mitochondrial area (Figure 4-12 C). The results in Figure 4-12 E show single 

mitochondrial shape was altered by AZD5438 as the mitochondrial elongation 

value dropped, pointing to that the mitochondria had longer shape following 

AZD5438 treatment 
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Figure 4-12 Assessing the protective effect of AZD5438 on mitochondrial morphology and 

network following treatments with rotenone  

A) Representative images taken by INCell 2200 in greyscale showing Mitotracker stained 

mitochondria network change; AZD5438 alone spreads the mitochondrial network, rotenone alone 

shrinks it, AZD5438+rotenone increases mitochondrial network compared to rotenone alone. 

Arrow points to the ball-like cell with intensive staining, widely distributed in the rotenone group 

but barely seen in other groups. Scale bar=50μm. B-E) are analysed data of images from INCell 

analyser. B) Cell count data normalised to CON shows rotenone significantly (p=0.0002) reduced 

the cell count while AZD5438+rotenone significantly (p= 0.0098) prevented it. No significant 

difference between AZD5438 and CON. C) The total area of mitochondria per cell was 

significantly (p= 0.0058) increased when cells were treated with AZD5438 compared to CON 

(DMSO vehicle). rotenone treatment significantly (p= 0.0387) reduced mitochondrial total area 

compared to CON. AZD5438+rotenone significantly (p= 0.0228) rescued mitochondrial total area 

compared to rotenone. D) The trend shows AZD5438 increased mitochondrial mean area and 

rotenone decreased it. No significant difference was marked. E) Mitochondrial shape became more 

elongated as elongation value dropped significantly (p= 0.0014) by AZD5438 alone. Statistical 

analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; 

data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, **** p<0.0001. 

Asterisks denote comparisons between AZD5438 and AZD5438+rotenone treatment, hashes 

denote comparisons between CON and treatment groups. 
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Rotenone has no effect on relative mtDNA content in eGFP-Parkin 

H4 cells 

To further check AZD5438 protective effects mtDNA assays were conducted on 

H4 cells following treatment with rotenone. It was assumed that treatment with 

rotenone would lead to mtDNA damage due to DNA fragmentation or degradation. 

However, the results showed (Figure 4-13) there are no significant differences in 

mtDNA between rotenone and CON, nor between AZD5438+rotenone and 

rotenone. 

 

Figure 4-13 The relative mtDNA content following treatment with 250nM AZD5438 and 500nM 

rotenone for 24h assessed via qPCR mtDNA assay 

rotenone treatment did not change the relative mtDNA content. AZD5438 increased the relative 

mtDNA with or without rotenone, but no significance was marked across the groups. Statistical 

analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N= 3 

independent experiments; data is displayed as mean ± SEM. 
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AZD5438 inhibits cell death and apoptosis  

To assess the mechanisms by which AZD5438 may protect cells, apoptosis assays 

were carried out using a flow cytometry-based assay. The live and dead cells were 

distinguished based on the intensity of Zombie NIRTM dye. 

 

As shown in Figure 4-14 A, the density plots show that most live cells distribute 

in the square gate (CON), while a large population of rotenone-treated dead cells 

are outside the gate. Treatment with AZD5438 brings back the population into the 

square, while AZD5438 alone has fewer cells out of the square compared to CON. 

Statistical analyses of the results shown in Figure 4-14 B confirmed that rotenone 

significantly decreased the ratio of the live cells while AZD5438+rotenone 

significantly increased the ratio of the live cells compared to rotenone alone. 

AZD5438 alone did not show a significant effect on the ratio of the live cells. 

 

The next step was to evaluate the levels of apoptosis; hence, the quadrant gate was 

set to show the apoptotic cell ratio based on the extremely high nuclear dye 

intensity in the single live cells.As shown in Figure 4-15 A, the density plots show 

that most cells distribute in the second quadrant as relatively healthy cells in CON, 

while a large population moves into the first quadrant as apoptotic cells in rotenone. 

Treated with AZD5438 brings back the population shift, while AZD5438 alone 

has no dramatic effect compared to CON. The statistical analysis shown in Figure 
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4-15 B confirmed that rotenone significantly decreased the ratio of the apoptotic 

cells while AZD5438+rotenone significantly increased the ratio of the apoptotic 

cells compared to rotenone alone. AZD5438 alone did not show an effect. 

 

Figure 4-14 Flow cytometry assessed the ratio of the live cell following treatments with 250nM 

AZD5438 and 500nM rotenone for 24h.  

A) The representative gating set-up and results from NovoExpress after the flow cytometry 

experiment shows that rotenone treatment dramatically increased the proportion of dead cells, 

which were prevented by AZD5438 treatment. B) The data analysis shows the significant (p= 

<0.0001) loss of live cells by rotenone treatment, while AZD5438+rotenone significantly (p= 

0.0017) reduced that loss. No significant change by AZD5438 treatment alone was marked. 

Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons 

test. N= 3 independent experiments; data is displayed as mean ± SEM; significance is displayed as 
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** p<0.01, **** p<0.0001. Asterisks denote comparisons between AZD5438 and 

AZD5438+rotenone treatment, hashes denote comparisons between CON and treatment groups. 

 

Figure 4-15 The apoptotic cell ratio following treatment with 250nM AZD5438 and 500nM 

rotenone for 24h was assessed by flow cytometry.  

A) The representative quadrant set up as the first quadrant shows apoptotic cells and the results 

from NovoExpress after the flow cytometry experiment. It shows that rotenone treatment 

dramatically (almost 4X) increased the proportion of apoptotic cells, which were prevented by 

AZD5438 treatment. B) The data analysis result shows a significant (p= 0.0079) increase of 

apoptotic cells by rotenone treatment, while AZD5438+rotenone significantly (p= 0.0482) against 

that effect. No significant change by AZD5438 treatment alone was marked. Statistical analysis 

was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N= 3 independent 

experiments; data is displayed as mean ± SEM; significance is displayed as* p<0.05, ** p<0.01. 

Asterisks denote comparisons between AZD5438 and AZD5438+rotenone treatment, hashes 

denote comparisons between CON and treatment groups. 
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AZD5438 prevents the formation of ROS in the cellular PD model 

It has been suggested that the generation of mitochondrial reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) plays a crucial role in rotenone-induced apoptosis [199]. To test the 

possibility that AZD5438 may also act at this level, assays measuring 

mitochondrial ROS were performed. 

 

Mitochondrial-generated ROS was visualised by MitoSOX™ Red staining 

(Figure 4-16 A). rotenone treatment alone dramatically increased staining 

suggesting an increase in ROS, while this increase was prevented by treatment 

with AZD5438. AZD5438 alone had no noticeable effect on the ROS population. 

The merged images show ROS appeared alongside the corresponding unhealthy 

cells. The data presented in Figure 4-16 B confirmed that rotenone increased ROS 

levels in a dose-dependent manner. Compared to rotenone treatment alone up to 

500nM, AZD5438 treatment significantly reduced the ROS induced by rotenone, 

while AZD5438 treatment alone did not affect ROS level. 
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Figure 4-16 Mitochondrial reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels following treatments with 250nM 

AZD5438 and a series of concentrations of rotenone for 24h assessed by ROS assay.  

A) Representative images taken by INCell 2200 in greyscale (Mitosox red) and merged 

(eGFP+Mitosox red) showing ROS condition and cells condition together after treatment. rotenone 

treatment alone dramatically enlarged the Mitosox staining positive population of cells suggesting 

increasing ROS, while it was prevented by together treated with AZD5438, AZD5438 alone 

showed no noticeable effect on the ROS. B) Bar graph shows rotenone started to trigger ROS 

significantly at the minimal given dose of 125nM and increased the ROS level following the dose-

dependent manner from 125-500nM (all p<0.0001). 250nM AZD5438 significantly reduced that 

ROS triggered by rotenone with p value of 0.0015, 0.0011 and 0.0004. Statistical analysis was 

carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N= 3 independent 

experiments; data is displayed as mean ± SEM; significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, 

***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. Asterisks denote comparisons between AZD5438 and AZD5438 

+rotenone treatment, hashes denote comparisons between control and rotenone treatment groups. 
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AZD5438 inhibits the activation of caspase-3 and prevents the 

downregulation of mitochondrial proteins in the cellular PD model 

Three key proteins were chosen to investigate the protective effect of AZD5438 in 

the rotenone-induced PD model. They were two mitochondrial proteins, TOMM20 

and PGC1-α, to check mitochondrial activity and cleaved-caspase 3 to monitor 

apoptosis. Western blots were used to check their change following treatments of 

AZD5438 and rotenone.rotenone treatment dramatically and significantly 

increased the levels of cleaved-caspase 3, and this action was significantly 

inhibited by treatment with AZD5438. Treatment with AZD5438 alone had no 

effect when compared to control (Figure 4-17 B). These results show that caspase 

3, the primary signal for apoptosis, was widely activated in the rotenone-induced 

PD model. Second, it indicated that AZD5438 prevents apoptosis via inhibiting 

the activation of caspase 3. As shown in Figure 4-17 C and D, rotenone 

significantly downregulated TOMM20 and PGC1-α protein levels. This action of 

rotenone was inhibited significantly by treatment with AZD5438, while AZD5438 

treatment alone had no significant effect compared to control. 
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Figure 4-17 Cleaved-caspase 3, TOMM20 and PGC1-α protein levels change following treatments 

with 250nM AZD5438 and 500nM rotenone for 24h assessed by Weston blots.  

A) The representative images of Western blots of protein samples from experiments probed for 

anti-PGC1-α, Cleaved-caspase 3 and TOMM20; β- Actin as the loading control. Protein bands 

corresponding to the approximate molecular weight are presented. Analysed data is presented in B, 

C and D. B) rotenone significantly (p <0.0001) increased the Cleaved-caspase 3 level, which was 

significantly (p <0.0001) prevented by AZD5438. C) rotenone significantly (p= 0.0208) decreased 

the TOMM20 level while it was significantly(p=0.0023) prevented by AZD5438. D) rotenone 

significantly (p= 0.0004) decreased the PGC1-α level while it was significantly (p= 0.0149) 

prevented by AZD5438. Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's 

multiple comparisons test. N= 3 independent experiments; data is displayed as mean ± SEM; 

significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. Asterisks denote comparisons 

between AZD5438 and AZD5438+rotenone treatment, hashes denote comparisons between CON 

and treatment groups.  
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Measuring AZD5438's action on cell metabolism using the 

Seahorse analyser 

An action of AZD5438 on mitochondrial/cellular metabolism may be involved in 

mediating its protective effects. Therefore, the Seahorse XF was used and the Cell 

Mito Stress Test protocol was performed to analyse mitochondrial respiration via 

oxygen consumption rate (OCR) and glycolysis condition via extracellular 

acidification rate (ECAR). 

 

The results in Figure 4-18 A and B show the OCAR and ECR change after each 

drug injection. Based on the analysis of the OCAR data, the results in Figure 4-18 

C-E, show rotenone treatment significantly reduced the mitochondrial basal 

respiration rate and ATP production rate. AZD5438 treatment did not reverse the 

action of rotenone on OXPHOS. Instead, the non-mitochondrial oxygen 

consumption rate was significantly increased by AZD5438 alone compared to 

CON, shown in Figure 4-18 F. Based on the analysis of the ECR data, the results 

in Figure 4-18 G and H show AZD5438 treatment significantly upregulated the 

glycolysis rate compared to CON. rotenone treatment was also shown to increase 

the glycolysis rate, and the treatment of AZD5438 further upregulated it. Moreover, 

rotenone treatment significantly decreased the glycolysis reserve level, while no 

significant effect was shown by AZD5438 treatment, alone or with rotenone. 
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The cells' basal energy map was drawn by plotting OCR against ECAR at baseline 

before oligomycin injection. Figure 4-18 I shows AZD5438-treated cells were 

more energetic (both more aerobic and more glycolytic), and rotenone-treated cells 

were more glycolytic but less aerobic, both compared to CON, while 

AZD5438+rotenone treated cells were more energetic compared to rotenone. 

These results suggest AZD5438 upregulated the metabolic status of cells. The 

energy potential of the cells following treatment was revealed by plotting the 

respiration reserve (Maximal respiration- Basal respiration) against the glycolytic 

reserve. Figure 4-18 J shows that AZD5438 treatment upregulated the glycolytic 

potential of cells at both the control level and in the cellular PD model. 
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Figure 4-18 Assessing the action of AZD5438 on cellular energy metabolism using the Seahorse 
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analyser.  

A) Oxygen consumption rate (OCR) during the experiments over time, C-F were based on these 

data. B) Extracellular acidification rate (ECAR) during the experiments over time, G-H were based 

on these data. C) rotenone significantly (p<0.0001) reduced the mitochondrial basal respiration 

rate compared to CON. D) No significant change in maximal respiration rate across groups but the 

data distribution of AZD5438 was more concentrated than others. E) rotenone significantly 

(p<0.0001) reduced the cellular ATP production rate compared to CON. F) AZD5438 significantly 

(p=0.0099) increased the non-mitochondrial oxygen consumption rate compared to CON. G) 

AZD5438 significantly (p=0.0143) increased the cellular basal glycolysis rate compared to CON, 

so did rotenone (p=0.0056), together with treated with AZD5438+rotenone further significantly 

(p=0.0383) increased that rate compared to rotenone alone. H) rotenone significantly (p=0.0256) 

decreased the cellular glycolytic reserve. No significant change by AZD5438 either with or without 

rotenone. I) The basal energy map was drawn by plotting OCR with ECAR at the basal level, 

showing AZD5438 was more energetic, and rotenone was more glycolytic both compared to CON, 

while AZD5438+rotenone was more energetic compared to rotenone. J) The energy potential map 

was drawn by plotting respiratory reserve with glycolytic reserve, showing AZD5438 had higher 

glycolytic potential and rotenone had the higher respiratory potential both compared to CON, while 

AZD5438+rotenone had higher glycolytic potential compared to rotenone. Statistical analysis was 

carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. Data from 3-4 

biological replicates; data is displayed as mean ± SEM; significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ** 

p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. Asterisks denote comparisons between AZD5438 and CON 

or AZD5438+rotenone with rotenone, hashes denote comparisons between CON and rotenone. 
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AZD5438's protective effects against stressors are dependent on 

glucose 

The Seahorse study of metabolic activity suggested that treatment with AZD5438 

resulted in a shift to glycolysis. It could therefore be hypothesised that this 

metabolic regulation might be associated with AZD5438's protective effects. To 

test this hypothesis, a low glucose (1500 mg/L glucose) culture medium was used 

to reduce the glycolysis activity and potential compared to cells with the standard 

medium (high glucose with 4500 mg/L glucose).  

 

The results (Figure 4-19 A) show that rotenone treatment significantly reduced 

cell viability in the low and high glucose groups. AZD5438 significantly inhibited 

the loss in viability associated with rotenone treatment in the high glucose group. 

However, AZD5438 did not counter the actions of rotenone in the low glucose 

group. Figure 4-19 B shows that AZD5438 did not affect Parkin recruitment in 

the low glucose group. 15μM CCCP induced Parkin recruitment in the low glucose 

and high glucose groups. In contrast, AZD5438 did not inhibit Parkin recruitment 

activity in the low glucose group, while it significantly inhibited Parkin 

recruitment in the high glucose group. Moreover, 5μM CCCP triggered significant 

Parkin recruitment activity in the low glucose group but not in the high glucose 

group.  
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Figure 4-19 Effect of glucose concentration on the actions of AZD5438 

A) The cell viability condition after treatment with 250nM AZD5438 and 500nM rotenone for 24h 

with low glucose  medium and high glucose mediumwas assessed by MTT assay; cells were pre-

treated with the same low glucose and high glucose culture medium, respectively, for 24h before 

applied compound and stressor treatment. Within the high glucose group, rotenone significantly 

(p<0.0001) reduced the cell viability while which were protected by AZD5438+rotenone 

significantly (p=0.0003). Within the low glucose group, similarly, rotenone significantly (p<0.0001) 

reduced the cell viability, in contrast to the high glucose group, AZD5438+rotenone did not protect 

the cell viability. B) The mitochondrial mitophagy activity was indirectly assessed by Parkin 

recruitment assay after cells were pre-treated with the low and high glucose culture medium for 

24h, separately. It shows the 15µM CCCP significantly induced the Parkin total area raise dropped 

by AZD5438 significantly in the high glucose group, but such effect was not recorded in the 

glucose group. More interestingly, 5µM CCCP had no effect in the high glucose group but 

significantly triggered strong Parkin recruitment activity as Parkin total area increased in the low 

glucose group, which had not been affected by AZD5438. Statistical analysis was carried out by 

two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± 

SEM; significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. Asterisks 
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denote comparisons between stressor (rotenone or CCCP) and AZD5438 + stressor in the same 

glucose group, hashes denote comparisons between CON and stressor in the same glucose group.  
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Investigating whether AZD5438 acts via a specific CDK 

CDK9 knockdown reproduced the regulation of Parkin 

recruitment by AZD5438 

AZD5438 is a potent multi-cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitor, with 

reported IC50 values are 6 - 45, 14, 16 and 20 nM for CDK2, CDK5, CDK1 and 

CDK9, respectively. In addition, AZD5438 also inhibits CDK4 and CDK7 in the 

sub-micromolar range (IC50 449 nM and 821 nM). To investigate the main 

pathways that mediate AZD5438's actions, siRNAs were used to inhibit CDK1, 

CDK2, CDK5 and CDK9, and parkin recruitment was measured.  

 

The data in Figure 4-20 A shows Parkin recruitment assays performed following 

siRNA knockdown. NTC served as negative control showing CCCP induces 

Parkin recruitment, and PINK1 served as positive control showing lack of PINK1 

prevents the Parkin recruitment, indicating both Parkin recruitment assay and 

transfection worked. The results in Figure 4-20 B show that only combinations of 

siRNAs containing anti-CDK9 have a significant inhibitory effect on the Parkin 

puncta area compared to CCCP induced values in NTC. Experiments with anti- 

CDK5 siRNAs also showed a trend towards lower parkin recruitment though this 

did not reach significance.  

 

The ability of the knockdown of an individual CDK (1,2, 5 and 9) to mimic 
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AZD5438's effect was next investigated. The results in Figure 4-21 B, showed 

that only the knockdown of CDK9 mediated an effect on Parkin recruitment 

following treatment with CCCP.  

 

The possibility that CDK9 mainly mediates the effect of AZD5438 on Parkin 

recruitment was investigated by measuring the effects of AZD5438 on parkin 

recruitment in the presence of an anti-CDK9 siRNA. The data presented in Figure 

4-21 C shows AZD5438 treatment does not mediate an effect on parkin 

recruitment if CDK9 has been knocked down. These results suggested that CDK9 

may be involved in mediating AZD5438's effect on Parkin recruitment.  
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Figure 4-20 Combinations of siRNA-mediated knockdown of CDKs reproduce AZD5438's effect 

on Parkin recruitment 

A) Representative images taken by INCell 2200 show the effects of multi CDKs knockdown on 

Parkin recruitment after 10μM CCCP treatment for 2.5h. Images were merged from green showing 

eGFP-Parkin and blue showing Hoechst stained nuclear. Scale bar=100μm. NTC served as the 

negative control, showing that CCCP induces Parkin recruitment, while PINK1 served as the 

positive control, showing that lack of PINK1 prevents Parkin recruitment, indicating that CCCP 

and transfection worked. Images show there are differences between each combination of CDKs 

knockdown. B) It shows that 3 of the CDKs combinations knockdown significantly decreased the 

Parkin total area induced by CCCP compared to NTC. They are CDK1+9 (p=0.0002), CDK2+9 

(p=0.035) and CDK5+9 (p<0.0001). Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test 

with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance is 

displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, **** p<0.0001. 
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Figure 4-21  Knockdown of CDK9 reproduces AZD5438's effect on Parkin recruitment 

A) Representative images taken by INCell 2200 show the effects of multi CDKs knockdown on 

Parkin recruitment after CCCP treatment for 2.5h. Greyscale images show many eGFP-Parkin 

puncta induced by CCCP in NTC and CDK5 but not in the CDK9 group. Scale bar=100μm. B) 

CCCP significantly increases Parkin puncta total area value in NTC, but this value is significantly 

(p=0.0099) decreased in the CDK9 group. C) AZD5438 significantly reduces Parkin puncta total 

area raise (CCCP-DMSO) in NTC(p=0.011) and knockdown of CDK1 (p=0.0373) and 

CDK2(p=0.0038) but not CDK5 or CDK9. Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA 

test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance 

is displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, **** p<0.0001. Asterisks denote comparisons 

between NTC and knockdown groups with CCCP treatment, hashes denote comparisons between 

CCCP and DMSO in each group.  
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CDK9 knockdown reproduces the regulation of mitochondrial 

activities by AZD5438 

The results suggested that AZD5438 may mediate its action of parkin recruitment 

via the inhibition of CDK9. Therefore, the possibility that AZD5438 also mediated 

its actions on mitochondrial network via the inhibition of CDK9 was also 

investigated.  

 

To achieve this aim, CDK9 siRNA was transfected into the eGFP-Parkin H4 cells, 

CCCP was used to challenge the mitochondrial network, and Mitotracker red 

visualised mitochondria. The results in Figure 4-22 A show that in the NTC group, 

CCCP treatment mediated an increase in Parkin puncta formation and shrinkage 

of the mitochondrial network. In contrast, with CDK9 knockdown, the Parkin 

puncta amount is less than that in NTC, and the mitochondrial distribution spreads 

with higher intensity. Figure 4-22 B confirmed that CDK9 knockdown protects 

the mitochondrial network as the total mitochondrial area increased compared to 

NTC. Figure 4-22 C confirmed that CDK9 knockdown protects mitochondrial 

membrane potential as total mitochondrial area increased compared to NTC. 
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Figure 4-22 CDK9 knockdown reproduces AZD5438's effect on mitochondrial activity 

A) Representative images taken by INCell 2200 show the effects of CDK9 knockdown on 

mitochondrial activities after 10μM CCCP treatment for 2.5h. Images show Hoechst stained 

nuclear, Mitotracker stained mitochondria, GFP labelled Parkin and merged images. Scale 

bar=50μm. Images show that CCCP triggers Parkin puncta formation in the NTC group and makes 

the mitochondrial network shrink and show less intensity. In the CDK9 knockdown group, Parkin 

puncta are less than NTC while the mitochondrial distribution is spreading, with higher intensity 

than NTC. B) CDK9 significantly (p=0.0018) increases the value of Parkin puncta total area per 

cell after CCCP treatment compared to NTC. C) CDK9 significantly (p=0.0193) increases the 

value of mitochondrial intensity after CCCP treatment compared to NTC. Statistical analysis was 

carried out by unpaired t-test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance is displayed as 

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01.  
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Inhibition of GSK-3β alone does not alter Parkin recruitment 

AZD5438 also inhibits glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β) (IC50 = 17nM). To 

check the possibility that GSK3β may also be involved in mediating AZD5438's 

actions on parkin recruitment, siRNA knockdown of GSK3β was performed, 

followed by a Parkin recruitment assay. 

 

As shown in Figure 4-23, GSK3β knockdown did not inhibit parkin recruitment 

following CCCP treatment. PINK1 knockdown inhibited parkin recruitment 

indicating the assay was functional. 

 

Figure 4-23 GSK3β does not regulate Parkin recruitment  

Analysed data from the INCell analyser workstation shows no significant difference between NTC 

and GSK3β knockdown with CCCP treatment, while PINK significantly (p=0.001) reduces the 

Parkin puncta area compared to NTC with CCCP treatment. Statistical analysis was carried out by 

two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± 

SEM, significance is displayed as ***p<0.001. 
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Professor Richard Coward, Bristol Renal Group, generously provided a GSK3β 

floxed podocyte cell line which was used to study the effect of GSK3β knockout 

on Parkin recruitment. Theis was to add more evidence to evaluate that whether 

down regulating GSK3β could affect parkin recruitment with a ready to use model 

published resently[200].  

 

An EGFP-Parkin plasmid was kindly donated by Dr Helen Scott, and a lentivirus 

was made and used to transduce the GSK3β floxed podocytes. A cre lentivirus was 

also used to knock down GSK expression. Western blots were used to confirm the 

GSK3β knockout, as seen in  Figure 4-24 B. Parkin recruitment assay was 

performed and images in Figure 4-24 A show that CCCP triggered the Parkin 

recruitment. Figure 4-24 C confirmed no difference between GSK3β knockout 

and CON regarding CCCP-induced Parkin puncta total area raise. 
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Figure 4-24 GSK3β knockout did not alter Parkin recruitment  

A) Representative images were taken by INCell 2200, showing GSK3β knockout/CON via cre 

lentivirus transduction on GSK3β floxed podocyte cells following expression of eGFP-Parkin, and 

their effects on Parkin recruitment after 10μM CCCP treatment for 2.5h. Images were merged from 

green showing eGFP-Parkin and blue showing Hoechst stained nuclear. Scale bar=100μm. CCCP 

induced Parkin puncta formation both in the knockout and control cells. B) Weston blots confirmed 

GSK3β was knocked out by cre lentivirus. C) Bar graph from images data analysis shows that both 

GSK3β knockout (p=0.0081) and control (p=0.0058) cells significantly increase the Parkin puncta 

total area (p=0.0081, 0.0058), and they have no significant difference between each other. 

Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons 

test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, and significance is displayed as **p<0.01. 
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Validating the protective effects of AZD5438 in SH-SY5Y 

cells 

AZD5438 inhibits rotenone toxicity in SHSY-5Y cells 

MTT assays were used to assess the viability of SHSY-5Y cells following exposure 

to rotenone. Prior to this assessment, dose-response experiments for AZD5438 and 

rotenone were performed to optimise the dose for SHSY-5Y cells. 

 

Figure 4-25 A suggested that the IC25 for AZD5438 in SH-SY5Y is between 

100nM and 500nM. Figure 4-25 B suggested that the IC 50 for rotenone in SH-

SY5Y is between 250nM and 500nM. Two doses within the IC50 range of both 

AZD5438 and rotenone were used for the MTT-rotenone assay. The data shown in 

Figure 4-25 C indicates rotenone treatment significantly lowered cell viability at 

doses of 500nM and 1000nM. 100nM and 250nM AZD5438 treatment prevented 

the reduction in cell viability associated with treatment with 1000nM rotenone. It 

also shows that 250nM AZD5438 treatment decreased MTT activity in SH-SY5Y 

cells.  
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Figure 4-25 AZD5438 prevents rotenone induced toxicity in SH-SY5Y cells  

A) Bar graph shows the dose-response of AZD5438 in SH-SY5Y cells. Data were collected after 

24h AZD5438  treatment followed by 3h MTT assay. B) Dose-response of rotenone in SH-SY5Y 

cells. Data were collected after 24h rotenone treatment followed by 3h MTT assay. C) Bar graph 

shows AZD5438's performance in MTT-rotenone assay after 24h treatment. Doses of rotenone and 

AZD5438 are shown in the figure. It shows that 250nM AZD5438 alone significantly (p=0.0105) 

decreased the cell viability. Rotenone significantly reduced the cell viability at 500nM(P=0.0002) 

and 1000nM(p<0.0001). The viability loss by rotenone was significantly increased with 

100nM(P=0.0179) and 250nM(P=0.0205) AZD5438. Statistical analysis for C was carried out by 

two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± 

SEM, significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, **** p<0.0001. Asterisks 

denote comparisons between no rotenone control and rotenone treatment, hashes denote 

comparisons between no AZD5438 treatment and AZD5438 treatment. 
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AZD5438 inhibits Parkin recruitment in eGFP-Parkin SH-SY5Y 

cells 

To validate another key effect of AZD5438, Parkin recruitment was measured in 

SHSY-5Y cells. 

 

The results (Figure 4-26 A-C) show that Parkin puncta are formed in eGFP-Parkin 

SH-SY5Y cells following treatment with CCCP. The results also show that the 

formation of parkin puncta has been significantly inhibited by both doses (250nM 

and 500nM) of AZD5438. At the higher (500nm) dose of AZD5438, there was a 

significant reduction in cell viability as assessed by cell count (Figure 4-26B).  
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Figure 4-26 AZD5438 prevents Parkin recruitment in eGFP-Parkin SHSY-5Y cells 

A) Images from INCell 2000 show the Parkin puncta formation in eGFP-Parkin SH-SY5Y cells 

after 10μM CCCP treatment for 6h. AZD5438 pre-treatment decreased the Parkin puncta content 

compared to no AZD5438. AZD5438 pre-treatment decreased the cell amount with or without 

CCCP. Bar Scale =100μm. B and C Bar graph shows data analysed by INCell analyser. B) The cell 

count was significantly decreased by AZD5438 at 250nM(p=0.0356) and 500nM(p<0.0001) with 

or without CCCP. C) CCCP significantly(p<0.0001) induced the Parkin puncta formation without 

AZD5438. Both 250nM(p=0.0388) AZD5438 and 500nM(p=0.001) AZD5438 significantly 

decreased the CCCP induced Parkin puncta total area value. Statistical analysis was carried out by 

two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± 

SEM, significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, **** p<0.0001. Asterisks 

denote comparisons between no rotenone control and rotenone treatment, hashes denote 

comparisons between no AZD5438 treatment and AZD5438 treatment.  
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AZD5438 regulates the mitochondrial network in eGFP-Parkin 

SH-SY5Y cells 

The mitochondrial network was measured using the InCell analyser following the 

treatment of cells with 500nM rotenone. The data in Figure 4-27 A-C shows 

rotenone treatment induced cell loss. The distribution of mitochondria was also 

altered by rotenone, with them being closer to the nucleus and showing more 

vigorous Mitotracker staining. Treatment with 250nM AZD5438 alone did not 

change cell morphology, but there appeared to be more mitochondrial compared 

to CON. AZD5438 significantly reduced the cell loss caused by treatment with 

rotenone. rotenone did not mediate a significant decrease in the total mitochondrial 

area (though there was a trend. Notably, there was a significant difference between 

AZD5438 and rotenone treatments suggesting they have the opposite effect on cell 

viability. 
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Figure 4-27 AZD5438 protects EGFP-Parkin SH-SY5Y cells from rotenone 

A) Images from INCell 2200 show the merged channel of green-Parkin, red-mitotracker and blue-

Hoechst, and the zoomed-in image of mitotracker in greyscale. Cells were treated with or without 

250nM AZD5438 and 500nM rotenone for 24h before staining and imaging. rotenone treated cells 

were loss in amount and had rounder shape compared to CON. Mitochondria network shirked in 

rotenone. AZD5438 did not show clear change alone but rescued cell amount and mitochondrial 

network against rotenone. B) rotenone significantly(p=0.0070) reduced the cell count, and which 

was significantly (p= 0.0173) rescued by AZD5438. C) Although no significancy, AZD5438 alone 

increased the mitochondrial total area and rotenone alone decreased it compared to CON. 

AZD5438+rotenone increased the total area compared to rotenone. AZD5438 alone significantly 

(0.0134) increased total area compared to rotenone alone. Statistical analysis was carried out by 

two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± 

SEM, significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, **** p<0.0001. Asterisks 

denote comparisons between no rotenone control and rotenone treatment, hashes denote 

comparisons between no AZD5438 treatment and AZD5438 treatment. 
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The effect of AZD5438 on mitochondrial DNA levels following treatment with 

rotenone was also measured. 250nM AZD5438 and 500nM rotenone were used in 

this assay. The results in Figure 4-28 show that AZD5438 treatment alone 

significantly increased the mtDNA content compared to CON. However, rotenone 

did not affect mtDNA levels, and therefore no protective effect of AZD5438 could 

be assessed. 

 

 

Figure 4-28 AZD5438 regulates relative mitochondrial DNA content in eGFP-Parkin SH-SY5Y 

Cells were treated with or without 250nM AZD5438 and 500nM rotenone for 24h before harvest 

and DNA extraction. mtDNA assay was used to check the relative mtDNA content compared to 

nuclei DNA. AZD5438 significantly increased the relative mtDNA content compared to 

CON(p=0.0261). No significant difference between the other groups. Statistical analysis was 

carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed 

as mean ± SEM, significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, **** p<0.0001. 
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Alpha-Synuclein affects the cell viability protection by AZD5438 

α-Synuclein is a presynaptic protein known to be linked to PD pathogenesis in 

many ways. It is mainly accepted that the misfolding and aggregation of this 

protein leads to cytotoxicity and eventually neuronal death[201]. Research has 

shown that rotenone induces α-synuclein upregulation in SH-SY5Y cells, making 

the association between α-synuclein and rotenone-induced cellular PD model even 

tighter[202] [203]. As a gift from Dr Fella Hammachi, multi α-synuclein mutant 

overexpression SH-SY5Y cell lines provided an excellent opportunity to study the 

AZD5438's effect in the cellular PD model with WT α-synuclein and the mutants. 

The mutants are C terminal truncated(CT) α-synuclein (110A), G51D mutant and 

CT α-synuclein (G51D) and A53T mutant and CT (A53T). They are all based on 

the dox inducible system, which means doxycycline (dox) treatment would allow 

the genes to express; otherwise, they were taken as the control without expressing 

the target genes. 

 

Figure 4-29 A shows that the Weston blots result from Dr Fella confirmed that the 

1.5ug/ml dox treatment for 2 days induced the expression of the target genes. 

Figure 4-29 B shows that AZD5438 protected the cell viability loss caused by 

rotenone in the no dox and plus dox groups. In addition, cells with WT α-Synuclein 

overexpression by dox treatment were more resistant to rotenone-induced cell 

viability loss than no dox. Moreover, in the WT α-Synuclein overexpression group, 
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AZD5438 had a more significant cell viability protecting effect. Figure 4-29 C 

and D confirm that the mutant expression affected AZD5438 to protect cell 

viability as their value of viability of AZD5438+rotenone in the dox plus group 

was significantly higher than those in the no dox group. Figure 4-29 E shows a 

slightly different result than C and D. In both no dox and plus dox groups, 

AZD5438 had no significant protective effect. rotenone lost its significant cell 

viability damage effect in the plus dox group, although the trend still suggested it 

had the effect. Figure 4-29 F includes the images of the MTT formazan condition 

of each treatment in the dox inducible WT α-Synuclein cells, showing the plus dox 

groups had more MTT formazan observed compared to the no dox group. 
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Figure 4-29 Alpha-Synuclein might help AZD5438 protect cells in the cellular PD model 

A) Weston blot results show the α-Synuclein was expressed in each mutant cell line, plus dox 

changed those expression conditions. B) MTT-rotenone assay results of dox-inducible WT α-

Synuclein SH-SY5Y cells. In no dox group(control), rotenone significantly (p=0.0001) decreased 

the cell viability, and AZD5438 significantly(p=0.0248) rescued it. In the plus dox group (gene 

expression), rotenone significantly (p=0.0235) decreased the cell viability, and AZD5438 

significantly(p=0.0076) rescued it. Between no dox and the plus dox groups, the viability of both 

rotenone(p=0.0003) and AZD5438+rotenone (p<0.0001) significantly increased in the plus dox 

group. C) MTT-rotenone assay results of dox-inducible 110a α-Synuclein SH-SY5Y cells. In no 

dox group(control), rotenone significantly (p<0.0001) decreased the cell viability, and AZD5438 

significantly(p=0.0003) rescued it. In the plus dox group, rotenone significantly (p<0.0001) 

decreased the cell viability, and AZD5438 significantly(p<0.0001) rescued it. Between the no dox 

and the plus dox group, the viability of AZD5438+rotenone (p=0.0157) significantly increased in 

the plus dox group. D) MTT-rotenone assay results of dox-inducible G51D α-Synuclein SH-SY5Y 

cells. In the no dox group(control), rotenone significantly (p<0.0001) decreased the cell viability, 

and AZD5438 significantly(P=0.0005) rescued it. In the plus dox group, rotenone significantly 

(p<0.0001) decreased the cell viability, and AZD5438 significantly(p=0.0005) rescued it. Between 

the no dox and the plus dox group, the viability of AZD5438+rotenone (p=0.0439) significantly 

increased in the plus dox group. E) MTT-rotenone assay results of dox-inducible A53T α-Synuclein 

SH-SY5Y cells. In the no dox group(control), rotenone significantly (p=0.0001) decreased the cell 

viability. No significance was marked between other groups' comparisons. Statistical analysis was 

carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed 

as mean ± SEM, significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, **** p<0.0001. 

Asterisks denote comparisons between a combination of rotenone and AZD5438 treatment, hashes 

denote comparisons between the no dox treatment and the plus dox treatment. 
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Discussion 

Graphic summary 

 

Figure 4-30 A graphic summary of the protection effects of AZD5438 

AZD5438 helps improve the mitochondrial network and balance cellular energy 

homeostasis and thus preventing damage to cells from rotenone exposure. 

 

The results described in chapter 3 and this chapter indicate that inhibitors of 

GSK3α/β and CDKs, such as kenpaullone, modulate mitochondrial activity and 

protect cells form toxins associated with the aetiology of Parkinson's disease (PD). 

Evidence shows that GSK3 inhibitors are neuroprotective, however, kenpaullone, 

which inhibits both GSK3 and CDKs, was shown to protect and promote the 
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survival of motor neurons more efficiently than equivalent GSK3 inhibitors alone 

[111]. Furthermore, AZD5438 and AT7519, which have similar GSK3 inhibitory 

profiles to kenpaullone but distinct CDK inhibitory profiles, were shown to be 

more efficient inhibitors of cisplatin-mediated mitochondrial toxicity and 

apoptosis than kenpaullone [101, 204]. Experiments in this chapter examined the 

effectiveness of GSK3 and CDK inhibitors and drugs that target the mitochondrial 

permeability transition pore (mPTP) to alter mitochondrial function, compared 

with that of kenpaullone. The results demonstrated that AZD5438 pre-treatment 

restored mitochondrial membrane potential following CCCP exposure and 

prevented parkin recruitment and mitochondrial network fragmentation, which 

were linked with CCCP exposure. Furthermore, CCCP-mediated parkin 

recruitment and mitochondrial fragmentation were also suppressed by AT7519, 

kenpaullone and its analogues, alsterpaullone, and 1-azakenapaullone, though not 

as effectively as AZD5438. These findings indicate that the effects mediated on 

parkin recruitment and the mitochondrial network are facilitated at least to some 

extent via an action on CDKs, as these compounds have comparable inhibitory 

actions of GSK3α/β but differ in their anti-CDK profiles. Dexpramipexole (KNS-

760704) and olesoxime (TR019622), compounds reported to target the mPTP [205] 

and assessed in phase II ALS trials [206], showed no effect on parkin recruitment 

or mitochondrial form in this study. Kenpaullone which is a GSK3 inhibitor, that 

also inhibits the formation of the mPTP [207], was previously found to protect 

motor neurons more effectively than Dexpramipexole (KNS-760704) and 
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olesoxime (TR019622) [111]. Therefore, the findings further support the 

suggestion that drugs that target both GSK3 and CDKs are effective modulators 

of mitochondrial function with therapeutic promise. 

 

Further experiments in this chapter assessed the protective properties of AZD5438 

against the complex I inhibitors rotenone and MPP+, both of which are used to 

model the pathophysiology of Parkinson's disease. The findings showed that 

AZD5438 mediated significant protection against complex I inhibitors. Studies 

have shown the link between the use of pesticides with mitochondrial complex I 

inhibitory properties and the development of PD [199, 208, 209]. Rotenone, a 

widely used pesticide, is employed in models that reproduce PD's clinical and 

biochemical characteristics. Dopaminergic cell loss, Lewy body formation, and 

altered mitochondrial activity are seen in nigral-striatal pathways utilising 

rotenone in vivo models. Rotenone disrupts mitochondrial complex I in rat and 

human primary neurons in vitro, resulting in free radical production and apoptosis, 

partly due to activation of the mPTP[199, 208, 210]. Dopaminergic neurons were 

shown to be especially vulnerable to rotenone toxicity in a recent RNA-seq 

investigation of 215 iPSC lines differentiated towards a midbrain neural fate[210]. 

AZD5438 was found to inhibit both GSK3 and CDKs, promote the mitochondrial 

network's expansion, encourage glycolytic metabolism, and prevent the 

cytotoxicity associated with mitochondrial complex I inhibitors. This robust 

protective profile points to AZD5438 as a therapeutic candidate for PD. 
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Treatment with AZD5438 alone enhanced the mitochondrial network's complexity 

as mitochondria showed an elongated shape. This could be due to the 

mitochondrial fission-fusion balance shifting to the more fusion side. This shift 

could be potentially protective for mitochondrial as it was suggested that 

mitochondrial fusion could enhance their energy capacity in response to 

stress[211]. Because fusion promotes mitochondria exchange of protein 

components or lipids with other mitochondria to repair mtDNA damage, further 

overcome environmental stress[212, 213]. This shift to increased fusion might be 

due to the inhibition of fission, an activity required for mitophagy[214]. The 

results showing that AZD5438 treatment inhibited the initiation of Parkin-mediate 

mitophagy of the cells supports this idea. The inhibition of fission and/or 

mitophagy by AZD5438 is also supported by findings in this thesis that show 

mtDNA is increased, but PGC-1α protein levels remain unchanged following 

AZD5438 treatment. As discussed in chapter 3, p25-activated CDK5 can mediate 

the phosphorylation of DRP1[188] [189] [190] [191]. Thus, inhibition of 

CDK5/p25 by AZD5438 could reduce DRP1 activation, thus preventing DRP1- 

dependent fission, contributing to the actions on mitochondrial activities in this 

chapter. A future investigation on the essential fission protein, Drp1 level, could 

further confirm the fact[215]. 

 

The findings suggest that AZD5438 inhibits parkin recruitment via an inhibition 
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of CDK-9 and not the inhibition of GSK3. However, the pro-survival effects of 

AZD5438 could be mediated via the inhibition of GSK3β and/or CDK pathways. 

These conclusions are supported by studies that have linked CDK pathways in the 

aetiology of neurodegenerative illness and demonstrated that inhibiting them is 

neuroprotective [216, 217]. As discussed in chapter 3, CDK5, a protein that 

controls glucose metabolism, endocytosis, and neurite development, has been 

linked to Parkinson's and Alzheimer's diseases [217, 218]. Significantly, 

kenpaullone and AZD5438 have previously been shown to inhibit CDK2 and 

reduce the cisplatin-induced production of ROS by mitochondria[101, 204]. 

Furthermore, CDK-9 inhibition was recently shown to inhibit autophagy via 

PINK1/PRKN-dependent pathways in a hepatocellular carcinoma cell line [219], 

which is consistent with the findings in this study that cells showed less parkin 

recruitment activity when pre-treated with AZD5438.  

 

GSK3α/β inhibitors have previously been found to modulate mitochondrial quality 

control and apoptotic pathways, suggesting that the protective effects of AZD5438 

might also be mediated by GSK3β inhibition (discussed in chapter 3). In addition, 

PGC1α, a critical regulator of mitochondrial respiration and quality control, has 

been demonstrated to be regulated by GSK3β. GSK3β was shown to target PGC1α 

to proteasome degradation, and the inhibition of GSK3β was shown to upregulate 

PGC1α and increase mitochondrial activity. This is consistent with the findings 

that AZD5438 prevented the decrease of PGC1α and TOMM20 protein levels 
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following rotenone treatment. Furthermore, GSK3β has been shown to interact 

with VDAC2 and Bax, thereby increasing the mPTP and Bax-mediated apoptosis, 

respectively. Therefore, the inhibition of GSK3β could inhibit apoptosis following 

mPTP disruption. Indeed, AZD5438 mediated powerful anti-apoptosis action as 

indicated by the inhibition of the executioner caspase, caspase 3. Moreover, the 

findings showed that AZD5438 encouraged glycolytic metabolism in cells. This 

result is also in line with the action of GSK3β, which has been suggested to 

negatively regulate glucose metabolism [164] [166] [167] [168]. In addition, 

preclinical studies, have shown GSK inhibitors to be effective at inhibiting the 

onset of neurodegenerative illnesses in models of AD, ALS and PD (reviewed in 

[207]. These findings have encouraged the development of several classes of 

GSK3 inhibitors, some of which have been evaluated in phase I clinical trials [220].  

 

AZD5438 protective effects may also be mediated via a differential inhibitory 

effect on CDKs influencing cellular energy metabolism. It is known that cells can 

shift between mitochondrial respiration and glycolytic metabolism to adapt to 

environmental stress and energy demand. In addition, it was shown that inhibiting 

CDK9 activity by AT7519 drives cells to be less dependent on mitochondria for 

ATP production [221]. Mitochondria are the major suppliers of energy in the brain, 

and their dysregulation is linked to the aetiology of PD and HD. However, recent 

research suggests that energy from glycolysis plays an important role in 

maintaining synaptic transmission [222], providing energy during periods of 
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intense neuronal activity[223] and may protect against Parkinson's disease[224]. 

Therefore, the increased glycolysis mediated by AZD5438 could provide an 

immediate source of energy to protect cells under conditions of high energy 

demand and compromised mitochondrial function. 

 

Apart from ATP generation, one of the major reasons cancer cells employ 

the upregulated glycolytic pathway is to supply glycolytic intermediates, which 

are required for the production of nucleic acids, proteins, and lipids, as well as 

lactate to maintain the redox balance of NAD+/NADH [225]. The upregulation of 

glycolysis is beneficial as the cells usually show lower mitochondrial stress with 

less ROS generation, another key factor mediating apoptosis. This healthier 

condition of cells has been seen with AZD5438 treatment than the untreated ones 

following rotenone exposure, that both rotenone-induced mitochondrial ROS 

generation and caspase-3-activated apoptosis induction were prevented by 

AZD5438 treatment. These actions from AZD5438 treatment could mediate 

protective effects to cells facing mitochondrial stress, especially to the highly 

mitochondrial function-dependent cells, neurons. 

 

In addition, one report showed that activation of cardiac CDK9 represses PGC-1, 

which accounts for mitochondrial dysfunction [226]. This evidence is consistent 

with the findings in this study and further supports the hypothesis that inhibition 

of CDK9 by AZD5438 stabilises the PGC-1 protein activity and prevents damage 
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to the mitochondrial population. These findings suggest that drugs like AZD5438, 

inhibiting both GSK3 and multi CDKs, have powerful protective actions against 

mitochondrial stressors. Hence, they would be promising candidates for the 

treatment of PD. 

 

The validation study using SH-SY5Y cells confirmed that the actions of AZD5438 

are reproducible in the other cell line, bringing the confidence that the AZD5438 

might protect human neurons, which serves as the starting aim to investigate in the 

next chapter. Different types of α-synuclein mutants were selected to be 

investigated based on the purpose of comparing the protective effects of AZD5438 

on preventing damage to cells from different toxic strengths according to their 

different protein aggregation levels. Interestingly, the findings from the mutant 

SH-SY5Y study suggest that the WT α-synuclein overexpression but not the CT 

mutant ones might be involved in eliminating rotenone-induced cellular damage 

as it protected the cell viability loss caused by rotenone as AZD5438. Although 

broad evidence suggests that α-synuclein aggregation contributes to Lewy body 

formation as a crucial event in PD, some studies point out its neuronal protective 

role in preventing cytochrome c release and caspase-activated apoptosis [227] 

[228] [229]. The findings suggest that treating the cells with AZD5438 and 

upregulating WT α-synuclein together might mediate a stronger anti-apoptosis 

effect. Further investigations are encouraged to validate this suggestion. 
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Limitations and concerns 

There is a concern that the knockdown mediated by the targeted siRNA 

transfection was not further confirmed in this chapter. This could lead to 

insufficient evidence to conclude whether the negative results were due to no 

effects from the targets or because the targets knocked down were not reached. 

And this is the reason why this study does not exclude the possibility that the 

AZD5438’s effects seen could be due to targeting CDK1, CDK2, CDK5, and 

GSK3b. A further study confirming the knockdown via checking mRNA 

expression levels or investigating the protein levels could add more crucial 

evidence to this research and is therefore recommended. 

 

It needs to be noted that the mtDNA assay in this chapter investigated the change 

of relative mitochondrial DNA content to the nuclear DNA. Assuming that a single 

cell is in the non-dividing stage, mitochondrial genesis and degradation will 

increase and decrease the value from the assay, respectively. As the nature of 

dynamic mitochondria, the data of mtDNA assay indicates the balance shift of 

their genesis and degradation activities. In the case that AZD5438 treatment 

increased the relative mtDNA content, it suggests the balance of mitochondrial 

genesis and degradation shifted to a more genesis stage, which could be due to the 

prevention of mitochondrial degradation. Although it is suggested that this assay 

could identify the fragmentation level of mitochondrial DNA, the rotenone 

treatment did not mediate a significant effect on it. This could be because the cells 
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used are parkin overexpressed cells, which have a healthier nature in preventing 

mtDNA damage, or the nuclear DNA was damaged at the same time by rotenone 

exposure. Therefore, it is recommended to apply this assay to further investigate 

cells with no mitochondrial positive alterations or introduce a positive control 

(specific mitochondrial DNA damage inducer), which could give the assay 

window to evaluate the treatment effects in protecting against rotenone exposure 

or other stress.    
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Chapter5  Investigating the effects of 

AZD5438 in rodent primary neurons and 

human iPSC derived midbrain neurons. 

Introduction 

AZD5438 was confirmed as a potential PD protective drug in the previous chapter. 

However, the findings were based on experiments conducted in the H4 

neuroglioma and SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cells.  In tumour cell lines, energy 

metabolism, cell cycle regulation, and the stress response differ to that found in 

non- carcinogenic cells. Furthermore, neurons are post-mitotic and there will 

therefore be further differences in the metabolic and signaling pathways compared 

to cancer cell lines.  

 

Thus, the main aim of the experiments performed in this chapter was to investigate 

whether AZD5438 mediated similar effects on mitochondrial function and 

neuroprotection in primary rat and human neurons. The main reason for using rat 

primary cortical neuron culture is that this culture is well established to reach a 

relatively high population of neuronal cells, and therefore, suits the purpose that 

investigating AZD5438’s actions on neurons. In addition, the mechanism by which 

AZD5438 acted was also investigated using cellular and electrophysiological 

assays. Importantly, to throroughly investigate the potential as AZD5438 as a 
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treatment for PD its neuroprotective potential in cultures of midbrain 

dopaminergic neurons was investigated. 

Results 

Evaluation of AZD5438's action in rat primary cortical 

neurons 

AZD5438 protects rat primary cortical neurons from rotenone-

induced toxicity 

To assess AZD5438's protective effects in neurons, cells isolated from E18 rat 

embryos were seeded and maintained in a 96-well plate as described in the method 

chapter. After ten days of culture in vitro (DIV 10), AZD5438 and rotenone were 

added for 24hrs, and MTT assays were performed. 

The data shows (Figure 5-1) that AZD5438 alone at a concentration of 2μM did 

not affect the cell viability of primary cortical neurons. Treatment with rotenone 

at doses of 250nM and 500nM significantly reduced cell viability as assessed by 

MTT assays. AZD5438 was found to significantly protect the neurons from 

rotenone toxicity when applied at a dose of 2μM. 
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Figure 5-1 AZD5438 protects rat primary cortical neurons from rotenone toxicity 

Cell viability was measured in E18 primary neuronal cultures by MTT assays following treatment 

with AZD5438 and rotenone. 250nM(p=0.0002) and 500nm(p<0.0001) rotenone significantly 

reduced neuronal viability when compared to CON. AZD5438 mediated significant protective 

effects (p=0.0421) compared to the no AZD5438 control in the 500nM rotenone group. Statistical 

analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; 

data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, 

**** p<0.0001. Asterisks denote comparisons between no rotenone control and rotenone treatment, 

and hashes denote comparisons between no AZD5438 treatment and AZD5438 treatment. 
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AZD5438 protects the neuronal network of primary cortical 

neurons 

The next step was to test the effects of AZD5438 on neuronal morphology and 

mitochondrial form using the INCell analyser to conduct image analysis. 

Combinations of AZD5438 and rotenone were added to rat cortical cultures (DIV 

10) for 24h, Mitotracker Red was used to visualise mitochondria, Tuj1 was used 

to label neurons, and Hoechst was used to stain nuclei.  

 

The results showed that 1000nM AZD5438 protected neurons from 250nM 

rotenone (Figure 5-2 A). Analyses showed that rotenone mediated the disruption 

of the neuronal mitochondrial population and decreased Tuj1 staining of neurones. 

Tuj1 staining in the rotenone group showed severe neuronal damage compared to 

Tuj1 staining in the control groups, which showed healthy neuronal cell bodies 

and neurites. Treatment with AZD5438 prevented damage to the neuronal 

mitochondrial population, and neuronal network caused by rotenone. Treatment 

with AZD5438 alone did not mediate damage to the neuronal cultures(Figure 5-2 

B). The results also confirm that rotenone mediated a decrease in the neuronal 

population and reduced the total neurite length and mitochondrial population 

(Figure 5-2 B) and that this was reversed by treatment with AZD5438. 
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Figure 5-2 AZD5438 protects the neuronal network of primary cortical neurons from rotenone 

toxicity  

E18 primary cortical cultures were treated with rotenone and AZD5438 for 24h before being 

stained with Mitotracker (mitochondria), Tuj1 (general neuron) and Hoechst (nuclei). Images were 

taken using the INCell Analyzer 2200 high-content imaging system. The corresponding data output 

was processed using the INCell Workstation software, and statistical analysis was performed using 

GraphPad Prism. A) Figure shows the merged images of 3 single channels (mitotracker-red, Tuj1-
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green and Hoechst-blue) and the images of these individual channels in grey-scale. It shows that 

rotenone significantly reduces the complexity of the neuronal network and the mitochondrial 

network within neurites. AZD5438+rotenone improved these damaged conditions compared to 

rotenone. B) Neuron population characterised by neuron cell count was significantly (p=0.0014) 

reduced by rotenone. There was a trend for AZD5438 to be protective but this did not reach 

significance. Total neurite length was significantly (p<0.0001) decreased by rotenone compared to 

CON, and AZD5438 mediated a significant protective effect (p= 0.0384). The mitochondrial 

population indicated by total mitochondrial area was significantly (p= 0.0027) reduced by rotenone, 

and this effect was reversed by AZD5438 (p= 0.0128). Statistical analysis was carried out by two-

way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, 

significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, **** p<0.0001. Asterisks denote 

comparisons between no rotenone control and rotenone treatment, and hashes denote comparisons 

between no AZD5438 treatment and AZD5438 treatment. 
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AZD5438 regulates the mitochondrial network of primary cortical 

neurons  

Image analysis using the INCell analyser's high magnification and data processing 

capabilities were used. The results showed (Figure 5-3 A) that treatment with 

1000nM AZD5438 mediated an increase of the mitochondrial network (appearing 

as stronger staining) compared to control in which mitochondria appear as 

individual dots and dotted lines. Analysis of mitochondrial form (Figure 5-3 B) 

confirmed the shape change (1/(form factor), and the mean area of mitochondria 

was increased by AZD5438, which suggested the mitochondria were generally 

longer following AZD5438 treatment. 1/(form factor) is the alternative shape 

indicator to the previously used 'elongation' factor. The form factor better 

differentiates mitochondrial form in primary neurons; hence, it was used in 

preference to the elongation factor used in the analysis of cell lines.   
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Figure 5-3 AZD5438 regulates the mitochondrial network of primary cortical neurons 

E18 primary cortical neurons were treated with rotenone and AZD5438 for 24h before being 

stained with Mitotacker. Images were taken with the INCell Analyser 2200 high-content imaging 

system; corresponding data output was processed using INCell Workstation software, and 

statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism. A) Grey-scale images of Mitotracker 

staining indicate mitochondrial network changed by AZD5438 treatment. Instead of a single dot-

like distribution of mitochondrial network in CON, mitotracker staining became more in line shape 

with a stronger uninterrupted signal in AZD5438. Scale bar= 25μM. B) AZD5438 treatment 

increased mitochondrial 1/(form factor) and significantly(0.0085) increased the mean 

mitochondrial area compared to CON. Statistical analysis was carried out by unpaired t-test. N=3; 

data is displayed as mean ± SEM, and significance is displayed as ** p<0.01. 
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AZD5438 prevents the induction of ROS by rotenone in primary 

cortical neurons  

Rotenone is known to mediate neuronal toxicity by inducing the production of 

ROS and the experiments in cell lines (chapter 4) showed AZD5438 protected 

against this effect. Experiments were therefore carried out to assess the ability of 

AZD5438 to prevent ROS induction in primary rat neurons.  

 

Cortical neurons were incubated with 1000nM AZD5438 and 250nM rotenone for 

24h (at DIV 10), and MitoSox was used to visualise ROS produced by 

mitochondria. There was a higher level of mitosox staining in primary neuronal 

cultures compared to that previously observed in H4 cells (Chapter 4). The results 

show (Figure 5-4 A and B) that treatment with rotenone increased the intensity of 

Mitosox staining when compared to CON. Treatment with AZD5438 significantly 

protected against the effects of rotenone.  
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Figure 5-4 AZD5438 prevents ROS inducion by rotenone in primary cortical neurons 

E18 primary cortical cultures were treated with rotenone and AZD5438 for 24h before being 

stained with Mitosox to detect mitochondrial ROS. Images were from INCell Analyzer 2200 high-

content imaging system; corresponding data output was processed using INCell Workstation 

software, and statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism. A) Grey-scale images of 

Mitosox staining showed higher intensity of rotenone treatment than CON. No clear changes from 

the images in the other groups. Scale bar= 200μM. B) rotenone increased mitochondrial ROS level 

significantly (0.0134). AZD5438 weakened the rotenone-induced the ROS level up significantly 

(p= 0.0378). AZD5438 had no effect shown on its own. Statistical analysis was carried out by two-

way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, 

significance is displayed as * p<0.05. Asterisks denote comparisons between no rotenone control 

and rotenone treatment, and hashes denote comparisons between no AZD5438 treatment and 

AZD5438 treatment  
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Assessing AZD5438's protective effects in hiPSC derived 

midbrain neuronal cells 

Midbrain neuronal cultures were generated from hiPSCs 

NAS2 hiPSCs with smooth edges of colonies and high dividing speed 

(approximately doubling every 24hrs) were cultured and expanded carefully with 

daily medium changes. The cells were then differentiated into midbrain neurons 

following the protocol described in the methods chapter. Confirmation of cell 

viability and morphology under a brightfield microscope during the differentiation 

stages (at certain stages/ days, as shown in Figure 5-5 A) was carried out. 

Following this quality control step, the expression of Tuj1 and TH was measured. 

Tuj1 is the main component of microtubules primarily expressed in neurons; thus, 

the positive staining indicates successfully differentiated neuron cells. TH is the 

enzyme needed to synthesise dopamine and is therefore used as a marker for 

dopaminergic neurons.  

 

Cells were differentiated into midbrain neurons, as shown in Figure 5-5 B, with 

neuronal neurites marked by Tuj1(Green) and a healthy population of 

dopaminergic neurons marked by TH(Red). The calculation for cells count was 

conducted by ImageJ, showing general neuron/nuclei at 33.5±7.5% and 25.4±10.3% 

of which were dopaminergic neurons. 
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Figure 5-5 Midbrain neuronal cell culture was generated from hiPSCs 

A) Brightfield images showing the morphology of the cells at specific stages of the differentiation 

process as 1. stem cells, 2. neural progenitors, 3. mature neurons. Scale bars =200 μm. B) Images 

of differentiated NAS2 iPSCs into midbrain dopaminergic neurons at day 45. Midbrain neuronal 

cell culture differentiation was characterised by visualising the expression of both general neuronal 

marker TUJ1 and dopaminergic neuronal marker TH. Images show the merged images followed 

by single-channel images individually. A large general population of TUJ1 positive cells can be 

seen as neurons, while among them, a small population of TH positive cells can be seen as 

dopaminergic neurons. C) Table graph shows the average percentage (±SD) of cells expressing 

TUJ1 and the percentage of which expressing TH(n=3).    
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AZD5438 protects human midbrain neurons from rotenone-

induced stress 

Since promising results with the MTT assay were obtained in cell lines and rat 

primary neurons, it was considered that a corresponding experiment should be 

applied to human midbrain neurons. To achieve this,  MTT assays were optimized 

in human neurons. The same concentration of MTT was used, however, a shorter 

incubation period of 2 hours was used as this gave clear results without affecting 

cell morphology (no obvious collapsed cell bodies or damaged axons were 

observed compared to incubation for 3.5 hours). A dose-response experiment was 

conducted to find the dose range suited and was based on a previous study in 

primary neurons [230].From the dose-response graph (Figure 5-6) the trend was: 

1) With 0 AZD5438, bars showed decreasing trend along rotenone concentration 

increasing; 500nM rotenone had the most potent effect. 2) With 0 rotenone, bars 

showed an increasing trend along AZD5438 increasing in the range of 0 to 500nM. 

The results suggested AZD5438 could be used below 1000nM without damaging 

the viability of human midbrain neurons. Based on this trend summary and the 

criteria mentioned earlier, 500nM AZD5438 and 500nM rotenone were chosen as 

the experimental dose for human neurons for further study. 
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Figure 5-6 Dose-response of rotenone and AZD5438 assessed by MTT assay.  

Groups were formed from 3 doses of rotenone and 5 doses of AZD5438 to optimise the assay for 

iPSC midbrain neuron cells. Bar value was shown by the mean value of absorbance of 6 wells in 

one experiment; hence no statistical analysis was performed. The graph shows that either rotenone 

or AZD5438 alone treatment at 500nM had the most potent effect on cell viability than control. 
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As described previously, more dark dots reflect more MTT formazan generated 

with more robust mitochondrial activity. There was a general level of MTT 

formazan across the wells examined in the control group, with similar levels in the 

AZD5438 group. In contrast, there was a decreased level of MTT formazan in the 

rotenone group, which was partially reversed by treatment with AZD5438 (Figure 

5-7 A). Those initial observations from the images were supported by the 

statistically analysed data collected after absorbances of formazan from 3 

independent experiments were examined. rotenone significantly reduced the cell 

viability of human neurons by approximately 40%. In line with previous findings, 

AZD5438 prevented the loss of viability due to treatment with rotenone(Figure 

5-7 B).  
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Figure 5-7 AZD5438 protects human midbrain cells against rotenone-induced stress 

(A) Bright-field images show MTT formazan formation as dark spots in each group after 24h 

treatment of vehicle treatment, 500nM AZD5438, 500nM rotenone, 500nM AZD5438+500nM 

rotenone, respectively. rotenone significantly reduced the appearance of the formazan product 

compared to control, while AZD5438+rotenone enhanced the formation compared to rotenone 

alone. AZD5438 treated alone mediated no visible change compared to control. (B) The bar graph 

shows the data normalised to control and statistically analysed after triplication of experiments 

(each symbol indicates the mean value from an individual experiment). It shows the significant 

loss of cell viability induced by rotenone (p= 0.0081) and the significant rescue effect of AZD5438 

(p= 0.0277). Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple 

comparisons test. n=3 plates, data is displayed as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, ** p<0.01.  A symbol 

stands for the mean value of data from one individual experiment. Hashes denote comparisons 

between control and experimental group, asterisks denote comparisons between experimental 

groups (rotenone and AZD5438+rotenone)  
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AZD5438 protects the neuronal network formed by human 

midbrain cells from rotenone-induced stress 

Immunocytochemical images  (Figure 5-8 A), showed there was no difference in 

TuJ1 staining in neuronal cultures treated with AZD5438 compared to controls. 

Treatment with rotenone for 24hrs mediated damage to the neuronal cell 

population, and this was visible as decreased TuJ1 staining. Neurites were also 

evidently damaged as they were less dense and fragmented. Images of TH staining 

showed similar effects on dopaminergic neurons. 

 

The data showed that AZD5438 protected the neurons as the decreases in the 

neuron population mediated by rotenone were reversed by AZD5438 (54.26% to 

83.52%) (Figure 5-8 B). However, AZD5438 did not prevent the neurite loss 

mediated by rotenone (Figure 5-8 C).  

 

Analyses of dopaminergic neurons were conducted using the INCell analyser and 

by ImageJ analysis of cells on coverslips. Although the percentage of TH positive 

cells in 96-well plates shown in the images from INCell (Figure 5-8) was 

considered relatively low compared to those on coverslips (Figure 5-9), the data 

analysis of both(Figure 5-8 D and E, Figure 5-9 B and C) supported the same 

findings. 1. 500nM rotenone treatment for 24 hours damaged dopaminergic 

neurons in terms of cell population and neurite number. 2. 500nM AZD5438 
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treatment for 24 hours did not affect dopaminergic neurons in terms of morphology. 

3. Incubation with AZD5438 did not attenuate the effects of rotenone on 

dopaminergic neuron morphology. When a higher percentage of dopaminergic 

neurons were present, the protection trend was stronger but did not reach 

significance.  
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Figure 5-8  AZD5438 protects the neuronal network of human midbrain neurons.  

Human-induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPCs) were differentiated towards a midbrain fate for 45-

55 days, and immunostained for tyrosine hydroxylase (dopaminergic neurons) Tuj1 (general 

neurons) and Hoechst (nuclei). Images were taken with the INCell Analyzer 2200 high-content 

imaging system, corresponding data output was processed using INCell Workstation software, 

statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 8. A) The immunofluorescent staining 

images show midbrain neurons cells culture treated with AZD5438/rotenone in each group. 

Samples were stained for each marker and processed as described in methods showing TH (red), 

Tuj-1(Green) and Hoechst (blue), followed by the greyscale single-channel images used as original 

images for analysis accordingly. The group of bar charts show statistically analysed data, each 

graph has its title indicating the content correspondingly. B) neuron population bar graph shows 

rotenone decreased neuron population significantly (p=0.0034) while AZD5438+rotenone 

attenuated it significantly (p=0.0397). C) Total neurite length graph shows rotenone decreased 

neuron neurite length significantly (p=0.0010) while no effect was shown with AZD5438 alone or 

together with rotenone. D) DA neuron population graph shows rotenone decreased DA neuron 

population significantly (p=0.0277) while no effect shown with AZD5438 alone or together with 

rotenone, E) DA neuron neurite length graph shows rotenone decreased DA neuron neurite length 

significantly (p=0.0495) while no effect shown with AZD5438 alone or together with rotenone. 

Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons 

test. n=3 plates, data is displayed as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.  One symbol 

stands for the mean value of 6 wells from one individual experiment. Hashes denote comparisons 

between control and experimental group, asterisks denote comparisons between experimental 

groups (rotenone and AZD5438+rotenone).  
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Figure 5-9 AZD5438 potentially protects the human dopaminergic neuronal network  

Images were from cells on coverslips taken by a conventional fluorescent microscope, 

corresponding data were processed using ImageJ with NeuonJ plugins. Merged images show TH 

(red), Tuj-1(Green) and Hoechst (blue), followed by the greyscale single TH channel images below 

used as images for analysis accordingly. A) The representative images show changes of TH positive 

cells among midbrain neurons cells culture treated with AZD5438/rotenone in each group. 

rotenone treatment damaged the visible TH positive cells network in terms of reduced cell count 

and reduced length of neurites compared to the control group, while AZD5438+rotenone rescued 

them compared to the rotenone group. B) DA neuron population graph shows rotenone decreased 

DA neuron count significantly (p= 0.0247) while no effect shown with AZD5438 alone or together 

with rotenone, C) DA neuron neurite length graph shows rotenone decreased DA neuron neurite 

length significantly (p= 0.0013) while no effect shown with AZD5438 alone or together with 

rotenone. Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple 

comparisons test. n=3, data is displayed as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, ** p<0.01.     
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AZD5438 regulates the mitochondrial network of human 

midbrain cells 

Mitotracker-red was used to visualise the mitochondria network across the culture. 

The samples were also stained for Tuj1 and Hoechst to localise neurons and nuclei 

accordingly. As shown in, Figure 5-10 B and C, the mitochondrial network was 

slightly different between non-neuronal cells and neurons. In a non-neuronal cell, 

mitochondria are distributed around the nuclei and evenly across the cell body, 

while in neurons, mitochondria do not only localise around the nuclei but also 

spread along the neurites. Healthy non-neuronal and neuronal cells contained 

evenly distributed rodlike mitochondria.  

 

When cultures were treated with rotenone, the cell death could cause the loss of 

neuonal markers, which would interfere with the interpretation of the results. 

Therefore, rather than attempt to measure mitochondria number in neurons alone 

the effect of AZD5438 on total mitochondrial number was was measured. The 

results in (Figure 5-11 A) showed that rotenone treatment changed the 

mitochondrial morphology and they distributed much closer to the nuclei than in 

the control group, as they no longer appeared to be evenly distributed in the cells. 

AZD5438 treatment alone did not change the distribution but treatment did 

overcome the collapsed distribution observed in the rotenone alone group, and the 

mitochondria were elongated as also seen when treated with AZD5438 alone. Data 
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(Figure 5-11) supported the observational findings as total mitochondrial area per 

cell reduced significantly when treated by rotenone, which was rescued by 

treatment with AZD5438. Interestingly, AZD5438 significantly altered the 

mitochondrial elongation with or without the presence of rotenone. 

 

Results (Figure 5-12) obtained from TOMM20 stained coverslips showed the 

presence of a large number of red intensive ball-like inclusions in cells following 

treatment with rotenone treatment, which was reduced with AZD5438 treatment. 

Cells with increased TOMM20 staining were considered to be the membrane 

damaged cells by rotenone as they would be more permeable to the TOMM20 

antibody, thus increasing the fluorescence intensity by binding to secondary 

antibody [231]. Taken this into consideration, the results suggested AZD5438 was 

protecting against rotenone induced cellular damage as fewer intensively staining 

red cells were present. 
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Figure 5-10 Mitochondrial visualisation in hiPSC derived midbrain neuronal cultures.  

A) The representative merged immunofluorescent image shows human midbrain cells and and the 

mitochondrial network (INCell 2200). Samples were stained for each marker and processed as 

described in the methods section showing Mitotracker (red), Tuj-1(Green) and Hoechst (blue), 

followed by zoomed-in images from 2 areas as shown in a-B (non-neuron cell) and b-C (neuron 

cell). The group images show merged channels, visualise nuclei (Hoechst), neurons (Tuj-1) and 

mitochondria (Mitotracker) individually. B) It shows Tuj-1 negative cell which was considered 

non-neuronal cell with big nuclei and its mitochondrial distribution was around its cell body. C) It 

shows Tuj-1 positive cell which was considered as a neuronal cell with small nuclei and its 

mitochondrial distribution was around its neurites. 
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Figure 5-11 Mitochondrial network in hiPSC derived midbrain neuron cultures following treatment 

with rotenone and AZD5438 

AZD5438 modulates the mitochondrial network of human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPCs) 

differentiated towards a midbrain fate for 45-55 days, stained for Mitotracker (mitochondria), Tuj1 

(general neurons) and Hoechst (nuclei). Images were from INCell Analyzer 2200 high-content 

imaging system, corresponding data output were processed using INCell Workstation software, 

statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 8. The immunofluorescent staining 

images show mid brain neurons cells and mitochondria network change treated with 

AZD5438/rotenone in each group. Samples were stained for each marker and processed as 

described in methods showing mitochondria (red), Tuj-1(Green) and Hoechst (blue), followed by 

the grey scale single channel images showing mitochondria used as original images for analysis 

accordingly. The group of bar charts show statistically analysed data, each graph has its title 

indicating the content correspondingly. A) rotenone damaged the mitochondrial network as shown 

to have reduced mitochondrial area across the image, while AZD5438 appeared to reduce that 

damage. AZD5438 treatment alone was observed to have more mitochondria in longer shape. B) 

Mito total area bar graph shows rotenone decreased neuron population significantly (p= 0.0117) 

while AZD5438+rotenone attenuated it significantly (p= 0.0212). C) Mito intensity shows not 

mitochondrial intensity change recorded with the treatments. D) Mito mean area graph shows 

AZD5438 increased mitochondrial mean area significantly with (p=0.0269) or without rotenone 

(p=0.0053) challenge while no effect shown with rotenone alone, E) Mito 1/ (form factor) graph 

shows AZD5438 increased mitochondrial 1/ (form factor) significantly (p= 0.0489) while rotenone 

seems to weaken which. Statistical analysis carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's 

multiple comparisons test. n=3 plates, data is displayed as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** 

p<0.001.  Symbol stands for the mean value of data from one individual experiment. Hashes denote 

comparisons between control and experimental group, asterisks denote comparisons between 

experimental groups (rotenone and AZD5438+rotenone). 
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Figure 5-12 Mitochondria in hiPSC derived midbrain neuronal cultures stained for TOMM20 

following treatment with rotenone and AZD5438. 

hiPCs derived midbrain cells at day 48 on coverslips, stained for TOMM20 (mitochondria), Tuj1 

(general neurons) and Hoechst (nuclei). Images were from fluorescent microscope; objectives were 

manually count and presented using GraphPad Prism 8. A) General Red positive staining was 

distributed evenly across the images in CON group and AZD5438 group, while rotenone triggered 

the highly intensive red ball like objectives to appear in a denser way. Treat with 

AZD5438+rotenone together was observed to have reduced the intensity and the amount of the red 

ball like cells compared to rotenone alone. B) In the bar graph, rotenone dramatically increased the 

red ball like cells count while AZD5438+rotenone weaken that count. AZD5438 alone was shown 

no effect on the red ball like cells count compared to control. Samples were from 3 fields of 3 

coverslips in each treatment. No statistical analysis was performed as it lacks sufficient individual 
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experiment samples.  
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AZD5438 potentially stabilises PGC-1α in human midbrain cells 

following rotenone-induced stress 

Immunostaining for PGC-1α was performed and Figure 5-13 B shows the 

expression of PGC-1α in control cells, while Figure 5-13 C shows rotenone 

treatment mediates cell apoptosis characterised by collapsed nuclei, which are 

stained with a higher red intensity. 

 

Staining intensity was calculated (Figure 5-14) and showed that rotenone 

treatment significantly decreased the PGC-1 cell population and increased 

apoptosis. Treatment with AZD5438 reduced the cell loss and numer of apoptotic 

cells (medaited by rotenone treatment) but this effect did not reach significance. 

These results confirmed that rotenone served as a toxic insult that altered PGC-1α 

expression in hiPSC derived midbrain cultures. A high level of PGC-1α was 

associated with rotenone induced apoptosis and there was a trend for AZD5438 to 

protect cells from changes in PGC-1α expression due to rotenone.  
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Figure 5-13 PGC-1α expression in human midbrain cells following rotenone-induced stress 

The immunofluorescent staining images show mid brain cells culture and PGC-1α expression 

condition treated with rotenone for 24h. Samples were stained for each marker and processed as 

described in methods showing PGC-1α (red), Tuj-1(Green) and Hoechst (blue), followed by 

zoomed-in images from 2 areas as shown in the square a(normal cell) and b(apoptotic cell). 

Individual single-channel images are shown for closer and more detailed examination. a) It shows 

PGC-1α positive cells with general red intensity with round nuclei, which were considered as 

normal cells. Those cells either had neuronal marker expression or not. b) It shows extremely 

intense red fluorescent cells with damaged nuclei shape, which were considered as apoptotic cells, 

and those cells had no visible neuronal marker around cell bodies. 
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Figure 5-14 AZD5438 mediates a non-significant protective trend against changes in PGC-1α 

expression following rotenone treatment in human midbrain cells  

Investigation of AZD5438's effect on modulating PGC1-α expression in human induced 

pluripotent stem cells (hiPCs) differentiated towards a midbrain fate for 45-55 days. Images were 

taken by INCell Analyzer 2200 high-content imaging system; corresponding data output was 

processed using INCell Workstation software, and statistical analysis was performed using 

GraphPad Prism 8. The immunofluorescent staining images show mid brain neuron cells and PGC-

α expression change after each group is treated with AZD5438/rotenone. Samples were stained for 

each marker and processed as described in methods showing PGC-α (red), Tuj-1(Green) and 

Hoechst (blue). The bar charts show statistically analysed data; each graph has its title indicating 

the content correspondingly. A) General Red positive cells were distributed evenly across the 

images in the CON and AZD5438 groups, while rotenone triggered the highly intensive red cells 

to appear, and reduced general red staining can be observed. Treat with AZD5438+rotenone 

together was observed to have reduced the size and amount of the highly intensive red cells from 

the image. B) Percentage of cells with general PGC1-α expression was significantly reduced with 

rotenone treatment (p=0.0471). C) Percentage of cells with intensive PGC1-α red fluorescent signal 

was significantly increased with rotenone treatment (p=0.0471). D) rotenone significantly reduced 

the general PGC-α expression within the normal PGC-α positive cells(p=0.0245). E) rotenone 

significantly increased the intensity of the PGC-α marker within the highly red cells(p=0.0497). 

Across all groups, AZD5438 alone did not show an effect on PGC-α expression, although some 

trends show it was protecting against rotenone induced change. Statistical analysis was carried out 

by Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn's multiple comparisons test (B and C); two-way ANOVA test 

with Tukey's multiple comparisons test (D and E). n=3 plates, data is displayed as mean ± SEM. 

*p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.  A symbol stands for the mean value of data from one individual 

experiment. Hashes denote comparisons between control and experimental group, asterisks denote 

comparisons between experimental groups (rotenone and AZD5438+rotenone) 
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AZD5438 prevents ROS formation and Caspase-3 mediated 

apoptosis in human midbrain cells following rotenone-induced 

stress  

The results shown in Figure 5-15 A and B show rotenone increased the intensity 

of ROS staining while treatment with AZD5438 reveresed this effect. The analysis 

of the results shown as bargraphs in Figure 5-15 C shows AZD5438 significntly 

reduced the formation of ROS due to rotenone.  

 

Analysis of active caspase-3 expression (Figure 5-16) showed that treatment with 

rotenone increased the number of active caspase-3 positive cells, whie treatment 

with AZD5438 inhibited this effect. Together with the results described in chapters 

3 and 4, it is possible to suggest AZD5438 downregulates the activity of caspase-

3 related pathways.   
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Figure 5-15 AZD5438 prevents ROS formation in human midbrain cells following rotenone-

induced stress 

Investigation of AZD5438' effect on modulating ROS level change induced by rotenone treatment 

in human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPCs) differentiated for midbrain fate for 45-55 days. 

Live cell images in greyscale from red channel were taken by INCell Analyzer 2200 high-content 

imaging system, corresponding data output were processed using INCell Workstation software, 

statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 8. ROS were visualised using Mitosox-

red dye in live cells. A) Small dots were background as dead cells nuclei in the culture. Large 

intensive clusters show the ROS level change. rotenone increased the level of ROS while 

AZD5438+rotenone weaken the change compared to rotenone alone. AZD5438 alone has no effect. 

B) Images were processed by ImageJ to show better contrast to support the observation findings. 

C) The bar chart shows statistically analysed data on ROS levels in each treatment. rotenone 

dramatically and significantly increased the ROS level as it almost doubled the level compared to 

control (p <0.0001), while AZD5438+rotenone significantly prevented it (p= 0.0208). AZD5438 

alone had no effect. The data value shown has been normalised to control. Statistical analysis was 

carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. n=3 plates, data is 

displayed as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001, ****p <0.0001.  A symbol stands 

for the mean value of data from one individual experiment. Hashes denote comparisons between 

control and experimental group, asterisks denote comparisons between experimental groups 

(rotenone and AZD5438+rotenone) 
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Figure 5-16 AZD5438 prevents Caspase-3 activation in human midbrain cells following rotenone-

induced stress 

Investigation of AZD5438's effect on modulating caspase-3 activity change induced by rotenone 

treatment in human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPCs) differentiated for midbrain fate for 45-

55 days. Images were taken by INCell Analyzer 2200 high-content imaging system, and 

corresponding data output was processed using INCell Workstation software; statistical analysis 
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was performed using GraphPad Prism 8. The immunofluorescent staining images show cleaved 

caspase-3 expression change when each group is treated with AZD5438/rotenone. Samples were 

stained for each marker and processed as described in methods showing cleaved caspase 3 (red), 

Tuj-1(Green) and Hoechst (blue). A) General Red positive cells were distributed sparsely across 

the images in the CON group and AZD5438 group, while rotenone triggered the highly intensive 

red objective to appear more densely. Treat with AZD5438+rotenone together was observed to 

have reduced the intensity and the amount of the highly intensive red cells compared to rotenone 

alone. B) The bar chart shows statistically analysed data according to the single red channel for 

cleaved caspase 3 level calculation. rotenone significantly increased the cleaved caspase 3 level 

(p=0.0023), while AZD5438+rotenone significantly prevented it (p=0.0141). AZD5438 alone did 

not affect cleaved caspase-3 levels. The data shown have been normalised to control. Statistical 

analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. n=3 

plates, data is displayed as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.  A symbol stands for 

the mean value of data from one individual experiment. Hashes denote comparisons between 

control and experimental group, asterisks denote comparisons between experimental groups 

(rotenone and AZD5438+rotenone). 
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Investigating the mechanism of AZD5438 actions using an 

electrophysiology approach 

Statistically significant data showed that AZD5438 protected neuronal cells from 

damage by altering mitochondrial activity and activating anti-apoptosis pathways. 

To evaluate the effect of AZD5438 on electrophysiological properties of neurons, 

these midbrain neurons were patch-clamped following rotenone and AZD5438 

treatment. 

 

Patch-clamp experiments (Figure 5-17 A) in the non-drug/compound treated 

group showed cells were had a smooth and regular shape, and there was no 

evidence of apoptotic membrane blebbing. When treated with AZD5438 for 24 

hours, the cells became slightly more spherical. Notably, following treatment with 

rotenone the cells showed uneven blebbing membranes, and cell fragmentation 

around axons and dendrites was observed. In addition, rotenone treated cells were 

unstable and difficult to patch. In Figure 5-17 B show the distribution of 

successfully 'patched cells' and refers to the cells that were patched with a giga-

seal (a seal with electrical resistance above a giga-ohm). 'Whole cell' refers to the 

cells that entered whole-cell mode (the mode after suction is applied to open the 

membrane but still sealed) and were stable for recording, 'AP positive' are cells 

that had an action potential triggered and recorded during the experiment. The 

whole-cell rate of patched cells and the AP positive rate of whole-cell cells in 
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separate groups are listed in Figure 5-17 C.  

 

The table in Figure 5-17 indicates that a low patch success rate is associated with 

unhealthy cells and more attempts are needed to make an N of 9 recordings. The 

Control group had a general whole-cell rate of 60%, while rotenone dramatically 

reduced this rate to 33.33%, which was about half the rate of the control. AZD5438 

did not dramatically alter this rate compared to control, but it prevented rotenone's 

reducing effect and brought the rate back to the control level. AP positive rate 

indicates the general electrophysiologic-active neuronal cell population among the 

samples. About 77% of cells patched were active neurons in control, and the 

compound and drug did not dramatically altered this rate. However, the N number 

is low and further experiments need to be conducted to increase the robustness of 

the findings. 
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Figure 5-17 Patch clamping of midbrain neurons with treatments.  

(A) Shows that brightfield photomicrographs of midbrain neurons derived from human iPSCs were 

treated in groups with rotenone and AZD5438. (B) The graph shows the number of cells patched 

and subsequent numbers which were whole-cell and AP positive. (C) Table shows the percentages 

of the whole-cell and AP positive cells from (B). 
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The data in Figure 5-18 shows the resting membrane potential (RMP) was evenly 

distributed across each of the various experimental groups. The RMP of control 

was recorded from 0mv to –38mv with the mean of –20mv. By treatment of 

AZD5438, a slight RMP shift to more negative was recorded with a mean of –

24mv from –10 to -47mv. After being treated with rotenone for 24h, the RMP 

shifted more positive with a mean of –10 mv from –4mv to –30mv. When treated 

with AZD5438+rotenone, the RMP mean shifted back from –10mv to –16mv as a 

sign of preventing the membrane potential loss caused by rotenone.  
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Figure 5-18. Resting membrane potential of midbrain neurons following treatment with rotenone 

and AZD5438. 

The resting membrane potential was measured in midbrain neurons derived from hiPSCs. Symbols 

represent individual measurements.   
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For neuronal cells, the ability to fire an action potential (AP) is one of the most 

important electrophysiologic properties. To investigate the effects of AZD5438 

and rotenone's on the AP of the hiPSC derived midbrain neuronal cells, APs were 

measured in response to step current injections of 25 pA (upper panel) in the 

current-clamp mode were performed by holding voltage at -60mv. Figure 5-19 A 

shows each group's single representative AP trace when 100pA current was 

injected. The trace In the control group showed the standard action potential lacked 

a clear hyperpolarisation stage, while the AZD5438 group had a full action 

potentials at a faster pace. When treated with rotenone, the firings became slow 

and weak, while treated together with AZD5438+rotenone, APs returned to the 

fast and robust pattern. For the amplitude measurements (Figure 5-19 B), there 

was no difference between the control and AZD5438 groups for the AP peak. 

Although not significant, the AP peak was lower in the rotenone group than in the 

control when treated with AZD5438+rotenone. For the speed analysis (Figure 

5-19 C), the time needed to reach the first peak in the AZD5438 group was 

significantly shorter than in the control group. Although not significant, the trend 

that rotenone slowed the speed down while AZD5438+rotenone again boosted it 

can be observed. 
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Figure 5-19 Action potential properties of midbrain neurons following treatment with AZD5438 

and rotenone 

A) shows the representative action potential traces from each treatment, labelled as the right-side 

legend. B) shows action potential peak voltage value, shows the time to reach the first action 

potential peak in each group. AZD5438 reduced the time to reach the first AP peak significantly 

(p=0.0048), while no significant effect was shown with rotenone alone or together with AZD5438. 

Statistical analysis was carried out by Welch's ANOVA test with Dunnett's T3 multiple comparisons 

test. N=7(CON),5(AZD5438),3(rotenone) and 6(AZD5438+rotenone), data is displayed as mean 

± SEM. ** p<0.01. 
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When treated by AZD5438/rotenone, three passive electrical membrane properties, 

the membrane resistance Rm, membrane capacity Cm and the membrane time 

constant tau, changed accordingly (Figure 5-20). There was no significant change 

due to AZD5438 after analysis. However, more samples showed lower Rm and tau 

in the AZD5438 group. Cells in control showed high Rm and tau values, both of 

which decreased significantly in the rotenone group. However, when treated with 

AZD5438+rotenone, that change was inhibited though this did not reach 

significance (Figure 5-20 B and D). Together, the results suggest that the 

membrane of the cells treated with rotenone had been either damaged or in high 

sensitivity to current injection, and AZD5438 had a protective effect against this. 

Cm remained in the same range, which is supportive evidence that the cells 

patched were in matching size in terms of the double-layer lipid membrane, which 

had not been affected by treatment (Figure 5-20 C). 
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Figure 5-20 Membrane potential properties of midbrain neurons following treatment with 

AZD5438 and rotenone 

(A) shows the representative passive potential trace triggered by -10pA, (B) shows membrane input 

resistance (Rm) value, (C) shows membrane capacitance (Cm) value, (D) shows the time constant 

of the membrane voltage (Tau) value in each treatment group. rotenone decreased cells' 

Rm(p=0.0057) and Tau(p=0.0222) significantly while no effect was shown with AZD5438 alone 

or together with rotenone. Statistical analysis was carried out by Welch's ANOVA test with 

Dunnett's T3 multiple comparisons test. N=9 in all groups except n=6 in the rotenone group, data 

is displayed as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05, ** p<0.01. 
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Summary and discussion 

Study on primary neurons 

AZD5438 had similar protective effects on primary neurons as on 

cell lines 

In this section, rat primary cortical neurons were used to investigate the 

neuroprotective effects of AZD5438. The results confirmed the findings obtained 

in Chapter 4 and showed that AZD5438 mediated effects on mitochondrial form 

and prevented the toxic and apoptotic effects of rotenone on neurons. 

 

MTT cell viability assay in neurons 

MTT assays are widely used to measure cell viability change, and the assays are 

based on the measurement of NAD-dependent oxidoreductases in the whole cell 

population. It is known that two main factors contribute to MTT cell viability assay 

values. One is the cells' population, and the other is the cells' metabolic activity. In 

cancerous cells, with the relatively high contribution from fast-dividing cells with 

population change and relatively low contribution from single cells' metabolism 

change, the MTT measurement indicates cell viability. It should be noticed that in 

neuronal cells, with a limited dividing rate of the cells, the MTT results also reflect 

the activity of mitochondria, specifically, complex I [232]. Thus, the cells' 

population and morphology were also examined and provided a supportive 
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interpretation of the result. A later imaging study using neuronal cell count further 

supported the MTT assay's result that AZD5438 protected the cell viability against 

rotenone, which is consistent with the previous findings. The assay's performance 

showed that the well-established MTT assay is suitable for neuron viability study 

with its reliable advantages of high efficiency and consistency, just as it is suitable 

for cell lines.  

 

AZD5438 protected primary neurons from rotenone toxicity  

The first finding from the cell viability results is that the protective effect of 

AZD5438 was observed against rotenone-induced cell viability damage in the 

primary neuron culture. This observation confirmed that AZD5438 could protect 

neurons, as previously discussed. Besides, neuron culture showed higher tolerance 

to AZD5438 as 2000nM did not reduce cell viability. In contrast, 250nM AZD5438 

induced a significant cell viability decrease in H4 and SH-SY5Y cells. The high 

compound dose tolerance of primary neurons could be because the culture at 

DIV10 had a lower level of cell proliferation activity [233]. Thus, the inhibitory 

effect of CDKs from high doses of AZD5438 on the cell cycle did not significantly 

impact the cell population after 24h in primary neuron culture as it did in cell lines. 

The cell count results in the imaging assay further supported this assumption. It is 

suggested that AZD5438 might be safer to use in neurons than in cell lines, even 

at higher doses, which might maximise its protecting effects. Notably, the primary 
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neuron culture might contain a small population of other cells other than pure 

neurons. However, it is unlikely that the results from the small number of other 

cells could largely interfere with the results from neurons. The imaging assay was 

performed further to confirm the effect of AZD5438 on neuron viability.    

 

AZD5438 protected the neuronal network of primary neurons 

The study in primary neurons confirmed that AZD5438 protected neurons, the 

neurite network, and mitochondrial networks from rotenone-induced stress. 

Healthy neurites are essential for neuronal function, and the degradation of 

neurites are often resulted from dysfunctional mitochondria with reduced ATP 

levels and increased ROS levels[234]. AZD5438 protected mitochondria, thus 

securing the ATP generation and preventing the ROS formation, resulting in the 

neurites protection in the primary neurons. It is then suggested that AZD5438 

could be an up-and-coming candidate to prevent neurodegenerative disease 

mediated pathogenesis.  

 

AZD5438 protected the mitochondria of primary neurons 

Imaging analysis of mitochondria in the primary neurons indicated that AZD5438 

altered the neurons' mitochondrial activities and potentially protected the neurons. 

This effect is evidenced by mitochondria having a  greater area after AZD5438 

treatment. A potential explanation for this phenomenon is that more mitochondria 
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were present in neurites after AZD5438 treatment. As the mitochondria spread 

along the neurites, they followed the neurites' shape and network. Thus, they were 

shown as longer in shape and more in area than distributed around cell bodies. 

Therefore, it is assumed that AZD5438 increased the ratio of mitochondrial on the 

neurites to the cell body. This potentially increased mitochondrial amount on 

neurites would benefit the neuron network with increased energy and functional 

Ca2+ homeostasis, preventing stress-induced damage, thus protecting the 

neuronal network. Another explanation for the mitochondrial shape is that the 

mitochondrial activities shifted to more fusion following AZD5438 treatment, 

which increases ATP production. The mitochondrial conditions could be further 

evaluated by checking the fission and fusion protein level change and mtDNA 

level. 

  

AZD5438 protected the primary neurons by preventing ROS 

formation 

Mitochondrial ROS assay confirmed that AZD5438 prevented intensive ROS 

formation induced by rotenone, potentially protecting neurons. The primary 

neuron cell culture generally showed higher mitochondrial ROS levels when 

untreated with AZD5438 or rotenone than H4 cells. This ROS level difference is 

known between cancerous cells and neurons. The relatively high mitochondrial 

ROS level in untreated neurons reflected the extensive mitochondrial activities in 
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the healthy functioning neuronal cells[235]. Notably, AZD5438 did not reduce the 

base level of the mitochondrial ROS in the primary neuron cells, suggesting 

AZD5438 did not affect the general health and function of the neurons. Besides, 

neurons are suggested to be more sensitive to mitochondrial stressors because their 

activities are highly dependent on mitochondrial ATP production. Therefore, 

neurons are more easily triggered into a higher level of ROS from the dysfunction 

of the mitochondrial electron transport chain when they face mitochondrial 

stressors [236]. From this point of view, the effect of AZD5438 on protecting 

mitochondria with less ROS generation could be the protective effect that benefits 

neurons more than the cell lines.  

 

Study on hiPSC derived midbrain neurons 

AZD5438 had similar protective effects on human midbrain 

neurons as on rat primary neurons  

In this section, the previous findings on H4 cells, SH-SY5Y cells (Chapter 4),and 

rat primary neurons were compared with hiPSC derived midbrain neuron cultures. 

First, NAS2 lines were cultured and expanded carefully and successfully 

differentiated to midbrain neurons following the established protocol and 

characterised by a dopaminergic neuronal marker, TH. Research using midbrain 

cultures of dopaminergic neurons are also highly relevant to PD. AZD5438 

protected against the effects of rotenone on cell viability, neuronal and 
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mitochondrial network, ROS formation and Caspase-3 activation, and 

electrophysiologic activity. Again, these protective profiles of AZD5438 in the 

human midbrain neurons could make it a great candidate for PD treatment. 

 

AZD5438 protected the human midbrain neurons against 

rotenone 

In this study, the cell viability conditions affected by the candidate compound 

AZD5438 and damage inducer rotenone were thoroughly examined using multi-

dose and single-dose focused experiments. As a result, rotenone, a well-known 

mitochondrial stressor, severely damaged the viability of these human iPSC 

induced midbrain cells in cell morphology and activity, consistent with another 

study [237]. This result indicated that the assay effectively detected the damage 

from rotenone on human neurons and, thus, can credibly indicate the AZD5438 

treatment's effect. As the main result, the severe damage from rotenone was 

remarkably prevented by the treatment of AZD5438. This result is consistent with 

the previous findings of studies in cell lines and primary neurons, thus, suggesting 

AZD5438's protective effect is highly translational. It is also suggested that the 

mechanism underlying AZD5438's cell protection could be similar to the 

previously discussed effects that were linked to stabilising mitochondrial activity 

and upregulating glycolysis, thus securing ATP and preventing ROS and apoptosis 

(discussed in Chapter 3 and 4).  
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Neuronal Tuj-1 positive cells were protected from rotenone by AZD5438. 

However, Tuj-1 expressing neurite loss was not prevented by AZD5438. Evidence 

suggests that rotenone strongly destabilises microtubules by perturbing the 

secondary structure of tubulin, and this is not dependent on ATP generated by 

mitochondria [238] [239]. Thus, AZD5438 may not protect neurites as the damage 

is caused by a pathway not altered by the improved mitochondrial function. 

However, it may be that a larger number of experiments need to be completed to 

see the significance or that the dose of rotenone (500nM), used is too high to allow 

the protective effect to be seen. Hence, chronic treatment with a lower dose may 

better reflect AZD5438's protective effects against rotenone. Although further 

evaluation is needed before an accurate conclusion can be reached, it is highly 

promising that AZD5438 could prevent human midbrain neuronal death from 

acute and severe mitochondrial damage, as findings in this study suggest. 

 

For dopaminergic neurons marked by TH staining, the protection trend of 

AZD5438 became more clearly noticed with the cells grown on the coverslips than 

when they were grown on 96-well plates. This trend suggests that AZD5438 might 

protect the dopaminergic neurons just as it did for the general neurons when the 

culture is rich in detectable dopaminergic neurons for analysis. Thus, further 

investigation on dopaminergic neuron rich cultures should be conducted to 

confirm AZD5438's protective effect before reaching an accurate conclusion. 
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AZD5438 protected the mitochondria network in human 

midbrain neurons against rotenone 

Neurons have a damaged mitochondrial network following rotenone treatment. 

AZD5438 protects the mitochondrial network against rotenone-induced damage, 

which could restore ATP generation and prevent mitochondrial ROS formation, 

and these action of the drug may be efficacious in PD treatment.  

 

In addition, AZD5438 was found to mediate mitochondrial elongation. This result 

could be the effect of more mitochondria presented along the neurites. Considering 

the previous finding that AZD5438 prevented CCCP induced Parkin recruitment 

in H4 and SH-SY5Y cells, this increased mitochondrial elongation could result 

from halted mitophagy. Research suggested that mitochondrial elongation protects 

mitochondria from autophagic degradation [240] and as a result, the remaining 

part of functioning mitochondria optimise ATP production. The mitochondrial 

protein level study confirmed 1) rotenone reduced the general PGC-1α expression 

across the culture. 2) rotenone triggered a small population(11.33±4.9%) of cells 

showing highly intensive PGC-1α expression with apoptosis progress. 3) 

AZD5438 potentially stabilised the alteration of PGC-1α activities against 

rotenone induced change. The reduction in PGC-1α protein levels due to rotenone 

treatment might be linked to stress-induced Parkin-mediate mitophagy activity, 
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where Parkin Interacting Substrate (PARIS) was released from Parkin, suppressing 

PGC-1α gene expression (detailed explanation in the next chapter) [241]. This 

reduced PGC-1α expression might contribute to the downregulated mitochondrial 

population as PGC-1α regulates the mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM), 

which regulates mitochondrial biogenesis [242]. AZD5438 prevented the PGC-1α 

alteration from rotenone, thus, protecting the mitochondrial network. AZD5438 

alone did not mediate detectable changes in PGC-1α levels, suggesting the 

hypothesis that AZD5438 enhances mitochondrial biogenesis by upregulating 

PGC-1α expression might not hold true.   

 

Unlike the general PGC-1α level, this study identified that the high level of PGC-

1α protein expression might be associated with rotenone induced apoptosis as they 

were found to colocalise with the apoptotic morphology of nuclei. This was 

consistent with findings that suggest the downstream actions of PGC-1α buffer 

oxidative stress, mediating the ROS associated apoptosis where mitophagy is 

induced but insufficient to hold the healthy condition of the cells [243, 244]. 

AZD5438 potentially stabilised the alteration of PGC-1α activities against 

rotenone. This suggested AZD5438 potentially inhibited rotenone-induced 

mitochondrial biogenesis disruption, mitophagy and apoptosis induction, which 

could benefit from a healthier mitochondrial network achieved from glycolysis 

upregulation, as previously discussed in Chapter 4. It is also recommended that a 

focused study of PGC-1α upstream and downstream pathways be further 
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performed, which could add more evidence to reveal the mechanism of the 

alterations involved.  

 

Moreover, the results confirmed that AZD5438 prevented the mitochondrial ROS 

formation and caspase-3 activated apoptosis induced by rotenone in hiPSC derived 

midbrain neuron culture. Caspase-3 activation, the direct singnalling for apoptosis 

has been identified to be dependent on cytochrome c released from mitochondria 

following high ROS levels[3][19][4]. This ROS-prevention effect of AZD5438 

may be mediated as mitochondria are healthier (as previously discussed). The 

findings suggest that maintaining of the healthy mitochondrial network by 

AZD5438 is a promising treatment for PD.  

 

AZD5438 and the electrophysiological measurement of neuronal 

function  

The actions of AZD5438 on regulating the electrophysiologic activities of the 

hiPSC derived midbrain neurons against rotenone-induced stress were 

investigated. rotenone disrupted neuron membrane properties and there was a 

trend for AZD5438 to be protective. Interestingly, moreover, AZD5438 enhanced 

the neuronal firing speed.  

 

Rm and tau usually indicate the level of activity of ion channels on the cell's 
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membrane; the lower they are, the more active the cell is. Research also shows that 

Rm and tau decrease over time as neurons mature and have more active channels 

[245]. However, a massive loss in Rm might suggest a relatively high degree of 

disruption of the function of the cell's membrane. This disruption could be due to 

specific ion channels on the membrane being disrupted and unable to maintain ion 

gradients, or it could be due to physical damage to the cell membrane, leading to 

leakage of ions [237]. It is unclear to what degree rotenone physically damaged 

the membrane structure, but the damaging effect was suggested to be associated 

with microtube degradation [246]; thus, loss of essential Rm and tau by rotenone 

treatment was observed. More importantly, evidence highly suggests that rotenone 

disrupts ion channels by rapidly disrupting ATP production due to complex I 

inhibition, leading to a decreased Na+/K+ ATPase function and further contributing 

to Na+ inward current overload [247]. This view is supported by the results 

showing more positive RMPs in the rotenone group. Consequently, the resting 

potential is highly depolarised, and the neurons can barely meet the requirements 

to fire action potentials[248], consistent with the weak AP curve shown in this 

study. Interestingly, AZD5438 seemed to play the opposite role as it decreased the 

RMP, enhanced the AP, and restored the failure caused by rotenone, confirming its 

protective role in the PD model and generally implying its neuronal properties 

enhancing role. 

 

The spread of RMP values in each group indicates that the cells patched had 
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different membrane conditions. This could be because 1) they were different types 

of neuron/cell (neuron or Gila cells), 2) they were in different ageing conditions 

(mature neurons or young ones), 3) they were in different health conditions 

(fragmented membrane). Thus, the RMP In the control group indicated the general 

condition of the RMP in this culture. Compared to the significantly server damage 

caused by rotenone, AZD5438's effect on RMP and membrane properties alone 

was not dramatic, but the trends could be discussed. The mechanism underlying 

AZD5438's contribution to negatively (more functional) regulating RMP of human 

midbrain neurons is unclear, but the leading hypotheses are the following. 1) 

Enhancement of the Na/K pump activity by AZD5438 maintained the gradients. 

2) Enhancement of K+ channel by AZD5438 mediated more outward K+ current. 

3) Enhancement of Na+ channel by AZD5438 inhibited the inward Na+ current. 

These three hypotheses are independent; each or all of them might contribute to 

the more negative RMP observed by AZD5438 treatment. The first hypothesis is 

possible as the Na/K pump activity is closely supported by ATP, where AZD5438 

might strengthen ATP generation by upregulating glycolysis and protecting 

mitochondria to enhance the pump. This hypothesis explains the mechanism of 

rotenone-induced damage on RMP and the protective effect of AZD5438. 

Hypotheses 2 and 3, in theory, could be the results of GSK3/CDKs-inhibition 

leaded alteration of ion channel protein assembly or interacting activation [249]. 

However, the arguments under the kinases' contribution to ion channels make it 

difficult to analyse the hypotheses without additional targeted evidence. For 
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example, many studies suggest that GSK3 inhibition positively regulates Na+ 

channels[250] [251] [252] [253], while a recent one suggests GSK3 activation is 

required for FGF14-Na+ channel complex interaction mediated Na+ channel 

function [254]. Therefore, those hypotheses should be further investigated by 

individually blocking Na+/K+ ATPase with its inhibitor ouabain, blocking the Na+ 

channel with a blocker such as TTX, blocking the K+ channel with class III 

antiarrhythmic compounds or using other methods selectively to verify the 

compound's effect on RMP first, and then to perform a more focused analysis [255]. 

 

Furthermore, AZD5438 drove the neurons to appear more excited and energetic 

with fast and robust firings than the control observed. The main explanation for 

the AP alteration could be the enhanced RMP (more negative) by AZD5438, 

facilitating the cells with a relatively lower (more negative) threshold potential. In 

this way, the cells with a lower threshold potential fired more frequently when 

triggered by the same stimulus current from the same voltage held (pass the 

threshold), consistent with the observation that firings were faster when cells were 

treated with AZD5438. Besides RMP, Na+ channels and Ca2+ channels were 

considered to be closely linked to the alteration of AP by AZD5438. The voltage-

gated Na+ channels are the main channels mediating the firing of APs, which 

occurs after the depolarised neurons meet the voltage threshold. Therefore, it was 

suggested that the observation of AZD5438-modified AP properties might be due 

to the voltage-gated Na+ channels being activated by a lower voltage after 
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AZD5438 treatment. This effect might be facilitated by the activation gates of a 

Na+ channel that were charged faster to be activated after AZD5438 

treatment[256]. This possibility suggested that the individual functional domains 

of the Na+ channel could be affected by AZD5438, probably through post-

translational modification effects from the kinases it inhibits.  

 

In addition, Ca2+ flux and Ca2+channel activities are essential for neurons and are 

highly likely to be altered by AZD5438 but should be further investigated. Ca2+ 

flux via Ca2+ channels modulates presynaptic neurotransmitter release, signal 

transduction, and synaptic plasticity [257] [258] [259] [260]. There is a long-

known relationship between Ca2+ and mitochondria, as Ca2+ affects mitochondrial 

functions, while mitochondria contribute to Ca2+ dynamics, further building the 

link between all evidence in this chapter and former chapters [261]. It is suggested 

that AZD5438 maintained the Ca2+ homeostasis through its mitochondrial 

protective role and thus secured Ca2+ flux for AP generation and modulated both 

pre/post-synaptic functions of neurons [262]. Furthermore, AZD5438 might help 

improve the activities of Ca2+channels by inhibiting the phosphorylation inhibition 

of their protein interaction sites, which ensures neuronal activities. The specific 

phosphorylation inhibitions of synprint sites which are dependent on GSK-3 beta, 

Cdk5/p25 were seen from N-type and P/Q-type Ca2+ channels deactivation[263] 

[264, 265]. Thus, the inhibition of those kinases could mediate AZD5438's neuron 

functional enhancing effects. Future studies are highly recommended to validate 
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the relationship between AZD5438 and Ca2+ flux and channels. Specifically and 

individually inhibiting AZD5438's targets could further reveal the underlying 

mechanisms of neuronal alteration by AZD5438. 

 

Although the number of samples in this study is considered relatively low to 

convince the effect of rotenone on AP, research evidence supports that rotenone 

causes AP failure, which is strongly linked to the loss of ATP production to meet 

the energy demand in maintaining the resting membrane potential[266]. 

Furthermore, the evidence presented in the former chapter supports the conclusion 

that the cell decreases ATP production following rotenone treatment. Therefore, 

the observation that rotenone disrupted AP in this study is reliable. From the traces 

recorded, AZD5438 prevented rotenone induced AP failure, which is a good sign 

that AZD5438 could functionally rescue neuron activity. Admittedly, more study 

is needed to fully evaluate the risks and benefits of the neuronal activity change 

mediated by AZD5438 in a broader aspect of view. 

 

Limitations and concerns 

It needs to be noted that the term of ‘midbrain’ was only used for the purpose of 

brief illustration of the cells fate in expectation, as the culture were carefully 

generated by following the well-established protocol for midbrain dopaminergic 

cells. However, the main limitation in this study is that the lack of full 
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characterisation of the human iPSC derived culture. It is important and highly 

recommended that at least one of the midbrain markers, such as FOXA2 or Corin 

expression levels to be checked at the stage of both progenitors and neurons to 

ensure the culture was growing towards the midbrain fate. Co-staining with TH 

and FOXA2 should be applied to further confirm the cell are midbrain 

dopaminergic neurons. This is crucial as the aim of this thesis is to evaluate the 

potential drugs to treat PD, which is characterised by the loss of midbrain 

dopaminergic neurons. It is well known that midbrain dopaminergic neurons are 

generally more vulnerable than others, so it is possible that AZD5438 may not be 

effective in protecting this type of cells even it could protect the others. Thus, 

considering the nature of the culture with uncharacterised neuronal fate and a low 

percentage of TH-positive cells, it is hard to reach a direct conclusion that 

AZD5348 can treat PD. Therefore, a further study with full characterisation is 

needed, and single-cell study (Single-sell RNA sequencing, targeted 

electrophysiology) of midbrain dopaminergic neurons is specifically 

recommended. However, given the results that AZD5438 protects neurons and 

non-neuronal cells against PD-related toxins, and the view that PD pathology 

involves multiple types of cells loss in different regions, the suggestion from this 

thesis remains solid that AZD5438 could be a potential candidate for PD, but 

admittedly, further research is required to get a comprehensive view.  

 

It can be noticed from the electrophysiology study that the iPSC-derived neurons' 
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properties and activities remain unnatural. This is one of the disadvantages when 

using iPSC as specific developmental or functional proteins may not express 

sufficiently compared to the real human brain regions, although iPSC-derived cell 

culture reproduces the developmental procedures by similar signals exposure in 

vivo in different differentiation stages. This problem may result in failures in 

specific disease models or assays which highly require the correct expression of 

effective target genes, and thus the methods of study may need to adjust 

accordingly to reach the research aim. For example, the study of action potential 

frequency is based on triggering multiple action potentials of cells with correct 

threshold and functional ion gates which accounts for the activities such as 

depolarisation. In this study, most of the ‘unmatured’ neurons can only be triggered 

by one action potential, thus the study was designed to investigate the effects of a 

single action potential rather than its frequency. It is also recommended that the 

models and assays which are built on certain developmental or functional bases 

should be evaluated first for their reliability, effectiveness, and efficiency. For 

instance, the confirmation of the target gene expression and the function to reach 

a clear assay window are required. Ideally, the specific functions of dopaminergic 

neurons should be investigated to add more evidence to this study, including levels 

of dopamine generate marker DDC, and dopamine release assays should be 

evaluated.    

 

After plating hiPSC derived neuron culture onto a 96-well plate, some small 
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transparent dots under a bright field microscope and highly bright dots with 

Hoechst staining under a fluorescent microscope were observed. They were 

identified as dead cell debris after seeding. It might be because the coating 

condition was not optimal for these plates or cell density failed to match the 

environment provided in these plates. However, the dots were considered to be 

background and were excluded from the results. Because the dots' distribution was 

even across all groups, the rest of the cells grew healthily without a sign of being 

affected. Further study using iPSC derived neurons should consider this potential 

disadvantage and perform an optimisation when designing such experiments on 

96-well plates. 

 

Interestingly, from the imaging study, the general nuclei area was slightly larger 

after being treated with AZD5438 in the 2D images, although this had not been 

quantified. A review study suggests that the changes in nuclear size are closely 

associated with development, differentiation, and disease [267]. In many cases, 

the structural components of nuclear envelope assembly and modification can 

affect the nuclear size. This link between AZD5438 and nuclei size should be 

further investigated to reveal the potential regulatory mechanisms of AZD5438 on 

nuclear signalling pathways. 
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Chapter summary 

This chapter confirmed that AZD5438 protected the human midbrain neurons in 

the PD model and provided the optimised doses of chemicals, assay conditions 

and objectives for future studies. Using hiPSCs carrying PD related mutations 

affecting mitochondrial function would be a highly desirable means to evaluate 

AZD5438's effect on preventing PD pathogenesis. Animal work should also be 

done testing this compound in vivo to provide dose tolerance and protection 

evidence for evaluation before taking into clinical study. Although more study is 

needed from other aspects to investigate the effects of AZD5438 on hiPSCs 

derived neurons to reach a more comprehensive understanding of the pathways 

underlying the protective mechanism, it is highly suggested that AZD5438 could 

be a therapeutic candidate for PD as it protects the cells against the strong PD-like 

stressors. 
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Chapter6  Study of genes that regulate Parkin-

mediated mitophagy 

Introduction 

UBE2N 

In the past twenty years, drug companies have unfortunately had little success 

finding drugs to combat neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson's and 

Alzheimer's. Therefore, new approaches to drug screening have been employed to 

discover potential disease-modifying drugs. One very promising approach is 

phenotypic screening, where a cell-based assay is used to screen a library of 1000s 

of drugs to identify the ones that elicit a specific response (such as protection from 

a toxic insult). In collaboration with Takeda, the Uney laboratory developed a 

high-throughput phenotypic based on parkin recruitment that can identify agents 

that modify mitochondrial function. Using this assay, a siRNA library that targets 

7500 genes (considered druggable, i.e. can be targeted by pharmaceutical agents) 

was screened to identify genes that modulated parkin recruitment and, therefore, 

may have therapeutic potential. Following this screen and a second confirmatory 

screen using new siRNAs, we identified 80 genes that when 'knocked down' 

significantly altered parkin recruitment. These genes fell into three broad classes, 

those that regulate: 1) protein degradation pathways; 2) free radical levels; 3) DNA 

repair and transcription. Three of these hit genes were chosen for further 
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evaluation in this chapter. Experiments were conducted to assess their role in 

regulating parkin recruitment and mitochondrial function. 

 

One of the top hits, ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 N (UBE2N), was a regulator 

of protein degradation, and it was found to be a positive modulator of Parkin 

recruitment along with UBE2L6, ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 J2 [108]. 

UBE2N is required to activate E3 ubiquitin ligases (UBE3s) like Parkin. Other 

research also reported UBE2N as a mitophagy modulator, which mediates the 

formation of K63-linked ubiquitin chains, interacts with Parkin, and is responsible 

for the autophagic degradation of mutant DJ-1. These findings suggest that 

UBE2N may modulate mitophagy and thus may play an important role in 

mitochondrial homeostasis.  

 

In eukaryotic cells, ubiquitination occurs following a sequential series of reactions 

governed by the E1 activation enzymes, E2 conjugation enzymes, and E3 ligation 

enzymes that attach ubiquitin to substrate proteins. The downstream effects of 

ubiquitination may lead to protein substrate degradation and/or alter protein 

activity by affecting its localisation or interaction with other proteins [268]. In the 

human genome, two E1 enzymes have been identified as being responsible for an 

ATP-dependent activation that transfers the ubiquitin to the E2 enzymes [269]. 30-

50 E2 enzymes have been identified, and their interaction with E3 enzymes 

dictates the type of inter-ubiquitin link and fate of the substrate. For example, 
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UBE2N (Ubc13)-mediated K63-linked ubiquitin chains are involved in 

degradation signalling [270]. 600-700 E3 enzymes have been discovered as three 

different types of catalytic domains: Homologous to E6-AP Carboxyl Terminus 

(HECT), Really Interesting New Gene (RING), and Ring-Between-Ring (RBR) 

[271]. The altered function/mutations in E3 ligases have also been linked to 

neurological disorders [272].  

 

UBR5, GBP2 and HECTD2 

Apart from UBE2N, based on the effective score being high within the initial 

screen results[108] and evidence showing their links with PD from literature 

research, three more genes, UBR5, GBP2 and HECTD2, were chosen for further 

validation and they are independent of UBE2N. UBR5 and GBP2 were located 

very close to PINK1 in the primary screen results (Table  6-1), indicating they 

positively regulate the mitophagy pathway (as PINK1 does). In contrast, HECTD2 

was one of the most statistically significant negative regulators of parkin 

recruitment according to the previous screen.  

SSMD.new genes 

-

8.532050092 

UBR5 

-

8.252922726 

PINK1 

-

7.441368447 

GBP2 

Table  6-1. Genes were found to significantly affect parkin recruitment, as indicated by the strictly 

standardised mean difference (SSMD) score. The complete list should refer to the 

publication[108]. 
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UBR5 is an E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase that is highly conserved and essential for 

mammalian development; it was also identified as a progestin-regulated gene in 

breast cancer [273]. UBR5 has been shown to be expressed in various regions, 

including the human brain [274]. E3 ubiquitin-protein ligases are known to be 

involved in protein degradation in the ubiquitin-proteasome system, mediating 

important cell regulations, such as DNA damage response and transcription 

regulations, thus, it could have a link with mitochondrial protein degradation by 

mitophagy associated with DNA damage signaling. One recent study showed that 

DNA damage triggered p53 expression affects Spata18 levels and its function on 

mitophagy activity[275]. Additionally, UBR5 was found to regulate proteostasis 

in iPSCs and prevents the aggregation of polyQ-expanded huntingtin (HTT) 

misfolded proteins[276] which counts for Huntingtin Disease, another 

neurodegenerative diseases associated with mitochondrial dysfunction.   

 

GBP2, Guanylate-binding protein 2, is a GTPase that is strongly induced by 

interferon-γ (IFN-γ). It is reported that GBP2 inhibits mitochondrial fission and 

cell metastasis in breast cancer cells, both in vitro and in vivo. A recent study found 

that GBP2 interacted with Dynamin-related protein 1(Drp1), a key regulator of 

mitochondrial fission, and blocks Drp1 from translocating from the cytoplasm to 

mitochondria, potentially reducing mitochondrial fission[277]. It is known that 

mitochondrial fission is important for mitophagy process, hence, GBP2 is highly 

possible to be linked with mitophagy alteration. Although not widely studied, there 
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are numerous research which previously revealed the relationship between GBP2 

and PD. From a study focusing on α-synuclein, the most well known risk gene in 

PD, GBP2 was identified as its induce gene [278]. In a risk genes’ study of PD and 

alcohol, it shows the correlation of GBP2/PI3K/AKT pathway with PD[279]. 

Given this evidence, it is suggested that altering GBP2 could alter parkin 

recruitment, and therefore alter mitochondrial quality control in response to stress. 

  

HECTD2, HECT domain E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase 2, was reported to mediate 

and ubiquitinate PIAS1 resulting in inflammation [280]. PIAS1 is an E3 SUMO-

protein ligase which regulates key inflammatory pathways including NF-κB, 

targeting PIAS1 for degradation by HECTD2 is required for activation of NF-κB 

for innate immune response. It has been reviewed that mitophagy and 

mitochondrial stress have strong relationship with innate immune response[281], 

thus, HECTD2 may be involved in mitochondrial activities during immune 

processes. HECTD2 was also found to mediate proteasomal degradation in cancer 

cells [282]. Additionally, HECTD2 overexpression was reported to inhibit 

apoptosis [283], which is well linked with mitochondrial activity as mitochondria 

are the core players of apoptosis (introduced in chapter one).  HECTD2 was 

recently identified to drive proliferation of melanoma cells [284]. Mitochondria 

play important roles in proliferation, especially in tumor cells, as they provide not 

only ATP, but also metabolites and support NAD+ regeneration, which are crucial 

to maintain the homeostasis of cells [285]. This may indicate there is a link 
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between mitochondria and HECTD2. HECTD2 was therefore chosen as it might 

be involved in activities including the protein degradation process of mitochondria 

and the alteration of HECTD2 may alter mitochondrial stress response activities.  
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Result 

Validation: UBE2N is a positive modular of Parkin-

mediated mitophagy in SH-SY5Y cells 

In previously published work from our laboratory[108], Dr Helen Scott et al. 

reported that a group of regulators of Parkin recruitment in H4 cells were members 

of the E2 ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes (UBE2s). Of the four UBE2s reported, 

UBE2N and UBE2J1 were positive modulators, and ubiquitin-conjugating 

enzyme E2 L6 (UBE2L6) ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 E1 (UBE2E1) were 

negative regulators.  

 

To validate these findings, siRNAs targeting the selected combinations of UBE2s 

were transfected into eGFP-Parkin SH-SY5Y cells, and 48 hours later, Parkin 

recruitment assays were carried out in 96-well plates in the presence of 10μM 

CCCP (for 4hrs). NTC+NTC was the negative control, while PINK1 siRNA+NTC 

was the positive control (known to regulate Parkin recruitment negatively). The 

results shown in Figure 6-1 B confirmed that co-transfection with 

UBE2L6+UBE2E2 upregulated Parkin recruitment as the Parkin puncta total area 

increased significantly compared to the negative control. UBE2L6 knockdown 

alone also showed the trend of increasing the Parkin total puncta area. This result 

is in line with the previous findings in H4 cells. Nevertheless, the previous study 

found that co-transfection with UBE2N+UBE2J2 did not significantly 
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downregulate Parkin recruitment activity. While in this study, UBE2N knockdown 

mediated a (with NTC) significant inhibition of Parkin recruitment. It should be 

noted that some Parkin puncta were observed following PINK1 knockdown in SH-

SY5Y cells. However, in H4 cells, following PINK1 knockdown, Parkin puncta 

were absent. To ensure the siRNAs were knocking down the expression of their 

targets, SHSY-5Y cells were transfected with the selected siRNAs and incubated 

for 48 hours. RNA was extracted, and RT-qPCR was used to quantify the 

expression of the target gene. The results shown in Figure 6-1 C confirmed that 

all siRNAs mediated the effective knockdown of their targets in SH-SY5Y cells. 
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Figure 6-1 UBE2N is a positive modulator of Parkin-recruitemet in SH-SY5Y cells 

A) Images taken by INCell 2000 show the Parkin puncta formation with CCCP after cells were 

transfected with the indicated combination of siRNAs. Only GFP channel images are shown. 

PINK1 knockdown inhibits the formation of Parkin puncta. B) Analysis results from INCell 

Workstation by the optimised protocol for SH-SY5Y cells. PINK1+NTC (p<0.0001), 

UBE2N+NTC (p=0.0366) significantly reduced the Parkin puncta total area compared to 

NTC+NTC, while UBE2L6+UBE2E1 (0.0009) significantly increased it. C) The pre-selected 

siRNAs effectively reduced the mRNA expression of the target genes with high significance: 

UBE2N (p=0.0010), UBE2E1 (p=0.0002), UBE2J2 (p=0.0003) and UBE2J6 (p<0.0001). 

Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons 

test (B) and unpair t-test (C). N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance is displayed as 

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, ***p<0.001, **** p<0.0001. 
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UBE2N is a potent modular of Parkin-mediated 

mitophagy 

A higher concentration of UBE2N siRNA that used in previous experiments was 

used to transfect H4 cells. The results showed that cells transfected with UBE2N 

siRNA had fewer Parkin puncta than NTC control (Figure 6-2 A). The results in 

Figure 6-2 B confirmed the observation showing a significant decrease of Parkin 

puncta total area per cell in UBE2N compared to NTC control. Its value decreased 

to approximately 50% of control, indicating the effect of UBE2N knockdown on 

Parkin-mediated mitophagy is strong. Given the robust effect of UBE2N siRNAs 

on Parkin recruitment, it was hypothesised that the upregulation of UBE2N may 

have the opposite effect and was therefore cloned into a lentiviral vector.  
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Figure 6-2 UBE2N is a potent modular of Parkin recruitment 

A) Images taken by INCell 2200 show cells and the Parkin puncta formed after transfection with 

the indicated siRNAs. Only GFP channel images were shown. In the NTC group, CCCP triggered 

a large amount of Parkin puncta formation. In UBE2N and PINK1 knockdown groups, CCCP did 

not induce many Parkin puncta. Knockdown shows less amount of observed Parkin puncta. Scale 

bar=100, B) Analysis results from INCell Workstation by the optimised protocol for H4 cells. 

Positive control PINK1 effectively reduced the Parkin puncta (p<0.0001, not shown in graph). 

UBE2N (p=0.0022) significantly reduced the Parkin puncta total area compared to NTC with the 

presence of CCCP. Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's 

multiple comparisons test. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance is displayed as ** 

p<0.01 
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UBE2N lentiviral construction 

The HA-UBE2N coding sequence was cloned into the pRRL backbone, and this 

plasmid was used to transfect HEK293 cells, and further, a lentiviral vector can be 

produced for more stable overexpression of the target gene in cell lines and neuron 

cultures.  

 

PcDNA3.0-HA-UbcH13 was purchased from Addgene (plasmid #12461). The 

plasmid was mini-prepped, and the insert was sequenced for preparation. There 

were no suitable restriction enzyme sites to allow direct cloning into the pRRL 

plasmid, so PCR primers with XbaI and SalI sites were designed to clone into these 

sites in the pRRL.sin.cppt.CMV.EGFP.WPRE plasmid (cutting out the EGFP). 

  

Forward primer requires a 5' leader sequence and XbaI site (TCTAGA), which was 

designed as  

GS001 5' TCAGTCTAGAATGTACCCATACGACGTCCCAGA. 

Reverse primer needs a SalI (GTC GAC) site and leader sequence, which was 

designed as  

GS002 5’ TACGGTCGACGGATCGCGGCCGCTTAAAT. 

 

PCR was performed with the two primers, as shown in Figure 6-3, with those two 

sites for the subsequent step used. 
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Figure 6-3 The map of PCR product with XbaI and SalI sites. 

 

The PCR product was purified and then digested with XbaI and SalI at 37°C for 2 

hours to confirm the right product with the active sites for the subsequent ligation. 

The pRRL.sin.cppt.CMV.EGFP.WPRE plasmid, shown in Figure 6-4, was 

digested with the same enzymes simultaneously. This process was to open the 

circle plasmid at the designed sites hoping to get the backbone ready for ligation.  

 

Figure 6-4 The map of pRRL.sin.cppt.CMV.EGFP.WPRE plasmid, showing the two aim digestion 

sites(SalI and Xbal) marked by blue boxes. 

 

The cut plasmid was predicted to have two fragments after the restriction digestion, 
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as shown in Figure 6-5, one at 7kbp and the other at 800bp. 

 

Figure 6-5 Virtual cut result of Xba I +Sal I on pRRL.sin.cppt.CMV.EGFP.WPRE  plasmid, 

showing two fragments generated. 

 

After the digestion, the predicted product was observed (Figure 6-6) and collected 

for ligation. 

  

Figure 6-6 Figure 22. Gel running image showing ppl plasmid in the left was cut into 2 pieces and 

the digested PCR product was in the right. 

 

After the ligation, transformation, and growth in bacteria, the plasmid was 

amplified by mini-prep and checked by restriction digestion to ensure the correct 

plasmid. The predicted plasmid map is shown in Figure 6-7. Virtual cutting was 

used to choose the suitable enzymes, which cut the old backbone into one band 
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but cut the aimed plasmid into two bands, as shown in Figure 6-8. 

 

Figure 6-7 The map of virtual ligation results of insert a gene of interest into the backbone. 
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Figure 6-8  Virtual cut results for restriction digestion check. Acc65I, KpnI and StuI cut the 

backbone and the cloned product, respectively, showing a single band for the backbone and double 

bands for the cloned product. 

 After restriction digestion with KpnI, sample X was shown to have the predicted 

bands and is shown in Figure 6-9.  

 

Figure 6-9 The X sample showed two bands with the correct position, indicating the insert was 

correctly cloned into the backbone. 

The product was then used for maxiprep to harvest a large amount of DNA and 

then was double confirmed with KpnI and Acc65 digestion, shown in Figure 6-10. 
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Figure 6-10 Restriction digestion check results after maxiprep of the cloned DNA, cut by KpnI, 

Acc65 respectively. Kpn I and Acc65 results showed correct bands.  

 

Further sequencing results confirmed that the insert was cloned into the vector 

correctly. The plasmid was first used for direct plasmid transfection to overexpress 

UBE2N in eGFP-Parkin H4 cells. Unfortunately, no positive results were seen due 

to high cell loss after transfection. Additionally, no UBE2N staining was observed 

after transfection. The plasmid was also used for lentivirus construction (described 

in the method chapter). After harvesting the virus, the titre was calculated as 3x109 

vg/mL by applying the TaqMan titre strategy with a reference virus with the same 

CMV promoter.   
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Overexpression of UBE2N upregulates Parkin 

recruitment activity 

The lentiviral mediated expression of UBE2N was confirmed by immunostaining 

(Figure 6-11 A). Lentiviral-UBE2N was used to transduce H4 cells, and Parkin 

recruitment assays were performed 48hrs later. There was a trend indicating Parkin 

recruitment (puncta total area per cell after CCCP treatment) increased with 

increasing viral MOI. At an MOI of 10, the cell count did not change, while Parkin 

puncta were not significantly different to that of control (Figure 6-11 B). However, 

at a MOI=100, there was a significant difference in Parkin puncta total area per 

cell compared to control after CCCP treatment (Figure 6-11 C).  
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Figure 6-11. Overexpression of UBE2N upregulates Parkin recruitment activity 

A) The merged images from INCell 2000 show the condition of H4 cells with eGFP-labeled Parkin 

(green), immunostained UBE2N (red) and Hoechst-stained nuclei (blue). Cells were incubated 

with series doses of UBE2N-virus, and Parkin recruitment assays were performed. Representative 

images only show the control and the virus dose MOI=50 with the presence of CCCP. Intensive 

UBE2N staining confirmed the overexpression was achieved by the UBN2N virus. B) Analysis 

results from INCell Workstation by optimised protocol for H4 cells. It shows cell count reduced 

significantly (p<0.0001) from MOI>50. C) Graph shows MOI=100 significantly (p=0.0252) 

increased the Parkin puncta total area per cell compared to no virus with CCCP. There is a trend of 

increasing Parkin puncta total area per cell with virus dose increased with CCCP. Statistical 

analysis was carried out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N=3; 

data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance is displayed as ** p<0.01 
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Overexpression of UBE2N alters PGC-1αactivity 

The results in Figure 6-12 B show that UBE2N was expressed by the lentivirus 

And that (Figure 6-12 C) the PGC-1α protein level was significantly decreased 

with CCCP treatment following the lentiviral mediated expression of UBE2N. 

However, no significant change in another mitochondrial protein, TOM20, was 

detected by Weston blots in these experiments.  

  
Figure 6-12 Overexpression of UBE2N alters PGC-1α gene expression 

A) The representative images of Western blots of protein samples from experiments probed for 

anti-PGC1-α, anti-TOM20, and anti-UBE2N; α- tubulin as the loading control. Protein bands 

corresponding to the approximate molecular weight are presented. Analysed data is presented in B, 

C and D. B) UBE2N-virus transduction significantly (p<0.0001) increased the UBE2N band 

intensity compared to Con-virus. C) UBE2N-virus transduction significantly (p=0.0156) decreased 

the PGC-1αband intensity compared to Con-virus with the presence of CCCP. D) No significant 

change with TOM20 expression was observed with the WB bands. Statistical analysis was carried 

out by two-way ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N= 3 independent 

experiments; data is displayed as mean ± SEM; significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ***p<0.001, 

****p<0.0001. Hashes denote comparisons between UBE-virus and Con-virus; asterisks denote 

comparisons between DMSO and CCCP groups. 
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Overexpression of UBE2N does not protect cells in a 

cellular model of PD 

The overexpression of UBE2N upregulated Parkin recruitment activity and altered 

PGC-1α protein levels. Thus, it was assumed that the overexpression of UBE2N 

may protect cells against mitochondrial-targeted stressors. To validate this 

assumption, an MTT-rotenone assay was performed. After 48h lentivirus 

transduction of H4 cells (MOI=50), 250nM rotenone was loaded for another 24h 

before measuring cell viability by MTT assays. However, the results showed that 

the overexpression of UBE2N does not protect cells from rotenone (Figure 6-13). 

 

  

Figure 6-13 Overexpression of UBE2N does not protect cells against rotenone 

After 48h lentivirus transduction in H4 cells (MOI=50), 250nM rotenone was loaded for another 

24h before checking the cell viability through MTT assay. rotenone significantly reduced the cell 

viability in both Con-virus group (p=0.0065) and UBE2N-virus transduction group (p=0.0075). 

Data were normalised to CON in Con-virus group. Statistical analysis was carried out by two-way 

ANOVA test with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. N= 3 independent experiments; data is 

displayed as mean ± SEM; significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. 

Asterisks denote comparisons between CON and rotenone; no significant difference between Con-

virus and UBE2N-virus groups. 
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Actions of UBR5, GBP2 and HECTD2 knockdown on 

Parkin recruitment 

In addition to UBE2N, the action of UBR5, GBP2 and HECTD2 on Parkin 

recruitment were also investigated. Knockdown efficiency using three siRNAs 

against each target gene was first evaluated. To achieve this, H4 cells were 

transfected with the selected siRNAs individually and incubated for 48 hours. 

RNA was then extracted, and RT-qPCR was performed to quantify the expression 

of the target gene. The results shown in Figure 6-12 C confirmed that at least two 

siRNAs of each target gene mediated the significant mRNA level reduction 

compared to NTC. 

 

 

Figure 6-14 Validation of target knockdown by siRNAs.   

EGFP-Parkin H4 cells were transfected with selected siRNAs and incubated for 48 hours. RNA 

was extracted, and expression of the target gene was quantified by RT-qPCR. Statistical analysis 

was carried out by one-way ANOVA test with Bonferroni post hoc tests between the NTC and 

target siRNAs. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance is displayed as * p<0.05, ** 

p<0.01, ***p<0.001, **** p<0.0001. 
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The two siRNAs mediating the most effective knockdown of each gene were used 

for transfection of eGFP-Parkin H4 cells. 48h after transfection, the Parkin 

recruitment assay was performed with 10μM CCCP treatment for 2h. As shown in 

Figure 6-15, the positive control PINK1 knockdown blocked Parkin puncta 

formation, confirming that the transfection and assay worked. However, no other 

siRNAs mediated an effect on the formation of Parkin puncta. 

 

To further confirm that these genes do not affect Parkin recruitment, the selected 

siRNAs were then used to transfect eGFP-Parkin SH-SY5Y cells, and the 

performance in the Parkin recruitment assay was tested. 10μM CCCP treatment 

for 4h was applied in SH-SY5Y cells. Unlike H4 cells, the results (Figure 6-16 

showed that only the siRNA against HECTD2 significantly increased the Parkin 

puncta total area per cell compared to the NTC in SH-SY5Y cells. No other 

siRNAs mediated an effect on Parkin recruitment, which is consistent with the 

findings in H4 cells.  
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Figure 6-15 Effect of siRNA knockdown of UBR5, GBP2 and HECTD2 on Parkin recruitment in 

H4 cells 

A) Images taken by INCell 2200 show the Parkin puncta formation with CCCP after transfected 

cells with selected siRNAs. Only GFP channel images were shown. PINK1 knockdown shows less 

amount of observed Parkin puncta. There is no dramatic change with other siRNA compared to 

NTC from observation B) Analysis results from INCell Workstation by the optimised protocol for 

H4 cells. PINK1 (p<0.0001) significantly reduced the Parkin puncta total area compared to NTC. 

Statistical analysis was carried out by one-way ANOVA test with Dunnett's multiple comparisons 

test, compared to NTC. N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, and significance is displayed as  

**** p<0.0001. U=UBR5, G=GBP2, H=HECTD2 
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Figure 6-16 Effect of siRNA knockdown of UBR5, GBP2 and HECTD2 on Parkin recruitment in 

SH-SY5Y cells 

A) Images taken by INCell 2200 show the Parkin puncta formation with CCCP after transfected 

cells with selected siRNAs. Only GFP channel images were shown. PINK1 knockdown shows less 

amount of observed Parkin puncta. H19 slightly increased the Parkin puncta observation compared 

to NTC. There is no dramatic change with other siRNA compared to NTC from observation B) 

Analysis results from INCell Workstation by the optimised protocol for SH-SY5Y cells. PINK1 

(p<0.0001) significantly reduced the Parkin puncta total area compared to NTC. H19 significantly 

(p=0.0084) increased the Parkin puncta area per cell compared to NTC. Statistical analysis was 

carried out by one-way ANOVA test with Dunnett's multiple comparisons test, compared to NTC. 

N=3; data is displayed as mean ± SEM, significance is displayed as ** p<0.01, **** p<0.0001. 

U=UBR5, G=GBP2, H=HECTD2  
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Summary and discussion 

Results summary 

The results showed that siRNA-mediated UBE2N knockdown negatively 

regulates Parkin recruitment, and the lentiviral mediated overexpression of 

UBE2N mediated upregulated Parkin recruitment. This suggests the upregulation 

of UBE2N may enhance Parkin mediate mitophagy, thus enhancing the clearance 

of damaged mitochondria following stress. Notably, overexpression of UBE2N 

also altered the expression of PGC1-α protein level and mediated its 

downregulation in the presence of CCCP. This suggests that UBE2N might 

directly or indirectly alter the PGC1-α-related pathways, which will be discussed 

further. However, the overexpression of UBE2N did not show a protective effect 

against rotenone-induced cell viability damage. This suggests that UBE2N 

overexpression might not lead to enhanced mitophagy/ an improvement in 

mitochondrial health or that increasing mitophagy is insufficient to mediate 

protection against toxic stressors. The knockdown of UBR5, and GBP2 were 

found to have no effect on parkin recruitment. However, the knockdown of 

HECTD2 was found to significantly increase parkin recruitment in SH-SY5Y cells. 

Further investigation of HECTD2 actions on parkin recruitment and the induction 

of mitophagy are therefore needed.   
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Discussion  

UBE2N and Parkin recruitment study 

In this study, the knockdown of UBE2N was shown to inhibit Parkin recruitment. 

Thus, this reduced Parkin signalling might lead to impaired substrate 

ubiquitylation and degradation of mitochondria, which would disrupt the function 

of the mitochondrial clearance system. Thus, UBE2N is a positive regulator of 

Parkin recruitment, suggesting that its impairment could lead to dysfunction of the 

mitochondrial clearance system and mediate related disease pathogenesis. 

However, it can be noticed that the knockdown of UBE2N did not mediate a 

substantial block of Parkin recruitment like the knockdown of PINK1 did. This 

could be due to a number of reasons.  

 

First, the knockdown of UBE2N may not be sufficient to mediate a notable effect. 

The UBE2N knockdown in this study, characterised by the relative mRNA level, 

was only about 40% of the NTC control (in SH-SY5Y cells). This also suggests 

that UBE2N is a relatively stable protein. In addition, the single knockdown of 

UBE2N with a relatively high dose of siRNA in H4 cells showed a more 

substantial reduction of Parkin recruitment activity. Second, considering the 

dynamic association of E2s and E3s, the reduced UBE2N expression by 

knockdown might be compensated for by closely related E2s and E3s. This 

assumption is based on the evidence that the knockdown of multiple E2 enzymes 
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and E3enzymes typically gives a more substantial effect than a single knockdown 

[286] [287]. It is suggested that a further study by blocking UBE2N with its paired 

patterners might have a more potent effect beyond what has been shown in this 

study.   

 

Evidence suggests that UBE2N is primarily responsible for K63–linked 

ubiquitylation [288], and the knockdown of UBE2N reduced K63-ubiquitin level 

and inhibited mitochondrial clustering by CCCP. However, it was recently 

reported that Parkin binds to K63-linked chains, sufficient to induce Parkin 

recruitment when PINK1 is overexpressed [289]. Moreover, a study reported that 

UBE2N does not affect the ubiquitin charging of Parkin, which works differently 

from other E2s [288]. Therefore, it is conceivable that the UBE2N is involved but 

might not be indispensable for Parkin recruitment. In other words, UBE2N might 

work more like an efficiency enhancer rather than the core player in the Parkin-

mediated mitophagy process. Given this assumption, the negative effect on Parkin 

puncta formation in this study shown by UBE2N knockdown might delay but not 

block the effect on Parkin recruitment. More prolonged treatment of CCCP could 

be applied to evaluate this assumption. 

 

Conversely, that UBE2N as an efficiency enhancer of Parkin recruitment is 

supported by the result that overexpression of UBE2N enhanced the Parkin puncta 

formation. Thus, the Parkin recruitment efficiency may depend more on other 
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related players in this pathway. When overexpressed, UBE2N serves as the 

accelerator, speeding up the K63-ubiquitin chain building process, and then the 

ubiquitin chain binds to Parkin. This accelerated binding process recruits more 

Parkin in a positive feedback manner faster. As a result, this UBE2N-Parkin 

enhanced Parkin recruitment was shown with more Parkin puncta than control 

under the same time of CCCP treatment. However, enhanced Parkin recruitment 

does not necessarily lead to an enhanced clearance effect of damaged mitochondria, 

as the latter is dependent more on lysosome capacity. Thus, a protein levels 

investigation to confirm that UBE2N regulates mitophagy, not just Parkin 

recruitment, is needed prior to reaching any conclusion. 

 

UBE2N and the mitochondria-related proteins 

TOM20, the mitochondrial content indicator, was not significantly altered by the 

overexpression of UBE2N. However, this does not necessarily confirm that 

overexpression of UBE2N regulates mitochondrial protein degradation as CCCP 

treatment did not trigger a significant degradation of TOM20 in the experiments. 

Although the selected CCCP treatment time, 2h, was shown to significantly induce 

the early signalling of mitophagy, Parkin recruitment, from the imaging assay, this 

duration might be too short to record the change levels of mitochondrial proteins, 

which happens at the later stage of mitophagy process. The unchanged relative 

mtDNA content following 2h CCCP treatment shown in chapter 4 supports this 
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view. Moreover, the trend towards a reduced PGC1-a protein level was observed 

in the same pattern as TOM20 when treated with CCCP, suggesting the change of 

TOM20 expression might be associated with the downregulated mitochondrial 

biogenesis through PGC1-a alteration. Therefore, a longer duration of CCCP 

treatment to trigger the degradation of TOM20 should be used in future 

experiments to investigate the actual effect of UBE2N on the degradation of 

mitochondrial protein.   

 

However, a significant change in the level of PGC1-α following UBE2N 

overexpression under CCCP treatment was observed. This change suggests that 

UBE2N might directly or indirectly alter the PGC1-α-related pathways. PGC1-α, 

the master regulator of mitochondria, was recently reported to be associated with 

the representative receptor-mediated mitophagy, FUN14 domain containing 1 

(FUNDC1)-mediated mitophagy but not the Parkin mediate mitophagy[290]. A 

report suggests overexpression of PGC1-α upregulated FUNDC1-mediated 

mitophagy by enhancing FUNDC1 expression under hypoxic conditions [32]. This 

evidence might be closely linked to the observation that the PGC1-α protein level 

was lower in the CCCP group than in the DMSO group. It suggests the 

downregulation of PGC1-α leads to the downregulation of FUNDC1 and, further, 

a negatively regulated FUNDC1-mediated mitophagy activity when CCCP was 

applied to trigger Parkin-mediated mitophagy. This suggestion is consistent with 

many reports. FUNDC1 seems not to be present in starvation-induced mitophagy 
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or CCCP-induced mitophagy, where Parkin-mediated mitophagy is active, while 

hypoxia-induced mitophagy mainly relies on FUNDC1 but not Parkin [31] [291]. 

It is not well-known that whether these two systems could coordinate to protect 

cells; however, recently, a study [292] showed that rotenone could induce both 

these types of mitophagy, suggesting they might work together in response to 

stress.  

 

This thesis study further suggested that FUNDC1-mediated mitophagy is 

negatively associated with Parkin-mediated mitophagy, and upregulation of one 

leads to a compensatory inhibition of the other. On one hand, the overexpression 

of UBE2N downregulated the PGC1-α protein levels following CCCP treatment, 

where the imaging assay confirmed the enhanced Parkin recruitment by UBE2N 

overexpression. These findings suggests that the upregulation of Parkin-mediated 

mitophagy might lead to the downregulation of FUNCD1-mediated mitophagy. 

On the other hand, when FUNDC1-mediate mitophagy is activated during hypoxia, 

the increased binding ability for LC3 [293] and enhanced interaction with DRP1 

[294] of FUNDC1 might allow FUNDC1-mediate mitophagy to compete with 

Parkin-mediated mitophagy. FUNDC1-mediate mitophagy might be more 

competitive as its LC3 binding does not conflict with the hydrophobic pocket of 

LC3, while Parkin inhibits the binding affinity [295] [295]. This analysis suggests 

that upregulation of FUNDC1-mediated mitophagy might lead to the 

downregulation of Parkin-mediated mitophagy. 
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Together, it is suggested that Parkin-mediated mitophagy and FUNDC1-mediated 

mitophagy are likely to be linked by PGC1-α activity; and they might be on a 

compensatory balance to maintain the efficiency of the mitochondrial clearance 

system. Parkin-mediated mitophagy is more competitive when facing CCCP-

mediated mitochondrial membrane potential disruption, while FUNDC1-mediated 

mitophagy is more competitive under hypoxic conditions. 

 

Another supportive interpretation of the result is that overexpression of UBE2N 

enhanced Parkin recruitment to mitochondria and thus reduced the Parkin 

available for its other roles. Parkin mediates the proteasomal degradation of PARIS 

(ZNF746). In the absence of Parkin, PARIS is bound to the upstream promoter of 

the PGC-1α gene, which suppresses PGC-1α gene expression [241]. Additionally, 

the PGC1-α protein level change appeared simultaneously when Parkin activity 

changed as Parkin recruitment was recorded, which indirectly supports the 

assumption that Parkin affects PGC1-α activity. Thus, the significantly reduced 

PGC-1α protein level seen with UBE2N overexpression under treatment with 

CCCP suggests the significantly increased presence of PARIS, which could be the 

consequence of significantly less available Parkin for the degradation of PARIS, 

as UBE2N drives more Parkin to translocate to mitochondria. If the compensatory 

balance hypothesis is true, the above process further suggests that overexpression 

of UBE2N might enhance the Parkin-mediated mitophagy as it might 
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downregulate the PGC1-α altered FUND1-mediated mitophagy. 

     

UBE2N might also regulate PGC1-α through other pathways. Although no 

evidence supports a direct link between UBE2N and PGC1-α under unchallenged 

conditions, the activated ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) might mediate the 

link under stress conditions. The UPS and autophagy are two major clearance 

systems in the cell, and they are suggested to work under compensatory balance 

in most scenarios to keep the cell healthy [296] [297]. It is suggested that the 

overexpression of UBE2N might enhance UPS, and evidence suggests the positive 

association of UBE2N and proteasome activity [298]. It is known that the activated 

UPS mediates PGC1-a degradation under stress [299]. Thus, the enhanced 

reduction of the PGC1-α protein level might result from the enhanced degradation 

effect of enhanced UPS by overexpression of UBE2N under CCCP treatment. 

 

Furthermore, in this way, the FUNDC1-mediated mitophagy is downregulated by 

the lack of PGC1-α signalling under UPS upregulation, which is consistent with 

another report showing that downregulation of FUNDC1 is associated with UPS 

activation following hypoxia-induced mitochondrial damage [300]. By indirectly 

altering PGC1-α, UBE2N might mediate the UPS and mitophagy activities 

shifting, which is consistent with the report that autophagy negatively correlates 

with UPS activation [297]. Thus, the enhanced UPS by UBE2N overexpression 

might lead to downregulated mitophagy. In this study, however, no Parkin 
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recruitment was negatively affected, which might benefit from overexpression of 

Parkin and UBE2N together. As a result, this dual overexpression might enhance 

the clearance system activity in the scenarios when the UPS or Parkin-mediated 

mitophagy is dominantly required, thus protecting the cells. 

UBE2N overexpression and rotenone-induced damage 

Mitophagy coupled with fission is widely accepted as a protective activity that 

maintains healthy cell populations by clearing damaged and non-functional 

mitochondria. This process may also reduce mitochondrial ROS formation and 

damage-induced apoptosis, thus keeping cells healthy [301]. It is therefore 

hypothesised that the enhancement of Parkin-mediated mitophagy by UBE2N 

overexpression could improve the protective effect, especially against 

mitochondrial-targeted stress inducers. In this study, rotenone was used to trigger 

the PD-like mitochondrial stress, and the evaluation of the protective effect from 

overexpression of UBE2N was performed through the MTT cell viability assay. 

However, the result did not support the hypothesis, as there was no protective 

effect on cell viability following the upregulation of UBE2N. This result indicates 

that enhancing Parkin recruitment is insufficient to protect against the rotenone-

induced damage to mitochondria. This may be due to mitophagy not being induced, 

thus not leading to enhanced clearance of the damaged mitochondria. 

 

The other possible explanation is that high levels of rotenone-induced stress may 
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prevent mitophagy induction. Evidence reported that mitophagy is only induced 

by mild and transient oxidative stress [290]. The low dose of rotenone with a short 

treatment period initiates a ROS signalling cascade, leading to mitophagy 

induction to clear countable partially damaged mitochondria. In contrast, high 

dose rotenone might drive apoptosis to clear the damaged cells instead of 

mitophagy. To reach a more comprehensive conclusion, further studies with lower 

oxidative stress conditions should be performed to verify the effect of enhanced 

Parkin recruitment by upregulation of UBE2N on the potential of protecting the 

cells from stress. 

 

UBR5, GBP2 and HECTD2 

The study of UBR5, GBP2 and HECTD2 showed that knockdown of HECTD2 

increased Parkin puncta formation. This effect could be because the HECTD2 

mediates the proteasomal degradation of cleaved PINK1 [282]. With the 

downregulation of HECTD2, the degradation of PINK1 was impaired, leading to 

its accumulation on the mitochondrial membrane when incubated with CCCP, 

which further recruited more Parkin to be observed. However, that effect of 

HECTD2 was only seen in SH-SY5Y cells (and not in H4 cells). The reason for 

this discrepancy is uncertain it may again be due to the relative expression levels 

of HECTD2 combined with transfection efficiency or the relative abundance of 

accessory proteins involved in regulating this process.   
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Chapter7 General discussion 

Thesis results summary and broader context 

The incidence of neurodegenerative diseases is increasing globally, and the 

associated severe reduction in quality of life for an individual with the disease and 

the economic impact on society is considerable. Thus, treatments for 

neurodegenerative diseases are urgently needed. Emerging evidence shows ageing 

is the most significant risk factor for diseases such as Parkinson's disease, where 

mitochondrial dysfunction is closely linked to the aetiology of the condition. 

(Reviewed in [302] [303, 304]). Neurons, especially dopaminergic neurons whose 

degeneration causes PD, are highly vulnerable to disrupted energy homeostasis 

caused by dysfunctional mitochondria during ageing and stress [305]. Therefore, 

improving mitochondrial function may improve neuronal health and delay or 

prevent the onset of the degenerative condition. This thesis focused on 

investigating mechanisms by which mitochondrial function can be improved and 

thus could be used as potential treatments for PD. The findings suggested that the 

drug compound AZD5438, a GSK3 and CDKs inhibitor that positively regulates 

mitochondrial activity, might be a therapeutic solution for neurodegenerative 

diseases like PD.  

 

In chapter 3, pharmacological compounds that targeted GSK3 and CDKs and the 
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mPTP were investigated. Kenpaullone was shown to negatively regulate Parkin 

recruitment to mitochondria following treatment with CCCP in two human 

neurological cell lines. A follow-up study showed kenpaullone enhanced the 

mitochondrial network and prevented changes to the network caused by treatment 

with CCCP. Kenpaullone also upregulated the glycolytic potential of cells, and its 

protective actions may be due to it differentially inhibiting GSK3 and CDKs. 

 

In chapter 4, studies comparing the effectiveness of GSK3 and CDKs inhibitors 

were evaluated. AZD5438, AT7519, alsterpaullone and 1-azakenapaullone were 

found to mediate similar effects to kenpaullone. AZD5438 was shown to have the 

strongest effects on mitochondrial morphology and parkin recruitment, and it was 

also shown to protect cells from mitochondrial stressors, rotenone and MPP+ 

induced damage. AZD5438 was also observed to inhibit the upregulation of 

mitochondrial ROS and apoptosis and increase glycolysis. Further investigation 

showed that AZD5438's protective effects were dependent on glucose availability, 

which suggested the pro-glycolytic metabolic influence on cells may be essential 

to mediate AZD5438's protective actions. Moreover, CDK9 inhibition was shown 

to mediate AZD5438's inhibitory effect on Parkin recruitment, while its protective 

effects are likely to be mediated via the differential inhibition of GSK3 and CDKs.     

 

In chapter 5, the protective effect of AZD5438 was investigated in rodent primary 

cortical neuron cells and human midbrain dopaminergic neurons. AZD5438 was 
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shown to protect rodent and human neurons from rotenone-induced PD-like stress, 

and cells treated with AZD5438 alone had a healthier mitochondrial and neuronal 

network with less ROS and apoptotic levels.  

 

In chapter 6, genetic modulators of Parkin recruitment were investigated, and the 

cellular protective potential of UBE2N was evaluated. UBE2N is a mediator of 

Parkin-mediate mitophagy by binding to Parkin, subsequentially activating the 

positive feedback of Parkin recruitment. This study confirmed that the inhibition 

of UBE2N impaired Parkin recruitment while overexpressing UBE2N enhanced 

Parkin recruitment. However, the results showed that increased Parkin recruitment 

due to the overexpression of UBE2N did not protect cells from rotenone. This 

suggests that improving the initiation of mitophagy (Parkin recruitment) may not 

be sufficient to protect cells. Another gene of interest, HECTD2, was shown to 

negatively regulate Parkin recruitment. HECTD2 mediates the degradation of 

PINK1, thus, the modification of HECTD2 expression may potentially improve 

the induction of mitophagy. 

 

Mitophagy alteration for PD treatment: Upregulation or 

downregulation? 

Mitophagy is widely accepted as a critical protective process that clears damaged 

and dysfunctional mitochondria in order to maintain healthy cell populations. 
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Functional mitophagy coupled with mitochondrial fission and fusion reduces 

dysfunctional mitochondrial protein aggregation, restores ATP generation, and 

prevents mitochondrial ROS formation and stress-induced apoptosis, thus 

protecting the cells. Given the positive role of mitophagy in maintaining cells' 

health, it is suggested that the upregulation of mitophagy and fission could protect 

cells from mitochondrial-targeted stress inducers. On the contrary, the 

downregulation of mitophagy may prevent the clearance of damaged mitochondria, 

resulting in cell death.   

 

UBE2N was overexpressed and found to upregulate Parkin recruitment, though 

this did not protect cells from rotenone-induced cell damage. This indicates that 

enhancing Parkin recruitment is insufficient to protect cells from mitochondrial 

stress. Conversely, this study found that AZD5438, downregulated Parkin 

recruitment and yet had a cell-protective effect. However, this association does not 

necessarily suggest that downregulation of mitophagy will protect cells. In fact, 

the downregulation of mitophagy might result from improved mitochondrial 

homeostasis by AZD5438 treatment. Therefore, dynamic mitophagy activity 

might not be induced as it is not required. This study does not contradict the theory 

that enhanced mitophagy benefits cells but adds a novel view that the 

downregulation of mitophagy may indicate a healthier mitochondrial network with 

less stress. Hence, cells with a healthier mitochondrial network may be more 

tolerant of stress damage.  
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The cellular metabolic balance and PD treatment: 

Mitochondrial activity and glycolysis 

Mitochondrial respiration and glycolysis are the two main processes that generate 

cellular energy. Glycolysis is not an efficient process for ATP production, with 

only 2 ATP molecules generated compared to the 36 ATP molecules per glucose 

molecule that mitochondrial respiration produces. However, glycolysis also 

generates NADH, and glycolysis-generated pyruvate (from glucose) is essential 

for mitochondrial to generate NADH. Mitochondria require NADH to proceed 

with oxidative phosphorylation and generate ATP[306]. Moreover, glycolytic 

production of lactate is another energy source driving the TCA cycle for oxidative 

phosphorylation [307]. Thus, when there is a lack of such sources in the cells, 

mitochondria will be prompted to recycle these sources for reuse. This suggests 

mitochondrial activity is relatively dependent on glycolytic activity and improving 

glycolysis might benefit mitochondrial function. 

 

Mitochondrial activity and glycolysis are kept in balance to meet the energy 

demand of cells. Evidence shows that the balance can shift under proliferation and 

stress conditions [308, 309] [310]. For example, when a large amount of energy is 

required by the cells, mitochondria will produce more ATP, and this puts them 

under stress. This is also why neurons generally have higher mitochondrial ROS 

levels and are more vulnerable to mitochondrial stress. Stress-damaged 
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mitochondria reduce ATP generation and induce apoptosis, leading to neuronal 

degeneration. Therefore, the decrease in mitochondrial stress mediated by a shift 

to glycolytic pathways might help protect neurons. Recent research supports this 

assumption and shows that energy from glycolysis plays an important role in 

maintaining synaptic transmission[222], providing energy during periods of 

intense neuronal activity[223], and glycolysis may protect against Parkinson's 

disease[224]. The above evidence and findings in this thesis (AZD5438 enhanced 

glycolysis and protected cells from mitochondrial stress) support the theory that 

enhanced glycolysis might protect against PD.  

 

Recommendations for future work 

Findings in this study reported that a pharmacologic compound, AZD5438, 

protected the cells against PD-like stress. This could be investigated further using 

dopaminergic neurons from human iPSCs carrying PD-related mutations. Animal 

models of PD could also be used to investigate the actions of AZD5438 and 

provide further evidence to carry the drug toward human trials.  

 

This study suggested that the upregulation of glycolysis may be protective. Thus, 

a thorough study of glycolytic pathways and their influence on cells with or 

without PD stress is recommended for future work. That study should be 

performed in neuronal cells as their metabolism is different from cell lines'. 
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Besides the cell-protective actions, genetic and pharmacological tools altering 

glycolysis should also be evaluated for their effects contributing to altering the 

electrophysiological function of neuronal cells. This further study would provide 

a comprehensive insight into the alteration of glycolysis with its potential actions 

in treating neurodegenerative diseases.  

 

This study found that the inhibition of CDK9 mediated an inhibitory effect on 

Parkin recruitment., However, whether the inhibition of CDK9 alone would 

protect cells was not investigated. Future experiments should be carefully 

designed to investigate the pathways and factors between CDK9, glycolysis and 

mitophagy, building the evidential link that CDK9 alteration may affect cells' 

stress response. Apart from CDK9, CDK1 and CDK2 are also potentially effective 

anti-apoptosis targets of AZD5438. Future work should investigate their protective 

actions with the confirmation of the knockdown delivered by a single or 

combination of siRNA transfection (alone and with AZD5438) and compare their 

cell protection to those with AZD5438 treatment.  
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